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Abstract
Recently, Data Centre (DC) infrastructures have been growing rapidly to support a wide
range of emerging services, and provide the underlying connectivity and compute resources
that facilitate the “*-as-a-Service” model. This has led to the deployment of a multitude of
services multiplexed over few, very large-scale centralised infrastructures. In order to cope
with the ebb and flow of users, services and traffic, infrastructures have been provisioned for
peak-demand resulting in the average utilisation of resources to be low. This overprovision-
ning has been further motivated by the complexity in predicting traffic demands over diverse
timescales and the stringent economic impact of outages. At the same time, the emergence
of Software Defined Networking (SDN), is offering new means to monitor and manage the
network infrastructure to address this underutilisation.
This dissertation aims to show how measurement-based resource management can improve
performance and resource utilisation by adaptively tuning the infrastructure to the changing
operating conditions. To achieve this dynamicity, the infrastructure must be able to centrally
monitor, notify and react based on the current operating state, from per-packet dynamics
to longstanding traffic trends and topological changes. However, the management and or-
chestration abilities of current SDN realisations is too limiting and must evolve for next
generation networks. The current focus has been on logically centralising the routing and
forwarding decisions. However, in order to achieve the necessary fine-grained insight, the
data plane of the individual device must be programmable to collect and disseminate the
metrics of interest.
The results of this work demonstrates that a logically centralised controller can dynami-
cally collect and measure network operating metrics to subsequently compute and dissem-
inate fine-tuned environment-specific settings. They show how this approach can prevent
TCP throughput incast collapse and improve TCP performance by an order of magnitude
for partition-aggregate traffic patterns. Futhermore, the paradigm is generalised to show the
benefits for other services widely used in DCs such as, e.g, routing, telemetry, and security.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Outline
Internet Service Providers and Data Centres have been growing extremely rapidly since the
early 2000s to support a wide new range of services that are now ubiquitous such as, VoIP,
VoD, and modern online services and platforms. This growth in services has required the net-
work infrastructure to quickly expand to provide much higher aggregate throughput, lower
latencies, higher resilience, and increased compute capacity. At the same time, the competi-
tion between providers and operators has resulted in a drive to provide fast and reliable ser-
vices as cost efficiently as possible. These user-driven business incentives have led network
operators to look into better ways to manage and orchestrate their services in order to reduce
operational expenditure, and improve the utilisation of existing resources to improve return
on investment. However, achieving these goals is complex in large-scale environments while
maintaining interoperability with unknown devices relying on legacy suboptimal protocols.
The management challenges of such large infrastructures are multifold and mainly relate to
the extremely large number of devices that need to be continously monitored, managed, and
orchestrated. In order to provide a competitive service to the end users, the cost of the infras-
tructure must be kept as low as possible by utilising the available resources as efficiently as
possible. However, improving resource utilisation can be challenging when dealing with nu-
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merous servers, changing applications, and complex network topologies while maintaining
high availability and resilience. All of these challenges are difficult tasks on their own, mak-
ing Data Centre (DC) management extremely complex, especially when failures can have
substential economic impact. To tackle these problems, operators have quickly refined the
design of the infrastructure, for example with Facebook now deploying their third generation
of data centres in only 13 years of existence [1, 2].
Management of resources is critical in such large-scale infrastructures in order to continu-
ously monitor the demand and dynamically adapt to maximise resource utilisation. How-
ever, current infrastructures provide little to no support for collecting the metrics required,
resulting in existing systems having a very limited view of their current operating conditions
across the different layers of the architecture. The problem is further amplified by the varying
time-scale and frequency at which these metrics must be computed and collected, from sub-
millisecond flow arrival times to yearly topological upgrades. This limited insight prevents
providers from dynamically tuning and adapting applications and services to the current op-
erating conditions of the infrastructure, resulting in the underutilisation of resources.
In order to facilitate this management and orchestration, and allow operators to better control
the resources available in their infrastructure, both industry and academia have been heavily
investigating new or improved systems since the early 1990s. The road to obtain what is
now known as Software Defined Networking has been long, requiring about two decades
of research to finally see large-scale deployments of partially programmable infrastructures.
With the deployment of OpenFlow as the first realisation of SDN, a large new range of man-
agement functions have been available to the network operators, highlighting the benefits of
a centralised management system with a complete overarching view over the infrastructure.
This SDN architecture has been a strong shift away from the legacy networks designed to be
fully autonomous and distributed. SDN has allowed network operators to manage the net-
work infrastructure, opening up control on how packets and flows should be handled across
multiple devices.
This dissertation investigates how this programmability and newly available insight into the
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network can be leveraged in DC environments to tackle the underutilisation of resources
and allow for the deployment of new services. Using OpenFlow, today’s leading implemen-
tation of SDN, this work highlights the benefits of logically centralised network resource
management schemes. With increased control over the network infrastructure, a centralised
controller can maintain a global view of the network state, the current utilisation, the com-
munication patterns, and therefore make globally informed decisions based on all available
metrics. These decisions can provide a new understanding of the global dynamics of the
architecture that are otherwise unavailable when observing the behaviour from independent
endpoints. The benefits of the proposed approach are highlighted through Omniscient TCP
(OTCP), a novel approach for tackling TCP incast thoughput collapse. TCP incast collapse
stems from the partition-aggregate nature of DCs that results in gross underutilisation of
the network resources and extremelly low application performance. Through OTCP, this
work aims to show that significant improvement in resource utilisation can be obtained when
globally-informed decisions are made. However, current SDN realisations are too limiting
to improve resource utilisation and through OTCP this work demonstrates these limitations.
To further improve resource utilisation, the programmability of the current infrastructure
must be further expanded to provide insight to the service and application providers. Through
a programmable interface, the metrics of interest at the various layers of the infrastructure
could be made available. Using these metrics, services can be dynamically adapted and mod-
ified to the changing operating environment. This approach would allow the centralised con-
trol plane to manage resources based on a wide range of information and metrics representing
the current operting conditions. Through this approach, optimisation and improvement from
the physical up to the application layer can be performed.
1.2 Thesis Statement
Hypothesis: The deployment of a programmable data plane in data centre SDN infrastruc-
tures will enable operators to improve network utilisation by dynamically provisionning the
network parameters based on temporal demand.
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1.3 Contributions
This work contributes to the abstraction, development, and paradigm shift necessary for
next-generation networking architectures through:
• A comprehensive review of the past and current approaches of programmable networks
and the motivation for increasing the programmability of the network infrastructure.
• An in-depth analysis of Data Centre (DC) network topologies with associated cost,
complexity, deployability and resilience and the rationale for programmable networks
in such environments.
• An investigation of the impact of existing and legacy resource management schemes
on DCs network performance and maximum utilisation.
• Multiple experimental evaluations of the benefits of environment specific fine-tuning
of TCP congestion control parameters on network performance.
• An implementation demonstrating the benefits and feasibility of a centralised SDN ap-
proach for dynamic management, orchestration, and tuning of the environment based
on the full view of the network operating conditions.
• A discussion of the current limitations of today’s SDN implementations and the result-
ing hurdles for dynamic resource allocation, management and orchestration.
• The design and implementation of a novel SDN framework addressing existing SDN
limitations and promoting data plane programmability for fine-grained, high-performance
packet processing and metrics collection.
• A platform, protocol, and language-independent packet processing pipeline leveraging
the eBPF instruction set, and the introduction of a simple control plane protocol and
controller software.
1.4. Organisation of the Thesis 5
• A large collection of use cases and example implementations for data plane pro-
grammability, from packet forwarding, to telemetry, to debugging and middlebox-like
functions such as, e.g., anomaly detection.
1.4 Organisation of the Thesis
The work presented in this thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2: covers the motivation for the creation and development of Software De-
fined Networking, and the trade-offs that have been made to achieve current deploy-
ment. It then describes the current problems of very large-scale Data Centres and the
incentive for Network Operators to leverage this newly available programmability.
• Chapter 3: describes the current resource management issues of modern Data Centres
and in particular the issue of TCP incast throughput collapse that results in gross un-
derutilisation of the network. It then introduces Omniscient TCP (OTCP), a logically
centralised SDN approach to collect, measure, and compute environment specific op-
erating parameters. Through extensive evaluation, OTCP demonstrates that centralised
network resource management can improve performance and network utilisation by an
order of magnitude.
• Chapter 4: highlights, through OTCP, the limitations of today’s SDN implementa-
tions and the resulting barriers in resource management and orchestration. It asso-
ciates these limitations to the current very limited programmability and control and
introduces a novel SDN framework for data plane programmability. The framework
design and implementation is presented in detail, and a wide range of use-cases that
are unrealisable or impractical with current SDN implementations are demonstrated.
• Chapter 5: summarises the work and contributions of this dissertation and discusses
future research directions for this work.
1.4. Organisation of the Thesis 6
• Appendix A: provides source listing of example data plane functions and the associ-
ated controller logic for the proposed framework.
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Figure 2.1: Selected key contributions to programmable networks, from Active Network to SDN.
User-driven business incentives has led the network operators to look into better ways to
manage and orchestrate their services in order to reduce operational expenditure, and im-
prove the utilisation of the existing resources to improve return on investment. However,
achieving these goals is complex in an environment the size of the Internet with an extremely
large number of endpoints and many providers with different incentives. This wide diver-
sity, requires interoperability between unknown devices preventing rapid deployment of new
technologies resulting in a legacy of suboptimal protocols.
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In order to facilitate management and orchestration, and allow the operators to better control
the resources available, both industry and academia have been heavily investigating new or
improved systems since the early 1990s. The road to obtain what is now known as Software
Defined Networking has been long, requiring about two decades of research to finally see
large-scale deployments of partially programmable infrastructures. With the deployment of
OpenFlow as the first realisation of SDN, a large new range of management functions have
been available to the network operators, highlighting the benefits of a centralised manage-
ment system with a complete overarching view over the infrastructure. This SDN architec-
ture has been a strong shift away from the legacy networks designed to be fully autonomous
and distributed. SDN has allowed network operators to manage the network infrastructure,
opening up control on how packets and flows should be handled across multiple devices.
In this chapter, the research leading to SDN is presented, detailing the limitations of current
implementations and the necessary steps to move forward. The operating environment and
issues in DCs are then described, presenting legacy and modern approaches as well as clean-
slate designs. Finally, the current limitations in management and orchestration are discussed,
highlighting the problem space of this thesis. Figure 2.1 shows a timelime and evolution of
the notable work in the area of programmable networks.
2.2 Towards a Centralised Software Defined Archi-
tecture
2.2.1 From legacy networks to SDN
The Internet has evolved from an experimental packet-switched network to the worlwide
infrastructure we are familiar with today. This very rapid growth and reliability require-
ments associated with the need for all the endpoints to interact, resulted in many aspects
of the infrastructure to be “set in stone”. This phenomenon has been retrospectively called
the ossification of the Internet and mostly refers to the inability to transition away from the
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Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) as the addressing architecture, and the Transmission Con-
trol Protocol (TCP) or the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) at the transport level [23, 24]. This
ossification has been highlighted by the difficulties in deploying new technologies such as IP
multicast at Internet-scale and has been mostly relegated to internal use by service providers
to deliver IPTV or VoIP services over the infrastructure they maintain. Similarly, the IPv6
protocol has seen a very slow deployment rate, with less than 15% of the worldwide traffic
despite being a standard for almost 20 years [25, 26].
At the transport layer, the ossification of the Internet has prevented the deployment of some
more efficient protocols, such as TCP Vegas, a variant of TCP with a better congestion con-
trol algorithm which suffers unfairness when collocated with more greedy TCP variants.
The deployment of newer variants of TCP has been possible under the condition that they
operate at the same level of greediness as already deployed alternatives, such as TCP Cu-
bic, TCP Westwood and very recently TCP BBR [27, 28, 29]. Newer transport protocols
such as the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) and the Datagram Congestion
Control Protocol (DCCP) have been shown to provide improvements over TCP and UDP
for some applications, but cannot be readily deployed over the existing infrastructure [30].
The infrastructure has been designed with TCP or UDP over IP, and most middleboxes and
Network Address Translators (NATs) do not support newer protocols like SCTP resulting in
the frames to be dropped or corrupted as they traverse the network [30, 31].
The ossification has also extended to the API available to the developers from the operat-
ing system. The POSIX socket API was a minor evolution of the Berkeley socket API and
is now the de facto standard for application developers. However, the limited abstraction
offered by the API, prevents the deployment and adoption of newer protocols without a sig-
nificant development effort [32]. As a result, transport protocol designers have proposed
the development of application-layer transport protocols using existing transport layers, like
UDP, as a substrate. Some of the most notable realisations of application-layer transport pro-
tocols have been QUIC and SPDY for web traffic and to some extent HTTP/2 that performs
custom flow control at the application layer [33, 34, 35]. These protocols are pragmatic
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approaches to overcome ossification but they violate the protocol layering principle and re-
quire the transport protocol to be implemented for each application reducing consistency,
maintainability and significantly increasing the developement effort [36].
Although the ossification of the network infrastructure has prevented worldwide adoption
and deployment of new, more robust or efficient protocols, network operators have an in-
centive for deploying new services and pushing the capabilities of their infrastructure. With
customers’ demand for very high-throughput and low-latency required for today’s cloud ap-
plications and services, video streaming, realtime communication and much more. To eco-
nomically support this growth in demand, network operators are being pushed towards a
better utilisation of the available resources. This economic incentive is two-fold: the first is
to reduce the Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) of the operator by better using the infrastructure
already in place; the second is to reduce Operational Expenditure (OPEX) to maintain the
proper operation of the network. While reducing CAPEX and OPEX are economic objec-
tives, they have been driving the evolution of very large networks over the years. To increase
the network utilisation and therefore reduce CAPEX, the network must be designed to op-
erate properly with suboptimal network protocols as well as provide a minimum guaranteed
level of operation and service during peak demand. To reduce OPEX, the day-to-day man-
agement and control of the infrastructure and its resources must be simplified and stream-
lined with the ability to provide enough information for operators to quickly and successfully
detect and remediate from faults or attacks.
To achieve this goal of higher utilisation and simplified network management, the network
must evolve to move away from a simple autonomous forwarding plane to a more pro-
grammable system allowing user control and modification of the network processing and
forwarding behaviour. In such scenario, it should be possible to steer traffic in a fine-grained
manner to use any suitable routes and optimise the traffic allocation throughout a large-
scale infrastructure. Through simplified routing mechanisms, it then becomes simpler to
better leverage the fabric to deploy new functions and policies helping in reducing OPEX
and CAPEX. Network devices providing caching, filtering, load balancing, anomaly detec-
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tion and much more can then be deployed throughout the fabric and used on-demand by
customizing the routing path for the traffic of interest. Using such approach, the network
operator can better use underutilised links and hence reduce CAPEX while providing an
improved service to the end-users. Another consequence of providing fine-grained config-
uration over the routing and forwarding of the infrastructure is the possible introduction of
overlay networks. Overlay networks allow a physical network to be spliced into multiple
smaller virtual networks that share some of the nodes and available resources. This splicing
allows the network to be better utilised by allocating a specific subset of nodes and partial
resources to a specific function, and allowing traffic isolation without requiring a seperation
of the infrastructure. Virtualised overlay networks share the same objectives as virtual ma-
chines, the former being designed to share virtual network over a physical infrastructure,
while the later provide virtual compute resources over physical machines.
However, this evolution from a standard simple autonomous forwarding plane to a more pro-
grammable system is a complex and difficult task. Computer networks are designed with a
wide variety of equiment, mostly routers, switches and end-hosts but also a multitude of mid-
dleboxes. All of these devices are able to interoperate but must be configured individually by
the network admninistrators using vendor-specific interfaces, often different across products
from the same vendor. The multiple efforts in evolving the network have been focussing
in removing this barrier in configuring the large amount of devices without being tied to a
specific vendor, and to allow this programmability to operate at a higher level of abstraction
than a specific network protocol, function or mechanism.
In the early 1990s, the first large-scale attempt at evolving the network was conducted by
researchers employing Active Networking [3]. Active networking was a very different ap-
proach to network management and control from traditional networks in which network
nodes are able to expose a set of resources such as processing, storage, packet queuing
mechanisms through a network API [37]. Using this network API, individual network nodes
could be dynamically altered to implement new network functions for the subset of packets
passing through the node. Active networking research proposed two programming models,
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the capsule model [4] and the programmable switch model [38, 5]. In the capsule model,
the code to execute was carried in-band within data packets, while in the programmable
switch model the code to execute was transmitted out-of-band. Through the evolution and
popularisation of active networking, the capsule model became the most commonly asso-
ciated programming model to active networks. Performance was not the main focus of the
research community, but some efforts aimed to design high-performance active routers using
multiple collocated network processors overcoming the limitations of traditional single core
systems [39]. The security aspect was mostly overlooked, like many early research efforts of
that time, although the Secure Active Network Environment Architecture was an exception
aiming for type safety, signing and dynamic checks of the programs and authentication and
authorisation of the users [40]. The widespread deployment and implementation of active
networks was unsuccesful due to numerous factors. One of the most notable issues has been
the rift between two sides of the network community in whether the network should be kept
simple to facilitate its growth or “smarter” to evolve it past its current state. This rift was
amplified by the unclear path to deployment for Active networks and a lack of immediate
need for such programmability. These aspects as well as misconceptions about active net-
works, mostly regarding security and performance prevented a strong traction for large-scale
deployments. Nonetheless, active networks offered many intellectual contributions to the
community, such as the need for a unified architecture for device orchestration, the bene-
fits of programmability within the network to facilitate innovation, and the capabilities of
performing operator-defined actions based on packet headers.
In the early 2000s, with an Internet infrastructure mostly in place and a large increase in
traffic volume, network operators shifted their focus away from deployment towards better
performance, higher reliability and predictability of the infrastructure behaviour. These ob-
jectives led the operators to overprovision the network with aggregate bandwidth far superior
to the peak demand. This gross overprovisioning of resources was a very simple, although
costly, solution to the increasing demand. Subsequently, to leverage this large amount of
bandwidth, providers focussed on optimizing network management functions to control the
paths used to carry traffic, a concept nowadays called Traffic Engineering (TE). The lim-
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ited routing protocols available at the time, coupled with the tight integration between the
control and data planes of the network devices made network management tasks such as cus-
tom routing, debugging, remote monitoring (telemetry) extremely lengthy and difficult [41].
These limitations became a frustration to the network operators in the endehavour required
to manage large-scale and continuously growing complex networks. At the same time, the
quick improvements in processor speed and memory in general purpose computers resulted
in recently deployed switches’ to be greatly underpowered compared to commodity comput-
ers.
These frustrations and the ability to implement new functions in the resources available in
generic architectures resulted in two innovations: an open interface between the control and
data plane and the motivation for a logical centralised control plane. As a result of these
efforts, the ForCES (Forwarding and Control Element Separation) open interface was devel-
oped and standardised by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [7, 14]. To logically
control networks, architectures such as the Routing Control Platform (RCP) and SoftRouter
were proposed [42, 9, 8]. This work focussed on network management problems and how to
allow network administrators to have network-wide visibility and programmability over the
control plane. This was following the same line as active networks but was mostly designed
to be quickly deployed by and for network operators instead of the end users or the research
community. As a result, multiple logically centralised control planes were developed based
on open-source routing software that simplified the development and deployment of proto-
type implementations. This first step in decoupling the control and data planes was a realistic
and short-term solution for the problems network operators were facing but was a significant
departure from the conventional tightly coupled and autonomous design of the Internet. As a
result, many of the concepts developed at the time have been leveraged for subsequent SDN
designs such as a logically centralised control plane communicating with the devices data
plane over an open interface.
Network vendors had little incentive to adopt an open API like ForCES as it exposes internal
aspects of the devices and allows for the competition to provide comparable products. It is
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in the vendors’ best interest to maintain a closed API with no direct comptabile competi-
tion, and create a vendor lock-in, making the switch to another vendor a costly operation.
This business incentive was possible due to the lack of large deployments of programmable
networks that could clearly show to the operators the benefits and therefore incentivise a
paradigm shift by the network vendors. As a result, and due to the pragmatic approach in
decoupling the control and data plane, the control plane communication protocol was re-
lying on existing routing protocols [43], greatly limiting the range of applications that the
logically centralised control plane could support and implement. The research community,
without the same short-term incentive, built on this separation of planes and proposed new
clean-slate architectures for a centralised control plane. The 4D project [12] envisaged a fur-
ther breakdown of the planes with a 4 layer approach: the data plane being responsible for
forwarding the packets, the discovery plane for collecting measurements and topology, the
dissemination plane to install the packet processing rules, and the decision plane to centrally
convert global rules into per device packet rules. The 4D approach with the many different
layer, was able to provide for the first time a logical abstraction of the network model that
allowed areas beyond routing to be explored.
The last step for this evolution from legacy networks to Software Defined Networks (SDN)
has been to think of this separation of planes more broadly than solely in the context of
packet forwarding. Up to this point and based on the main motivation of the providers to
leverage more flexible routing, programmability was mostly limited to traffic engineering to
better use the available infrastructure. Ethane and its predecessor SANE have been the step-
ping stone to SDN by proposing to use this separation of control plane and the centralised
view of the network to implement different functions other than routing [11, 10]. They have
proposed to use a logically centralised flow-level architecture to implement access control
policies throughout the infrastructure. In the Ethane proposal, the switches are represented
as a set of flow tables managed and populated by the controller based on a set of security
policies, clearly separating the data plane behaviour and the control plane functions. Ethane
became the foundation of OpenFlow with the first implementation of the Ethane switch de-
sign becoming the original OpenFlow API [13].
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2.2.2 OpenFlow
Software Defined Networking emerged in mid-2000s as a means for researchers to exper-
iment on medium to large-scale infrastructures, such as the Global Environment for Net-
working Innovation (GENI) [44], EU FIRE testbeds, and at smaller scale, within campus
networks. The concept of SDN has been to provide programmability into the network to
better operate and manage the infrastructure. However, the networking community has been
split between a desire for highly programmable networks and pragmatism for achieving pro-
grammability on existing infratructures. OpenFlow was proposed by the Stanford Clean
Slate Program [45] as a balanced compromise between programmability and pragmatism.
The instrinsic switch design of OpenFlow, inherited from Ethane, leverages the packet pro-
cessing hardware available in commodity switches while providing more programmability
than earlier proposals. This design decision has been the main reason for OpenFlow to
become the first widely deployed implementation of programmable networks by allowing
vendors to provide programmability without the need to redesign the underlying hardware.
However, this pragmatism in relying on existing hardware did limit the overall flexibility of
the design as well as the capabilities of the overall proposal.
The principle of operation of OpenFlow is straightforward but it is necessary to understand
the separation of concerns between the individual switches within the infrastructure and the
central controller. The switches in OpenFlow are designed to be “dumb” or, more specif-
ically, designed to delegate all decision making to the central controller in case they are
unaware of what should be done with incoming packets. In contrast, a legacy switch would
make a node-local decision, for instance, an ethernet learning switch will flood the packet
to all other ports. In order to delegate the decision making, the switches’ traditional control
plane, consisting of the peering mechanisms and self-learning functions is replaced with an
OpenFlow agent as shown in Figure 2.2. This OpenFlow agent is responsible for establishing
a persistent TCP connection with the OpenFlow controller and exchanging messages follow-
ing the OpenFlow API. Using the OpenFlow API, the agent in the switches is able to expose
the internal state of each switch to the central controller and consequently the controller is
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able to query and update each switch internal state remotely. The role of the controller is then
to rely on the global view of the network generated from the aggregated switches’ internal
states to make informed decisions on how packets should be matched, processed, and for-
warded. In order to perform this decision making, a specific controller application must be
designed that is capable of understanding, replying and emitting OpenFlow API messages.
...
OpenFlow Agent
Meter Table
Flow 
Table
Flow 
Table
Flow 
Table
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Port 1
Port 2
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Port 2
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Figure 2.2: OpenFlow Switch architecture and data/control plane separation
In an OpenFlow switch, the device is composed of one or more flow tables each holding flow
rules defining how packets are handled. Each flow rule defines a pattern on which packets
are matched, a set of actions to be performed when a packet matches this pattern, a fixed
set of statistics counters, and a priority to disambiguate between overlapping patterns. The
pattern in each flow rule defines the subset of header fields in the packets that should be
matched from the available fields defined in the OpenFlow specification. The initial produc-
tion version of OpenFlow included 12 possible match fields, allowing flow rules to match on
packet header fields from the physical layer (input port) to the transport layer (UDP, TCP).
To cope with the demand for new functions to be implemented using OpenFlow, each new
version of the protocol added support for new fields summing up to 44 supported fields in
OpenFlow 1.5. For each packet matching the pattern of the flow, a set of actions is executed
that allows header fields to be modified, routing headers to be altered and, most importantly,
for an output action to be taken. Using this simple match-action approach, an OpenFlow
network works as follows: a packet arrives at the ingress of an OpenFlow switch, and the
highest priority flow rule is fetched from the flow table resulting in either a match or a table
miss; in the former case, the associated flow rule actions are executed and the counters are
incremented; in case of a table miss the corresponding packet is sent to the controller through
the OpenFlow API packet in message, the controller decides what should be done with this
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packet and other subsequent similar packets, and inserts new flow rules in the switch.
In order to match the flow rules with the packet header, OpenFlow is able to perform two
types of matching that are directly associated with the hardware available in typical net-
working hardware. The first matching type is a strict equality matching between the packet
header and entries in memory. This matching is commonly implemented in hardware for very
high speed lookup using Content Addressable Memory (CAM). In commodity switches, the
CAM is traditionally used by the self-learning functions to maintain the mapping between
the physical input port on which packets are received and the associated MAC address of the
device sending the packet. The second type of matching uses Ternary Content Addressable
Memory (TCAM) which follows the same principle as CAM but instead of relying only on
exact bit values, it allows for a third “don’t care” bit state which is matched regardless of
its value in memory. Using TCAM, the matching can be much more fine-grained allowing
entries in memory to partially match some of the packet headers while still providing very
high speed lookups. TCAM is commonly used in commodity routers to perform layer 3
Longest Prefix Match (LPM) on IP entries and provide routing entries for different subnets.
However, TCAM is expensive in terms of chip area requirement, power consumption and
speed of operation, therefore it is often limited in size to a few thousands of entries [46].
OpenFlow leverages the CAM and TCAM available in off-the-shelf network devices to per-
form the flow rule matching, and can therefore be deployed purely in software relying on the
existing available hardware. This wide availability of compatible network devices and the
limited development cost of supporting existing and already deployed network devices open
up the adoption of SDN in large-scale networks.
Using the SDN approach of delegating the decision making to the central controller and al-
lowing the overall behaviour of the network to be defined in a single application written with
a global view of the network infrastructure, many new research directions can be explored.
These new research opportunities are supported by the spread of packet headers match field
from layer 1 to layer 4, blurring the traditional separation between switches and routers. In
an SDN environment, the devices are either switches or routers. Depending on the flow rules
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installed and the behaviour of the controller either functionalitty can be implemented. By
leveraging this programmability and the flexbility in centrally managing the behaviour of
the network, a wide range of new network research has emerged over the last decade using
OpenFlow as the foundation for large-scale experiments. OpenFlow was able to help re-
search in domains such as routing, traffic engineering, quality of service, congestion control,
protocol design, network function virtualization, virtual machine placement and much more.
It followed on many principles from previous work on programmable networks, but made
significant contributions to the networking community allowing for the first time large-scale
deployments of programmable infrastructure in both academic and industrial networks. Pos-
sibly the main contribution has been to unify many different types of network devices by
allowing actions to be performed from layer 1 to layer 4 instead of focussing only on a
particular layer of the stack.
Early large-scale deployments and use-cases such as its initial deployment in the Stanford
campus [13], its use in Google’s private wide-area backbone for traffic management and
optimisation [47], as well as Nicira’s network Virtualization Platform [48] gathered signif-
icant industry attention. These commercial successes highlighted the strong potential of
OpenFlow and more broadly SDN, resulting in significant efforts to study, evolve and stan-
dardise SDN. As a result, multiple large-scale initiatives by some of the largest information-
technology companies including cloud providers, Internet Service Providers (ISPs), national
research networks and equipment vendors joined SDN consortia such as the Open Network-
ing Foundation (Microsoft, Google, Huawei, Telefonica, Brocade, etc.) or the Open Daylight
initiative (IBM, Cisco, Arista Networks, etc.).
SDN and OpenFlow, have been criticised strongly by some members of the networking com-
munity sometimes due to legitimate considerations but often due to misconceptions. One of
the major misconceptions has been regarding the centralisation of the controller and the
safety and resilience concerns of doing so. SDN advocates for a logically centralised control
plane and does not imply a physical centralisation of the infrastructure that would result in
a single point of failure. In fact, many large-scale deployments of OpenFlow now rely on
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a distributed system of controllers that can cope with multiple failures as demonstrated by
systems like the Onix and ONOS controllers, and wide-area deployments of SDN such as
Google’s private backbone [49, 50]. A second misconception, is the need for the first packet
of every flow to be sent to the controller and hence being only viable in low volume traffic
environments. This misconception is mostly due to early implementation such as in Ethane
or example proof-of-concept controller applications that rely on this approach. However,
through the wide set of match fields, the granularity can be adapted to the traffic charac-
teristics and flow rules can be configured to provide routing for large aggregates of traffic
without involving the controller. The approach by which the controller deploys the flow
rules is implementation-specific and can be done pro-actively when the topology changes,
resulting in no packet sent to the controller during normal operation or reactively, when a
new flow is established.
Although OpenFlow became the most successful implementation of SDN, it is critical to
understand that OpenFlow and SDN are not identical concepts and that OpenFlow is merely
one partial implementation of the broader SDN concept. Previous work of configuring the
network infrastructure using active networks can be considered retrospectively as instanti-
ations of SDN. More recently, competing approaches from other vendors, such as Cisco
ONE [51], the JunOS SDK [52] and NetConf/YANG [53] represent other realisations of
the SDN concept that are incompatible with OpenFlow. SDN conceptually offers a much
broader programmability of the network than what OpenFlow or other realisations currently
provide. In today’s approaches, the network programmability, orchestration and manage-
ment is very limited. OpenFlow offers some limited programmability in flow matching and
packet processing but still considers the data plane of the devices as a blackbox. At a higher
level, OpenFlow does not provide mechanisms to interface with systems such as end-hosts,
hypervisors, virtual machines (VM) or applications, limiting cross-layer optimisation and
resource management.
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2.2.3 Beyond OpenFlow
OpenFlow has been critical in the evolution of SDN and the wide acceptance by research
and industry of the benefits of exposing the network state through an open API. In the last 10
years, it has changed the way we think about network management and orchestration, solving
problems such as network virtualization and slicing, and opening up new directions in many
areas of network and systems research. However, OpenFlow, due to its pragmatic design
choice to support existing hardware, has been lacking flexibility, requiring constant updates,
and customisation, and rendering seemingly simple use-cases impractical or unfeasible [20].
To cope with the demand, OpenFlow added some support for new match-fields and actions
as well as for new features such as port groups, counters and thresholds. However, these
changes have been unable to address the wide range of scenarios required by the network
operators and the features provided by the vendors, resulting in a very large number of be-
spoke OpenFlow extensions. Through these extensions, controller applications have been
able to achieve particular behaviour on specific switch implementations but lost the vendor-
agnostic nature of the controller applications returning to some partial vendor lock-in. The
continuous changes to the OpenFlow specification as well as the effort by network vendors
to support the extensions and the OpenFlow agent, have resulted in most of the networking
community to implicitly agree on OpenFlow 1.3 as the long term supported (LTS) version
of the protocol. As a result, even though OpenFlow 1.4 and 1.5 are over two years old, the
hardware support for these versions is very limited and most implementations are not fully
compliant with the specifications.
OpenFlow acted as a stepping-stone in showcasing the benefits of SDN by relying on exist-
ing hardware ASICs, and was a necessary step in the evolution of networks but, now that the
benefits are evident, this pragmatic approach can be challenged. To support the next genera-
tion of networks and offer flexible programmability over the network to provide a wide new
range of middlebox-like functions such as Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), packet reassembly,
telemetry, protocol offloading, stateful routing and much more, it is necessary to explore dif-
ferent approaches. This transition away from tradditional networking ASICs is helped by the
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recent deployment of new devices such as Network Processors (NPU), Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA), and the increased use of software switches. To transition away from
OpenFlow to the next generation of SDN architecture, two approaches have been trending:
(i) a top-down view of the network where the focus is on the network operator requirements
and how these requirements can be expressed; and (ii) a bottom-up view focussing on the
switch design.
To address the match-field programmability issue in OpenFlow, switch architectures such
as the reconfigurable match table (RMT) [16] model, and commercial chips such as Intel’s
FlexPipe [54] and Cavium’s Xpliant [55] have been suggested. These three chips follow a
match-action pipeline that can be reconfigured dynamically to match arbitrary packet head-
ers while providing performance comparable to fixed-functions chips. The RMT architecture
is designed to create an arbitrary pipeline based on the programmer’s desired forwarding be-
haviour. This pipeline is built from a flexible parser able to match on arbitrary packet headers,
and an arbitrary arrangement of match stages with associated SRAM and TCAM memory
allocated based on the requirements of the function. To provide the arbritrary matching and
packet editing, RMT relies on a very-long instruction word (VLIW) instruction set to paral-
lelise the extraction, comparison, and modification of specific headers in each packet. Intel’s
FlexPipe approach is simpler and relies on a 32-stage pipeline with allocated TCAM to per-
form the packet matching and a very limited instruction set to perform actions on the matched
packets. These designs have been able to show that modern hardware design can be used to
perform flexible matching on network traffic without impacting network performance. The
aggregate throughput achieved using RMT is close to 1Tb/s and Cavium’s highest end ASIC
is 3.2Tb/s.
To express this architectural flexibility and allow network operators to define the data plane
function, domain specific languages (DSL), such as P4 and POF, have been suggested [18,
17]. P4’s main design goals have been to provide platform independence, allowing the same
P4 program to be deployed across multiple hardware or software switches and protocol in-
dependent to allow any new or custom network protocol to be supported. To achieve this, it
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abstracts the switch model and provides syntax to define the set of protocol headers that are
expected, the parser rules, the primitive actions, the tables to allocate and the control flow
to define the order of the matching. Protocol-Oblivious Forwarding (POF) follows the same
goal as P4 in providing a protocol and platform independent programming model for the data
plane. However, POF does so with a very limited set of low-level programming instruction,
akin to an assembly language. This approach allows the compilation, parsing and processing
of the data plane functionality to be kept simple but increases the complexity of deployment.
To investigate data plane programmability in other architectures than the controller-centric
one made popular by OpenFlow, new research has been suggested. Tiny Packet Program
(TPP) [19], returns to the concept of capsule-based active networks and proposes to embed
lightweight instructions into the packet content to query and manipulate the internal state of
the network. Through this design, each packet can embed at most 5 instructions and each
switch traversed will forward and execute the embedded program. The main concept of TPP
is to separate the concern and responsibility, the switches are reponsible for high perfor-
mance forwarding and limited execution while the end hosts perform arbitrary computation
on the network state by introducing TPP programs. PISCES [21] has been another influential
work in this domain, which moves away from the hardware infrastructure to focus only on
the hypervisor-level software switches. PISCES justify this decision due to the very large
number of software switches deployed in modern infrastructure, often one per host, resulting
in more software than hardware switches in modern virtualised infrastructures.
The security aspects of SDN are an important part of the design as any attack on the control
or data plane could disrupt the robustness and reliability of the network. However, cur-
rent SDN deployments are mostly limited to privately owned infrastructures, such as data
centres, with a separate and isolated management network carrying the management infor-
mation. This isolated network prevent most of the attack vectors by physically preventing
outside access to a critical part of the infrastructure. Existing deployments mostly rely on
transport encryption and endpoints authorisation through TLS certificates to ensure that a
listener on the network or a third-party is not able to capture or issue unauthorised requests
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to the controller and network devices. A potential attack vector in a cloud environment is
when an attacker manages a privilege escalation outside the virtual machine and gains access
to the hypervisor and therefore the management network. However, the potential attack on
the controller would be very limited as most communication is from the controller to the
hypervisor’s virtual switch, not the other way around and much more lucrative and faster
attacks are possible at this point, such as accessing the other tenants’ data and traffic.
With the significant popularity of SDN, and newer deployments focusing on service provider
networks that do not provide the same level of isolation, research has been proposed to set
the requirements for a secure SDN network [56, 57]. The security policies in SDNSEC [56]
attempts to safeguard the SDN resources that may jeopardize the good behaviour of the
network. In particular, it promotes the same security considerations for an SDN controller
applications than any other software by assessing the behaviour of the software and detecting
any exploit, vulnerability or reliability issues before deployment. The key aspect of the
proposal is for authentication and authorisation to be used when the management of the
network spans over multiple organisations at which point security by isolation is not possible
anymore.
2.3 Data Centre Network Architecture
2.3.1 SDN in Data Centres
In this thesis the research and analysis is focused on Data Centre infrastructures as they have
been suffering many of the same difficulties and limitations as ISP networks, due to their
initial design decisions, but also offer new challenges and opportunities to address those
problems. DC infrastructure have been growing much more quickly than ISP networks over
the last 15 years, to provide end-users with “*-as-a-Service” platforms. This very rapid
growth has resulted in modern Data Centres to house hundreds of thousands of nodes and
links in very dense interconnects, with traffic volume and communication patterns orders of
magnitude higher than modern ISP networks. These large-scale networks, with high vol-
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umes of traffic, low latency and high throughput associated to new traffic patterns generated
by DC-specific services, have resulted in a large number of novel issues. However, even
though DCs are facing a myriad of difficulties, they are operated very differently from ISP
networks opening up new ways to tackle these issues. DCs, in opposition to ISP networks,
are managed and operated by a single authoritative entity that has complete control over the
infrastructure. This single ownership opens new possibilities in management and orchestra-
tion as the complete infrastructure can be managed uniformly and paradigm shifts can be
made at much shorter time scales than typically possible with ISP providers.
The network infrastructure of modern DCs have evolved beyond ISP networks in order to
provide the resources and resilience required. In backbone Autonomous Systems (ASs), the
connectivity is provided and managed in large traffic aggregates over link bundles providing
high-capacity, but low redundancy in the case of failure. In contrast, modern DC topologies
have evolved towards rich and redundant networks, with a large variety of links and paths
between servers. This difference in traffic aggregates, has also changed the granularity at
which ISP and DC operators are managing the traffic; the former deals in large aggregates of
traffic between peering endpoints over a very limited set of high-volume, over-provisioned
links, while the later micro-manages and schedules the individual flows to take advantage
of the different paths. Through this fine grain scheduling of the network resources, DC
operators are able to better use the resources available, allowing high performance over non
over-provisioned networks. However, existing network protocols designed for the Internet
are unable to use this rich path redundancy, as it was a non-goal based on the ISP network
infrastructures. Therefore, in order to achieve this fine-grained management of the network
resources, better insight into the network behaviour and control over per-flow forwarding is
necessary. This requirement for control and programmability coupled with the ability for the
DC operators to experiment with new design and technologies has led to the deployment of
SDN infrastructures.
Alongside, the fine-grained management of the traffic, DC operators have had other in-
centives to deploy SDN in their infrastructures. With the advent of virtualization and its
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prominance in DC networks to better use the compute resources, the separation between the
network and the application is getting blurier. Modern servers are able to host dozens of
VMs and containers have allowed hundreds of applications to be collocated in isolated en-
vironments. This collocation of VMs and containers results in most switches to be software
switches running at the hypervisor to interconnect the virtualized environments and connect
them to the physical network. In such an environment, even though a network is intercon-
necting a large number of virtual nodes, all interactions are performed in software by the
Operating System and the hypervisor. By leveraging SDN, DC operators have been able to
uniformly manage the physical or virtual network infrastructure.
2.3.2 Network Topologies
large-scale network operators have traditionally mostly been Internet Service Providers (ISP),
but with the rise of the “*-as-a-Service” (*aaS) model, data centres (DCs) have grown to scale
larger than ISPs. DCs have become the largest and fastest evolving network infrastructures,
exchanging internally a volume of traffic orders of magnitude higher that ISPs. DCs have
provided the underlying infrastructure for Cloud computing in which enterprises outsource
the infrastructure based on a pay-as-you-use service model. This model relieves enterprises
from significant capital expenditure (CAPEX) for purchasing and maintaining hardware and
software assets, instead, they increase the operating expenses (OPEX) to pay for the infras-
tructure as required for the current demand [58]. This model has been widely beneficial
to operators and users alike, by allowing users to allocate the resources needed for opera-
tion on-demand, and delegating the maintenance and support to a third-party while allowing
large-scale network operators to lease extra resources to amortise the cost of operation.
DCs have been originally designed around the existing Internet technologies applying knowl-
edge gathered by ISPs to provide large-scale high-performance infrastructures in which low
cost of operation and maintenance is paramount. Following the same design process, DCs
have inherited many of the existing flaws and limitations of ISP networks, relying on the
ossified Internet stack designed for Wide Area Networks (WAN), relying on best-effort com-
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munication, and being highly dependent on the demand of the network. DCs’ unique envi-
ronment with several thousand collocated devices, higher bandwidth and lower latency gave
rise to a wide new range of issues. To extend these complex requirements, DC operators
are required to provide very high reliability expressed as a Service Level Agreement (SLA)
to the customers with yearly downtime tallying up to less than a few hours while keeping
the cost of the infrastructure and maintenance at a minimum. In Table 2.1, the number of
servers from the main DC operators is reported, highlighting the current scale providers are
operating at [59].
Table 2.1: Number of physical servers owned by major operators
(Source [59])
Company Number of Servers Date
Facebook > 180, 000 June 2013
Rackspace 94, 122 March 2013
Amazon 454, 400 March 2012
Microsoft > 1 million July 2013
Google > Microsoft July 2013
DC networks encompass most of the problems currently in ISP networks as well as a wide
range of new issues in design, management and orchestration of very large-scale networks.
Although, DC networks are extremely complex, they operate in a very different environment
than ISP networks and are not subject to the same limitations, allowing faster iterations in
design and deployment. ISP networks have stringent requirements in protocol compatibility,
peering agreements and policies enforcement that is a consequence of the Internet being a
large distributed system with no central entity operating the network. However, in DCs a
single operator controls the infrastructure and can therefore evolve more rapidly, modifying
the design of the network to cope with the evolving demand over the infrastructure and
deploying or experimenting with recent technologies that have the potential of reducing cost
and improving efficiency. Likely the most notable infrastructure changes that have been
performed over these evolution cycles have been the network topologies not only to reduce
cost [60], but also to prevent resource contention and possible underutilisation impacting
Return on Investment (RoI). The remainder of this section will cover the most important
DC network topologies that have been deployed including their benefits, limitations and
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particular considerations.
Multi-Tier topologies
Switch
Rack
Single link
Uplink/Link bundle
Figure 2.3: Canonical tree topology with three-tier network
The first generations of DC networks have generally been designed following a multi-tiered
canonical tree topology as shown in Figure 2.3 [61]. This topology has the advantage of
being very straightforward to implement, and requires a low number of devices and links in
order to interconnect a large number of devices. In a three-tier topology, the bottom-most
layer consists of racks of servers with each rack hosting a Top-of-Rack (ToR) switch. One
layer higher in the tree, the aggregation switches connect multiple ToR switches together
and provide the uplink to the core switches responsible for forwarding the traffic between
the different branches. A typical deployment of this topology would likely use 1Gbps links
between the hosts, ToR, and aggregation switches, and leverage the switches’ uplink ports
to provide 10Gbps to the core layer. This topology, although attractive due to its simplicity,
suffers from a number of drawbacks:
• The links at the different layers of the topology can be highly oversubscribed, depend-
ing on the port density of the ToR switches, number of servers, and uplink capacity. A
typical canonical tree topology can suffer from a 10:1 oversubscription at the aggrega-
tion layer and an oversubscription as high as 150:1 at the core [62].
• Traffic between servers in different racks must communicate through the aggrega-
tion or core layers, causing in the worst-case scenario east-west traffic across the data
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centre, and resulting in significantly different traffic characteristics depending on the
server’s locality and application traffic patterns.
• The lack of path diversity in the infrastructure results in the loss of a large portion of
servers if a single switch or link fails. In the worst case scenario, the core switch can
fail preventing access to all servers.
• In order to increase the size of the network, the topology must be modified to either de-
ploy higher density ToR switches to host more servers per rack or with higher density
aggregation or core switches to increase the number of branches. In both cases, the
expansion relies on replacing the existing devices with more expensive, higher-density
ones, worsening the oversubscription as the number of devices increases.
While faster links are deployed in higher layers of the topology, these conventional archi-
tectures are heavily oversubscribed. The term oversubscription is defined as the ratio of
the worst-case achievable aggregate bandwidth among the end hosts to the total bisection
bandwidth of a particular communication topology. For instance, an oversubscription of
1:1 means that all hosts can communicate with arbitrary other hosts at full (local line-rate)
bandwidth at any time and traffic load. An oversubscription ratio of 4:1 means that only the
25% of the host bandwidth is available for some communication patterns [63]. Traditional
DC designs use oversubscription in order to reduce the cost of deployment but expose the
network to congestion that results in increased latency, packet drops and reduced available
throughput for the servers and virtual machines [62].
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Figure 2.4: Fat-Tree topology (folded Clos) of radix 4
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More recently, alternative topologies such as Clos-Tree [62] and Fat-Tree [63] have been pro-
posed to address the oversubscription and path redundancy issues of canonical tree topolo-
gies. These architectures, as shown in Figure 2.4, promote horizontal rather than vertical
expansion of the network through adding similar off-the-shelf commodity switches to the
existing network instead of replacing with higher density devices. Dense interconnect in
these new fabrics provides a large number of redundant paths between source and destina-
tion edge switches, resulting in better resilience in case of link or device failure and greatly
reducing oversubscription. In a Fat-Tree topology, the size of the network is defined by the
number of pods, with each pod connecting to the core switches. Each pod contains two layers
of switches with the bottom-most layer connecting the servers to the aggregation switches.
Clos/Fat-Tree architectures have seen an increasing popularity in modern data centres but
scaling limitations in the number of links and switches possible often results in partial de-
ployments:
• The limiting size for a Fat-Tree topology is the number of ports on the switches. Fat-
Tree requires uniform devices to be used with k ports, resulting in k pods to be con-
nected each containing k switches. Each ToR switch is connected to k/2 aggregation
switches, resulting in the remaining k/2 ports to connect to servers, summing up k3/4
hosts supported. This level of multipath network results in a very large number of links
and devices to be deployed to support a limited number of servers.
• The redundant paths require the topology to be configured manually to prevent network
loops. It also relies on load balancing mechanisms such as Equal Cost Multi Path
(ECMP) [64] or Valiant Load Balancing (VLB) [65] to uniformly distribute the traffic
between links which are unfair at balancing unequal-sized flows [66].
• Through the large number of redundant links, connectivity failures are less common.
However, ToR failure can still result in the loss of connectivity to a rack and aggrega-
tion or core failure can significantly reduce the overall available bandwidth.
Until recently, two of the largest DC providers, Google and Facebook have been using the
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Figure 2.5: “Four posts” topology
“four-post” network architecture as shown in Figure 2.5 [1, 67]. In this architecture, the main
building blocks are clusters which are much larger than the pods previously described, and
each cluster involves hundreds of server cabinets each with a ToR switch. Each ToR switch is
then connected to one of the 4 aggregation switches within the cluster and all the clusters are
interconnected through the four core (spine) switches. To provide very high bandwidth, each
ToR switch provides up to 44x10Gbps downlinks and 4x10Gbps uplink to the aggregation
layer resulting in a 10:1 oversubscription. Each aggregation switch has 4x40Gbps uplinks
for each core switch resulting in 4:1 oversubscription. To provide redundancy and safety
from failure, the 4 aggregation switches are interconnected by a bundle of 8 links at 10Gbps
(80Gbps) in a ring configuration, and the core is protected by a 16x10Gbps ring (160Gbps).
This approach to topology design has been able to provide high throughput, high redundancy
and resiliency, however the largest DC providers have been moving away from this design
due to the following reasons:
• With the fixed design of the core and aggregation layers, the only way to scale up
the number of devices within the infrastructure is to deploy higher density, higher
throughput network devices that are expensive, produced only by few vendors and
often very proprietary.
• The network is oversubscribed between clusters, mandating distributed applications
to be confined to one cluster or allocating more uplinks at the cost of lower cluster
density.
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• Relying on a few but very high performance switches at the core aggregation, results
in a 25% capacity reduction on intra-cluster capacity in case of aggregation switch
failure while a core switch failure reduces inter-cluster capacity by 75%.
• The size of each cluster is based on the port density of the devices, resulting in only a
few clusters each containing containing a large number of servers. These large building
blocks make allocation of resources, management and orchestration more difficult.
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Figure 2.6: Facebook 3rd generation spine-leaf topology
The latest generation of DCs have focused on the design of very high-performance network
instead of a hierarchically oversubscribed system of clusters as show in Figure 2.6 [2, 67]. In
this model, the continuous evolution of the network and server infrastructure is paramount,
allowing new servers and network links to be added without impacting the already deployed
infrastructure. The main building blocks for this design are small-sized pods limited to 48
racks of servers to simplify the allocation of resources. To provide high bandwidth with-
out oversubscription, each server is connected to the ToR switch with a 10Gbps link, and
4 uplinks at 40Gbps each are connected to the aggregation switches, providing a total of
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160Gbps capacity for each rack of servers. To interconnect all the pods, independent planes
of spine switches operating at 40Gbps are used. This design allows the deployment of new
resources to be modular: If more compute capacity is required new pods can be added and
if more inter-pod connectivity is required new spine planes are deployed. However, the path
diversity results in some limitations similar to the FatTree topologies:
• To distribute the traffic across the different paths, ECMP flow-based hashing is used
which results in an unequal distribution of traffic across the different links when the
size of the flows is different.
• The high number of switches and links to provide a non-oversubscribed topology
makes the deployment complex especially in existing infrastructures. To mitigate this
issue, careful building design and placement of the different planes can be done to
reduce the length and number of links [2].
Server-centric topologies
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Figure 2.7: BCube topology
To address some of the issues directly related to tree topologies, new research has been
looking at clean-slate designs diverging from the standard multi-tier architectures. BCube
[68] and DCell [69] have been proposed as server-centric topologies, in which the servers
also participate in forwarding packets. The goal of server-centric topologies is to provide
high reliability of the network infrastructure at a low equipment cost. The design approach
of both these topologies is similar and relies on a simple building block repeated recursively
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Figure 2.8: DCell topology
to create large network infrastructures [70]. In BCube, as shown in Figure 2.7, a block
contains n servers connected to an n-port switch. A BCube1 consists of n BCube0’s and n
n-port switches [68]. In this approach, each BCube local low port density switch can provide
high bandwidth connectivity amongst the servers in the same BCube and each server has an
uplink to the higher level switches. The DCell design, shown in Figure 2.8, is very similar
to BCube, a server is connected to a number of servers in other cells and a switch in its own
cell, and large-scale infrastructures can be obtained by recursively creating new higher-order
DCells. The main difference between the two is that in DCell, the inter-connection between
cells is performed only through the servers and not through another set of switches. Server-
centric architectures have shown that highly reliable networks can be designed without the
multitude of high density switches and links in multi-tier topologies. However, they suffer a
number of drawbacks preventing their adoption in mainstream infrastructures:
• Server-centric architectures are designed around low density switches but delegate a
portion of the packet forwarding logic to the servers. This design choice, requires new
routing mechanisms to be used to leverage the topological properties of the architecture
preventing their easy deployment and compatibility with existing networks.
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• The recursive design of the network makes the topology complex and hard to main-
tain at large-scale, requiring dedicated algorithms to generate a specific topology for
a network of a certain size. This complexity in the topology makes the design, main-
tainability and programmability of the network harder as the network operators cannot
rely on the inherent symmetry of the design like in multi-tier topologies.
• Relying on servers to provide packet forwarding has been viewed as an unreliable ap-
proach to packet forwarding at large-scale. Switches have been designed to provide
network connectivity over very long periods of time without maintenance. However,
servers have not been designed as a critical aspect of the network and therefore result-
ing in a loss of connectivity during maintenance, reboot and degraded performance
when highly-utilised.
Mesh topologies
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Figure 2.9: 2D and 3D Torus Topologies
Some specific environments such as High Performance Computing (HPC) have led to the
development of dedicated topologies that are able to provide very high bandwidth with very
low latencies between devices. The three most common topologies are mesh, torus and
hypercubes that belong to the k-ary n-mesh family. A 2D torus and a 3D torus topologies are
shown in Figures 2.9a and 2.9b respecitively. In a 2D k-ary n-mesh, each switch only requires
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at-least 5 ports; four ports connect to the neighbouring nodes at the top, left, right and bottom,
and the last port(s) connect to the servers for this switch. The difference between torus and
mesh topologies is that, in a torus, the edge switches are interconnected both vertically and
horizontally creating network loops at the edges, while mesh topologies are loop-free leaving
a port disconnected on the edge devices. Hypercubes follow the same structure as toruses
but create a 4 dimensional topology. These topologies have seen very little deployment in
general data centres as the cost of operation and deployment can be very high and many of
the design parameters are incompatible with today’s data centre traffic:
• In k-ary, n-mesh topologies, the latency is directly related to the number of hops tra-
versed which increases directly with the distance between nodes. This high hop count
makes the performance of such topology directly related to the locality properties of
the traffic pattern, resulting in high performance when communication is limited to
neighbours but slower and oversubscribed when communicating with nodes further
away.
• In DCs, the most common communication pattern is “many-to-one” where multiple
servers aggregate data at a single node, for instance, caching clusters or databases. Be-
cause of such traffic patterns and the locality requirements of k-ary n-mesh topologies,
the performance is often suboptimal for DC traffic.
• These topologies require a high number of low-density switches and a very large
amount of links to create the interconnect. This large path diversity makes the de-
ployment of such infrastructure very complex and costly over large areas to support a
high number of servers.
2.3.3 Management & Orchestration
Management Network
The network infrastructure of DCs is generally separated, physically or virtually, into two
distinct networks, one carrying the production traffic between servers and the outside world,
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and a second private network used by the operator to manage and orchestrate the servers and
the switches. The management software within the infrastructure is responsible for checking
the state of the servers and maintaining the accurate view of the overall resources utilisation,
such as processor, memory, storage, and network load. The management network is also
used to communicate with the VM hypervisors on the servers to start, stop, or migrate the
VMs between hosts at runtime. Moreover, with the rise of SDN and the centralisation of
the control plane logic, these networks are becoming even more important. In order for the
switches to notify the controller to make a routing decision and send this decision back to the
switches, the management network is used. Through this separation, the control logic can
remain private to the network operator and can be transmitted without being impacted by the
production traffic.
While management networks can assume similar topologies to those described above (for the
data-carrying network), these networks are typically designed for sparse and latency sensitive
traffic, where maintaining high throughput is not as critical as for the data-carrying produc-
tion network. The management network should therefore be designed to provide reliable
and consistent performance, regardless of the load over the production traffic. Management
networks have been generally one of the following three types:
1. In-band network: the simplest way is to use the same “in-band” network for the man-
agement network as the one carrying the production traffic of the tenants. In this sce-
nario, there is no isolation between production and management traffic, therefore the
management traffic is subject to congestion or low bandwidth caused by production
traffic. As a result, in-band management network is not recommended for production
DCs.
2. Logical out-of-band (OOB) network: in this approach, the management network is
logically separated using, for instance, VLANs or dedicated flow rules in the switches.
Extending the in-band solution, this approach allows QoS enforcement to prioritise
management traffic over tenant’s traffic (e.g., by assigning different queues in switches).
However, as isolation can only happen in certain points of the network (at routers ca-
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pable of QoS enforcement), logical OOB does not guarantee fully-fledged isolation of
management and user traffic.
3. Physical OOB network: a physically separated network can be set up solely for man-
agement purposes. While this incurs significant investment in new switches and net-
work interfaces for hosts, this solution is preferred for critical environments. In fact,
a physically separated management network is being deployed at many production
cloud DCs [71] and it is the recommended solution for the OpenStack open-source
cloud software.
Network Operating System (NOS)
In conjunction with the deployment of SDN (specifically OpenFlow) and the creation of
larger and more complex networks and topologies, the concept of Network Operating Sys-
tems (NOS) has been proposed to abstract the resources of a network. Alike Computer Oper-
ating Systems, NOS are designed to provide an abstraction over the low-level configuration
of the individual components. In a traditional infrastructure, each component of the network
such as switches, Access Control List (ACL), Firewall and much more are configured in-
dependently without any shared knowledge and abstraction between devices from different
vendors. The goal of a NOS is to provide a uniform and centralised programmatic approach
to the entire network components to allow simplified management and orchestration. By
itself, it does not manage the network or infrastructure but provides the programmatic inter-
face to do so, and allows applications implemented on top of the NOS to perform the actual
management tasks. The programmability provided by a NOS should be broad enough to
support a large set of management and orchestration applications, and over the years a large
range of applications have been developped to manage resources throughout the networking
stack including but not limited to the following:
• Network Virtualization and Slicing has been proposed to share the physical infras-
tructure between multiple tenants in the same infrastructure by virtualising a single
physical network into multiple, lower capacity, virtual ones [72, 73].
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• Traffic Engineering techniques have been proposed to better utilise the resources
available in the infrastructure and particularly allow the network to be used more effi-
ciently while alleviating existing problems such as network hotspots [74, 75].
• Energy Aware Computing is becoming more and more relevant as cost and gov-
ernemental incentives are pushing operators to reduce the carbon emissions of the
infrastructure while keeping the same performance and resilience provided by today’s
networks [76, 77].
• Policy enforcement has been a requirement for large networks since the very begin-
ning but until recently, the management of such policies has been costly, risky and
slow. With the deployment of a NOS these management tasks can be achieved by a
single software application [10, 11, 78].
• Virtual Machine migration schemes have been proposed to use the globally avail-
able network information to relocate VMs at runtime to improve pairwise latency and
throughput while reducing the utilisation over costly links within the infrastructure
[79, 80, 81].
• Network Function Virtualization has been proposed more recently to replace the
existing legacy middleboxes within the network to provide a cheap and reconfigurable
infrastructure. Coupling NFV and SDN, the NOS application can dynamically reroute
traffic to particular network functions throughout the network infrastructure [82, 83,
84].
• Security and Resilience aspects have also been addressed, in order to rapidly recover
from failure and allow a very quick convergence of the routing tables over wide area
network, to mitigate the impact on connectivity loss [85, 86].
The terms of “NOS” and “controller” have been used interchangeably by the networking
community to express the centralised management and orchestration infrastructure. The term
controller comes directly from the OpenFlow terminology in which a centralised application
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called controller is responsible for taking the routing and forwarding decisions when the
network devices are incapable of doing so. In a NOS two sets of APIs are exposed that can
be defined as follows.
• Southbound API: A well-defined protocol designed for the communication between
the centralised controller and the network devices (switches or routers). The south-
bound API defines the way the SDN controller should interact with the data plane to
add or alter routing and forwarding entries, retrieve traffic characteristics and config-
ure the network interfaces. The OpenFlow API is the most common southbound API
and provide the abstraction necessary to add and alter the data plane flow tables. Other
southbound APIs are now becoming well supported such as Netconf and OVSdb.
• Northbound API: An API exposed by applications running on the NOS for services
and applications running over the network. The northbound API is used to expose the
network state and management functions to applications and services. Services can
query the current network state to dynamically adapt to the demand and can automati-
cally provision the network to align with changing network requirements. A variety of
different protocols have been deployed, but HTTP REST is commonly used due to its
simplicity and wide support.
The controller communication is limited to the network devices to establish the routing and
forwarding decisions through a southbound API such as OpenFlow. A NOS encompasses
the function of a controller but also provides a wider abstraction on the networking elements,
possibly supporting multiple southbound APIs as well as exposing the network state to third
party applications through a northbound API. One of the main differences is that southbound
APIs have been well defined through comprehensive and lengthy specifications to allow
vendors to provide support in their switch implementations. On the contrary, the northbound
interface is not defined and any NOS application provider can implement the northbound
API in any way they choose. Over the last decade, software developers have mostly exposed
the northbound API through REST HTTP interfaces as they are easy to implement and can
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Figure 2.10: NOS Northbound and Southbound API separation
be easily supported in a large range of programming languages. Figure 2.10 shows the
separation between the southbound interface managing the physical and virtual switches
with the northbound interface exposing the network state to applications. Table 2.2 lists
today’s major SDN controllers/NOS with the supported southbound and northbound APIs.
Table 2.2: Major SDN Controllers/NOS
Software Driving Organisation(s) Language Southbound API Northbound API
NOX Nicira Networks C++ OpenFlow 1.0 Limited C++ API
POX Nicira Networks Python OpenFlow 1.0 Python API
Ryu OSRG & NTT Python OpenFlow 1.5, Netconf, OF-config REST, WebSocket, Python API
OpenDaylight Brocade, Cisco, Ericson ... Java OpenFlow 1.3, OVSdb, Netconf REST, Java API
ONOS ON.Lab Java OpenFlow 1.3, OVSsb, Netconf REST, Java API
Floodlight Big Switch Networks Java OpenFlow 1.3 REST, Java, Python, C API
2.4 Current Issues and Limitations
Cloud DCs have been designed following the inherited design patterns from ISP networks
that have led to design decisions that underutilise the infrastructure and the resources avail-
able. In such environments, the resources are statically provisioned based on long procure-
ment processes, leading to a fix set of resources that must support the changing demand. This
static resource admission scheme has led to over provisioning in order to cope with peak de-
mand, resulting in low resource utilisation during normal operation and therefore increased
OPEX. To mitigate this, modern virtualisation technologies and containers have simplified
multi-tenancy and the ability to transparently relocate VMs to consolidate the utilisation of
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CPU and memory resources. However, this approach only considers a few of the available
resources in a DC without considering the possible adverse impacts it might have on other
aspects, such as network latency and throughput, policy enforcement, energy utilisation and
much more.
This problem is further amplified by the different workload and traffic patterns that are ob-
served in cloud DC infrastructures. At the scale of an ISP network, the aggregate demand
over long periods of time remains constant, with peak periods of traffic that can be observed
based on collected data over long term operation. In a DC environment, the resources utili-
sation and demand fluctuates much more rapidly based on the demand from the users and the
services deployed. With each user being able to dynamically provision resources over short
timescales, accurately predicting the demand for resources is unlikely. This is amplified by
phenomena like flash-crowds that increase the peak demand extremely quickly for short pe-
riods of time, and the quick iterations in software design that constantly change the traffic
patterns.
However, in DC environments, the infrastructre is owned and managed by a single entity and
is not constrained by the multi-domain environment of the Internet. This single ownership
of compute and network resources gives new opportunities to operators to better utilise the
resources and adapt the environment to the infrastructure parameters. Such opportunities
allow the operator to provision the infrastructure in an adaptive, load-sensitive manner, using
information available at the different layers to tune its operation. The resulting optimisations
allow the “capacity headroom” to be increased, allowing the utilisation of resources to be
higher and consequently improving RoI.
In order to collect the information at the different layers, metrics must also be collected and
updated continuously to reflect the changes in software, hardware, utilisation and commu-
nication patterns. However, due to the very large-scale of DC infrastructure with tens of
thousand of devices, the frequency at which this information can be collected is limited with
the traditional approaches. The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is likely
the most widely-deployed telemetry system currently used but is becoming unsuitable for
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large-scale infrastructures that need to cope with the high demand, frequency of updates and
reported metrics. SNMP and the majority of the management and monitoring protocols have
been designed around a “pull-model” in which the metrics are collected locally at the de-
vice and must be queried by a third party application continuously to keep a network-wide
view of the metrics. This approach has been suitable for small-scale low frequency updates,
but is unable to provide the granularity and accuracy required to control and manage very
large-scale infrastructures in short timescales [87].
Additionally to the limited granularity and frequency of measurements, current management
and orchestration systems are limited to only a few metrics due to the complexity and cost
of large-scale fine-grained collection. Today’s measurements are limited to per-host CPU,
memory, and storage utilisation, while the network metrics are throughput and latency ob-
served over a short sampling period by the end-hosts (10 seconds in the default configuration
of Nagios, a popular monitoring software [88]). In order to better utilise the available re-
sources and dynamically adapt the infrastructure to the changing demand, it is necessary for
more metrics to be collected both at the end-hosts and from within the infrastructure to reflect
both the observed behaviour and internal operation. An example of such divergence between
the end-host observed behaviour and the internal operation is the misbehaviour of TCP con-
gestion control: from the end-hosts, the network can look overloaded while measurement
from the devices can highlight that the network is underutilised but the traffic pattern causes
bursts of traffic that are perceived as a heavily utilised network by the end-hosts [89, 90].
To exarcerbate these issues, the different control loops and metrics in such large infrastruc-
ture operate at very different time scales. Individual packet dynamics change within a few
microseconds, the admission of the flows in milliseconds, and the aggregate volume changes
in larger time windows of multiple minutes. The VMs lifecycle and locations change over
hours, days or months, and the physical infrastructure remains the same over few years. This
large variety of metrics and associated time scale makes the collection process more complex
as per-metric collection and analysis period must be defined. As a consequence, the corre-
lation between the metrics is very limited and most of the information collected is used to
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modify and adapt the layer that provided the metrics, without providing additional contextual
information to the lower or higher layers that could be beneficial.
Table 2.3: DC Control Loops Timescales
Control Loop Timescale Description
Congestion Control microseconds Dynamic of packets within the net-
work that is impacted by the instanta-
neous demand on the infrastructure.
Flow Admission milliseconds Changing number of flows within the
network based on the user and appli-
cation demand.
Aggregate volume load minutes – months Cummulative view of the current util-
isation of the network, showing peak
demand during particular hours of
the day (lunch, evenings), day of
the weeks (week-days, weekends),
months (peak demand before holiday
seasons).
Policy Enforcement hourly Changes in access control lists, fire-
walls or network modules that are de-
pendent on the currently authorised
users, services and applications.
Software Iteration daily – weekly Continuous iterations of deployed
software especially for user oriented
applications that are updated regularly.
VM lifecycle minutes – years Dynamic changes in the state of the
virtual machines, especially in cloud
environments in which tenants have di-
rect access to start, stop or deploy new
VMs.
Link/Device Failure milliseconds – hours Time for equipment failure, transient
error can last tens of milliseconds
while misconfiguration or critical fail-
ures can last up to few hours.
Topology Changes months – years The node and links in the DC infras-
tructure evolve as the demand changes
and new hardware becomes available.
This lack of information exchange results in the resources within the infrastructure to be
underutilised. In an ideal environment, the information gathered at all layers should be glob-
ally available to the different control loops and at different granularities to cope with the
individual operational time scales. To show the different operating time scale and the dif-
ferent operating layers, a summary of some of the most important control loops is listed in
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Table 2.3. However, this information exchange is complex as the requirements for each layer
are different, and collecting this large volume of data continuously at a fine granularity with
no direct motivation on which layer is going to be improved is unattractive to the operator.
The cost of collecting information at such large-scale is multi-fold, the storage cost is high
in order to cope with the volume and long term historical data, the impact on the manage-
ment infrastructure to continuously report metrics from all the nodes in the network and the
complexity to identify relevant anomalies or deviation from normal in the large aggregate of
data.
A further complication of this approach is the requirement for safety and confidentially of
the collected data, it might be useful for a tenant of the infrastructure to be able to know
the current utilisation and contention of some of the resources on the infrastructure to better
optimise its own operation but also exposes internal and potentially sensitive information.
The optimisations and tuning should be envisaged throughout the operation stack of the in-
frastructure, from the bare-metal server and the interconnecting switches and network links,
to the top-most application and service layers. To fully support this, the design of the infras-
tructure and inter layer communication should be approached in a converged manner, both
from an application and service perspective, while considering the realistic requirements and
limitations of the hardware and the infrastructure. Today’s designs fail to consider such ap-
proach by either providing a high-level design that cannot be deployed easily or efficiently
at large-scale, or high-performance low-level designs that fails to provide the abstractions
necessary for large-scale adoption. These design issues are directly related to the gap be-
tween the user’s requirements, the operator’s cost, utilisation and privacy objectives, and the
hardware vendor’s incentives.
In an environment designed for full stack tuning and optimisation, a set of APIs should be
available to the application developers. Through this APIs and the provided abstractions,
application developers should be able to collect the metrics and historical data necessary
to optimise the control loop and operation. The very large-scale DC customers like Net-
flix or Airbnb could fully leverage the available programmability to better utilise the very
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large number of machines they have allocated and optimise the delivery of content to the
end-users [91]. More traditional users operating at smaller scale with few servers, might
rely on some libraries or services provided by the DC operators leveraging such API with-
out the need to have a deep understanding of the problem space and complete access to
sensitive information (physical DC topology, other users, etc.). Examples are some features
already implemented by DC operators, such as the autoscaling provided by the Google Cloud
Platform that relies on end-hosts CPU and network utilisation as well as HTTP metrics to
dynamically provision and load-balance virtual machines. In either case, for the customers
and the operators to adapt to the operating environment a novel set of low level APIs should
be available.
Using the data available through these APIs, the applications can be designed considering the
real operating environment without the need to rely on conservative values in order to cope
with the unknown operating condition. Once these requirements defined by the application,
the infrastructure should be dynamically programmed to collect and report the metrics of
interest to the application. This proposed approach relies directly on the infrastructure to
be programmable and dynamically reconfigured depending on the current operating status
and the applications deployed. The ability to deploy on-demand monitoring modules can
be easily imagined for server side resources at either the physical layer on the hypervisor
or virtualisation layer. However, monitoring hardware resources is much more complicated.
This complexity comes from the trade-off of most hardware architecture in which flexibility
and programmability often compromises the maximum achievable performances.
2.5 Summary
large-scale infrastructure operators such as ISPs and DC operators have been heavily compet-
itive while the constantly growing user demand has pushed the operators to deploy extremely
large-scale infrastructures. The main complexity with this approach has been to maintain the
end-to-end compatibility between operators and services. Today’s protocols are a legacy
of the network and control loops designed in the early days of the Internet that perform
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suboptimally in modern environments. The providers have therefore been challenged with
maintaining the compatibility requirements of these legacy systems while trying to improve
the design and management of the modern infrastructures.
In order to provide a better orchestration, management and programmability of the infrastruc-
ture, multiple programmability models have been proposed over the years allowing operators
and end-users to directly interface with the infrastructure. The concept of Software Defined
Networking, has been the first approach to be widely accepted and deployed by both industry
and the research community due to its pragmatic design allowing limited programmability
on existing devices. This newly available programmability has showed the usefulness and
benefits that some level of programmability can provide in a wide range of domains, from
the hardware layer up to the application layer. However, OpenFlow, due to its very prag-
matic design has limited flexibility, and therefore the SDN paradigm must evolve beyond its
current state to provide the next generation of management and orchestration.
In this thesis, the research will address the performance and utilisation benefits, that cross
layer information can bring when applied to the transport layer. Secondly, this work presents
a novel framework allowing the measurement, collection, and reporting of network metrics
necessary for large-scale infrastructure’s management and orchestration.
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Chapter 3
Logically Centralised Network
Resource Management
3.1 Outline
Numerous warehouse-scale data centres have been deployed in the last decade to support the
emerging needs of Internet applications and services, ranging from web search to storage and
general large-scale computation clusters such as Hadoop [92]. In order to support existing
applications, data centres have been built using legacy Internet technologies. As such, the
time-tested TCP protocol is used as transport for most applications. However, TCP was orig-
inally designed to operate over the wide area where the network characteristics are unknown
and the latency, throughput, packet loss and flow characteristics are widely different from
those in a data centre environment [93]. This mismatch between the TCP congestion control
parameters and the operating environment of a data centre are responsible for a phenomenon
called TCP throughput incast collapse, resulting in underutilising the network and delivering
extremely poor performance for applications with a partition-aggregate traffic pattern [94,
60].
Since data centres are typically managed by a single authoritative entity and centralised
management protocols such as OpenFlow are becoming increasingly popular, the unknowns
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upon which TCP congestion control parameters are set should be revisited. In contrast to
the wide-area Internet, the topology, throughput, latency, and device properties are either
known or can be discovered, which can subsequently be used instead of the conservative and
inadequate default congestion control values. Therefore, in such an environment, it comes to
question whether each host should still estimate its own congestion control parameters based
on locally-observable, and hence limited network behaviour, or environment-specific param-
eters should be computed globally using the complete view of the network and distributed to
the hosts. As a consequence of managing the congestion control parameters centrally, typi-
cal misbehaviour created by the static pair-wise congestion control configuration, including
long latencies, low throughput and unfairness can be alleviated.
In this chapter, the main resource of interest for centralised management is network util-
isation as networks are critical of DC infrastructures and improving network connectivity
directly benefits application and services. The following sections describe the misbehaviour
of TCP in a DC environment as well as the conditions for this misbehaviour to occur. Subse-
quently, Omniscient TCP (OTCP) is presented as an approach to improve the overall network
performance and utilisation of modern infrastructures through the information provided cen-
trally in an SDN environment. OTCP is able to achieve this by centrally collecting the net-
work infrastructure properties and subsequently computing and distributing congestion con-
trol parameters suitable for the operating environment. Through OpenFlow [13], the leading
realisation of SDN, OTCP can be deployed side-by-side with a controller to collect operat-
ing network metrics including topology, latency, throughput and switches’ buffer sizes. Once
those metrics are collected, OTCP calculates suitable TCP retransmission timers, RTOmin
and RTOinit, as well as the initial and maximum congestion window size that matches the
Bandwidth Delay Product (BDP) between end-hosts.
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3.2 TCP in Data Centres
3.2.1 DC Network Characteristics
TCP has been designed to operate efficiently over WAN networks. However, in DCs the net-
work characteristics are different. The reported values from large-scale providers highlight
that TCP accounts for 99.9% of DC traffic [95]. Nearly 75% of the traffic stays within a rack,
and most of it is kept within the data centre [93]. The network can be highly oversubscribed
between the different layers of the fabric depending on the network topology and the number
of servers. At the rack level, each machine has an associated 1 or 10 Gigabit Ethernet (GbE)
link to the top of rack (ToR) switch. The aggregation layer (Agg) responsible for intercon-
necting ToRs together has typically a 5 — 20 oversubscription ratio, while the core of the
network is typically oversubscribed by a factor of 80 — 240 [62]. With latencies varying
from hundreds of microseconds within the same rack to few milliseconds inside the same
DC, a single-value-fits-all for TCP congestion control in DCs is not suitable without being
overly aggressive or conservative. The traffic characteristics are different to the Internet,
more than 50% of the time a machine has 10 concurrent flows and at least 5% of the time it
has over 80 [62]. 99% of the flows are mice flows, small in size and delay-sensitive. The re-
maining flows are large, representing 90% of the overall bytes transferred and are throughput
instead of delay sensitive called elephant flows [95, 62, 93].
• Mice flows: Short TCP flows, with a small number of packets that are associated with
bursty, latency-sensitive applications. They are the most numerous flows within data
centres but represent a small fraction of the total bytes carried. The size of a mouse
flow is not well defined, varying in the literature between 10kB to 1MB payloads [96,
97].
• Elephant flows: A small number of long-lasting TCP flows carrying the majority of
the data. Elephant flows are sensitive to throughput, to quickly tranfer large amount of
data, but are not latency sensitive.
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DCs are managed by a single authoritative entity, therefore infrastructure-wide characteris-
tics are available. They can be used to better tune the TCP stack for a specific environment
and manage the allocation of network resources. Contrary to the Internet, the topology is
known or can be discovered, there are a limited number of hardware configurations avail-
able, and they have known properties such as buffer occupancy, switching speed and induced
delay, dropping mechanisms, and supported active queue management (AQM). In addition,
the bandwidth and latency between nodes in the network is known or discoverable, allowing
a maximum bound on the congestion window to be set based on the actual BDP of the path.
Over the last decade, SDN has become increasingly prominent in DC infrastructures since
the OpenFlow protocol defined a framework for network management and configuration in a
centralised manner. Through SDN, a centralised controller is able to maintain, manage and
control an up-to-date view of the networking infrastructure. Using available information,
such as the network topology and latency, routing mechanisms, queue length and throughput,
globally-informed decisions can be made that would not have been possible in a legacy
network where the control plane is fully distributed amongst the forwarding elements [13].
3.2.2 TCP Incast Collapse
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Figure 3.1: Simplified representation of partition-aggregate traffic resulting in TCP incast throughput
collapse
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A known problem in many DCs relying on the legacy TCP protocol is TCP incast through-
put collapse. This is caused by the typical partition-aggregate workload where a single host
issues a single query to a large number of workers and waits for the response [98, 99]. The
response of the multiple servers is highly synchronised, generating a large burst of traf-
fic from the workers to the aggregator, overwhelming the buffer of the bottleneck switches
and causing significant packet loss. Figure 3.1 shows a simplified diagram of TCP incast
throughput collapse in an environment with 5 workers simultaneously replying to the aggre-
gator, resulting in the switch dropping some of the packets. To cope with the loss of packets,
TCP relies on mechanisms such as TCP fast retransmit (F-RTO) to resend lost packets when
duplicate (usually three) acknowledgement (ACK) numbers are received [100]. If the num-
ber of lost packets is high enough to prevent the receiving host to generate the duplicate
ACKs required for F-RTO, TCP relies on the retransmission timeout (RTO) to resend the
packet. During communication the RTO is configured by TCP to match the round-trip delay
between sending a packet and receiving its acknowledgement, commonly known as Round
Trip Time (RTT) with a minimum value (RTOmin) of 1 second by RFC2988 and no less
than 200ms by commodity operating systems [101]. This 2–3 orders magnitude difference
between the network RTT and the timeout results in bursty retransmissions phases underutil-
ising the network, and resulting in low throughput and long Flow Completion Time (FCT)
for delay sensitive flows [95].
Previous literature on TCP incast collapse has attributed the misbehaviour of TCP and the
extreme burstiness of the transmission under partition-aggregate workloads, to the mismatch
of the retransmission timeout and network characteristics [94, 102, 99]. The long retransmis-
sion timeouts create long idle periods between short transmission periods with high through-
put and high buffer occupancy. This work contributes to this discussion of mismatch between
TCP congestion control parameters and the network characteristics. It highlights that the re-
transmission timers are important but the currently neglected congestion window control
parameters should also be considered while solving TCP incast. At the onset of congestion
collapse, RTO is used as a recovery mechanism. However, by also configuring the conges-
tion window to match the BDP of the network, the rapid buffer build-up in the bottleneck
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switches can be mitigated, consequently preventing numerous packets dropped and resulting
in throughput collapse.
The initial window (IW), increased to 10 Maximum Segment Size (MSS) in RFC6928 from
2–4 MSS in RFC3390 is not suitable for high-throughput, low-latency networks [103, 104].
With an IW of 10 segments, a single flow can send up to 15kB of unacknowledged data after
the three-way handshake. In partition-aggregate workloads, hundreds of short-lived flows
can be initiated simultaneously sharing the same bottleneck path, resulting in a burst of few
megabytes that will quickly overflow the bottleneck switch. The value of 10 MSS might be
suitable for WAN environments with long fat pipes carrying few long-lived large flows, but
it is unsuitable for a DC environment with numerous concurrent mice flows competing for
high throughput over extremely low latency links. The initial window should be configured
to match the BDP of the network as it represents the amount of unacknowledged data on the
path between two endpoints. However, because of the large buffers on the switches along
the path, the delay can greatly vary from an idle network to a network with all buffers full.
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Figure 3.2: Impact of traffic load on end-to-end throughput and latency.
Figure 3.2a schematically demonstrates the relationship between the traffic load and the end-
to-end throughput. When the traffic load is low, the packets can be forwarded as fast as
they are received. Once the traffic load reaches a certain point, the traversed switch must
start queuing packets. This point is referred to as the “knee”, where the load reaches the
network capacity. After the “knee”, the throughput increases very slowly, but the queue
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starts to build up. As the traffic load increases further, it reaches the “cliff” at which point the
queue is fully occupied and incoming packets are dropped. As the packets are retransmitted
to recover from losses, the total load increases, worsening the congesion and resulting in
congestion collapse with very low end-to-end throughput. As the traffic load reaches the
“knee” and the queue starts to build up, the end-to-end latency increases as each packet is
delayed until every packet received beforehand is transmitted. This relationship is shown in
Figure 3.2b. Up to the “knee”, the traffic load does not impact the latency and the delay is a
consequence of the link length and the packet processing time necessary at the end-hosts and
traversed switches. After the “knee”, the latency increases steadily as the queue occupancy
grows until the “cliff” at which point the maximum delay is reached. In order to achieve the
maximum throughput and the minimum latency TCP must operate at the “knee”, in which
the end-to-end throughput is high, but the traffic load low enough to keep low delays and low
end-to-end latency [105].
Therefore, high throughput and low latency are achievable in DC network with partition-
aggregate workloads but require fine tuning of multiple parameters based on the infrastruc-
ture operating characteristics. The size of switch buffers is not strictly a congestion control
parameter, but significantly affects the algorithm’s behaviour by hiding or delaying the con-
gestion events. Using shallow-buffered switches, the latency can be kept low, but TCP’s
large, default IW quickly overflows the buffers, resulting in low throughput. This fine tuning
of the parameters requires the IW to be reduced in order to limit the initial burst of packets
and resulting queue overflows in traversed switches. RTOmin must also be decreased to pre-
vent long “off” periods between transmissions. By following these two steps to mitigate and
recover from TCP incast throughput collapse, the overall FCT of synchronised flows can be
greatly improved.
3.2.3 Research efforts
Significant work has been done on TCP to optimise its performance in specific environ-
ments. Variants such as the Rate Control Protocol (RCP) and the Variable-Structure conges-
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tion Control Protocol (VCP) estimate link congestion to avoid queue build-up but require
custom support on the switch and end-hosts [106]. Fast TCP and XCP have been proposed
for environments opposite to DC using long-distance, high-latency links [107, 108]. These
protocols have been optimised to achieve high throughput for long-lived flows over long fat
pipes (LFP), opposite to what OTCP aims to achieve. TCP NewReno and TCP SACK mod-
ify the congestion mechanisms to slightly increase the throughput, but do not prevent TCP
Incast collapse. TCP Vegas aims to reduce buffer occupancy by introducing a delay-based
algorithm. However the low latency and high variability of DC networks is too fine-grained
for delay-based congestion control. TCP pacing has been proposed to tackle low throughput,
but it does not prevent high latencies due to queue build-up when the number of concurrent
flows is high, and it is not effective in low-latency networks [109, 110]. TCP pacing relies on
the estimated RTT to “pace” the sending rate of the packets, but in incast collapse scenario,
packets of the initial window of a flow can be dropped preventing the RTT to be measured
and preventing the pacing to happen before congestion occurs.
In order to recover from TCP incast collapse and prevent the ripple effect of synchronous
retransmission after backoff, adding jitter to the backoff timeout has shown an improve-
ment on the throughput, but a degradation on the mean FCT. Facebook had the more radical
approach to drop TCP and implement a congestion algorithm on top of UDP with a transmis-
sion window size based on the number of concurrent flows in the system, supposedly halving
the overall request time of their memcache cluster [94]. Zhang et al. propose to retransmit
the last packet of the congestion window multiple times to forcefully generate ACK for F-
RTO [99]. F-RTO requires duplicate ACKs to be received, but during congestion events
most of the packets in the window can be lost. Therefore, by sending multiple copies of the
last frame in the window the chances to receive duplicate ACKs is higher and hence recover
quicker. However, this approach adds unnecesary traffic to the communication and increases
the size of the congestion window which is already too big for DC environments. Another
significant contribution to this problem has been the evaluation of fine-grained retransmission
timeouts in a data centre environment [94]. Allowing the minimum retransmission timeout
to match the round trip time of the environment instead of using an overly conservative value
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as well as providing high resolution timers for the TCP stack shows that the throughput can
be significantly improved, and long idle times between retransmissions can be prevented.
DCTCP has been a significant contribution to mitigating TCP Incast Collapse in data cen-
tres [95]. DCTCP requires Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) support from the network
and instead of treating each ECN-marked packet as a congestion event, it uses the fraction of
marked packets to pace the sending rate. In doing so, the presence and extent of congestion
can be estimated. The main concept of this approach is to keep the buffer occupancy of each
switch as low as possible to prevent new packets from being delayed. DCTCP requires sup-
port from the kernel of both the sending and receiving hosts and, similarly to ECN, it reacts
to Incast collapse but does not prevent it. In addition, it has known problems to keep the
queue at a stable occupancy and some work such as double-threshold DCTCP (DT-DCTCP)
has been proposed to solve this issue at the cost of a more complex configuration [111]. PCC
and Remy use machine learning techniques to discover suitable congestion control parame-
ters for the network [112, 113]. PCC relies on online micro-experiments performed by the
end-hosts to measure the throughput and loss rate to empirically estimate the best operating
parameters. Remy generates congestion control algorithms based on a priori knowledge or
assumptions about the network and desired objectives.
Fastpass has been the first proposal to depart significantly from the traditional congestion
control algorithms and use global state information to achieve zero-queuing transmissions.
Fastpass proposes to disable congestion control in the end-host altogether and delegate indi-
vidual packet scheduling decisions to a centralised controller [114] with a timeslot allocated
by a controller for every packet. This approach allows buffers to be kept at low utilisation
and limit TCP retransmissions, at the cost of increasing the mean time of each packet by the
RTT between the host and controller. Fastpass requires the controller to centrally manage a
very large amount of flows and packets and it comes to question whether such approach is
tractable with a large number of hosts in the infrastructure.
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3.3 TCP Congestion Control Parameters Analysis
In this section, the TCP incast throughput collapse impact on traffic is experimentally eval-
uated through measurements. In order to accurately estimate the impact of the different
parameters, and avoid the possible inaccuracies or artefacts of simulated environments, the
following experiments have been conducted over a hardware-accelerated NetFPGA 1GbE
switch with event capture and rate limiting modules. The NetFPGA is a highly specialised
Network Interface Card (NIC) that contains a high performance Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA), allowing experiments and measurements to be performed directly in hard-
ware. By performing the analysis directly within the NIC, the performance bottlenecks of
the PCI bus and potential inaccuracies of the Operating System can be alleviated. Using a
NetFPGA operating as a simple switch, the queue occupancy for every enqueue, dequeue and
drop operations can be monitored at a granularity of 8ns from the internal 125MHz clock, as
well as the traversal delay of each packet based on the instantaneous queue occupancy.
Figure 3.3 shows the experimental setup used by the following experiments in this section.
Connected to the NetFPGA are two hosts, one acting as the worker node and a second one
as the aggregator, emulating a partition-aggregate scenario. Due to the low port density of
the NetFPGA platform, providing only 4×1Gbps ports, and the requirement for a dedicated
monitoring port, it is necessary for these experiments to reproduce the required oversubscrip-
tion ratio without a large number of nodes. In a real deployment, the oversubscription would
come from many worker nodes connected to one aggregator through similar speed links, for
instance 1Gbps. However, in the following experiments the oversubscription must be ob-
tained with different bandwidth between the switch, worker and aggregator. Considering the
hardware limitations of the rate limiter module and a realistic oversubscription ratio of 8:1
(see §2.3.2), the uplink bandwidth, between the switch and the aggregator has been set to
126Mbps.
In order to generate a TCP incast throughput collapse between the workers and the aggregator
the traffic must contain a large number of flows and be highly synchronised. To emulate the
traffic pattern of workloads of common data centre partition-aggregate applications, a burst
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Figure 3.3: NetFPGA experimental setup for buffer occupancy monitoring
of 100 synchronised TCP flows is started from the worker towards the aggregator. This traf-
fic has been defined to match the reported number of flows per host (>10, 50% of the time)
for 10 hosts replying using short-lived, delay-sensitive mice flows to a partition-aggregate
query [62]. In the following experiments, each flow is 20kB as it matches Cisco’s definition
of mice flows [115], is representative of published DC network traffic characteristics [93, 62]
and is used extensively in DCTCP’s mice flows experiments [95]. In the following experi-
ments, the worker and aggregator nodes are both running Linux with the kernel version 3.19
and the default TCP congestion control parameters with TCP Cubic for congestion control.
The following subsections evaluate experimentally the impact of buffering, congestion win-
dow, and retransmission timeouts on the performance of TCP, and their relationship to TCP
throughput incast collapse.
3.3.1 Deep and Shallow Buffering
Traditionally, TCP incast collapse and the resulting low throughput has been tackled by us-
ing deep-buffered switches, reducing packet drop during congestion events, and ensuring
that the link is always utilised. This approach has been used as it was an easy way to hide the
issue. With more expensive switches with larger buffers, bigger bursts of traffic can be han-
dled mitigating the performance degradation of TCP throughput incast collapse. However,
as a side effect, these deeper buffers induce large delays, retransmission synchronization,
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unpredictable end-to-end RTT, and prevent the congestion control algorithms to react in a
timely fashion [116]. By hiding the congestion event, large buffers prevent the end hosts
from adapting their sending rate to recover from congestion and artificially increase the BDP
of the network. The original “rule of thumb” has been to size each buffer to be equal to the
BDP of the network. Appenzeller et al. have suggested that the buffer should be a fraction
of the BDP depending on the square root of the number of active flows [117]. Although,
this proposal stem from the unique traffic characteristics of backbone networks, in which the
traffic can be considered independent and unsynchronized. More recently, it was suggested
to size the buffers depending on the capacity ratio between the input and output links and
the congestion control algorithm [118]. Altogether, recent researches suggest that buffers
are too large for both short bursts and long lasting flows, and that smaller buffers should be
used.
In this section, the trade-off between latency and throughput is highlighted when using a
deep-buffered switch of 512kB and shallow-buffered switch of 85kB while using TCP de-
fault congestion control parameter settings. In the following experiments, 100 flows are
started at the same time to generate a short burst of multiple mice flows typical of partition-
aggregate traffic. Each experiment was repeated 5 times, and the figure in each experiment
represents a typical run. Table 3.1 summarises the mean and standard deviation for the dif-
ferent experimental runs.
Table 3.1: Run statistics of 5 rounds of NetFPGA experiments
Experiment Goodput
(Mbps)
Completion
time (ms)
Drops On-time
(ms)
Off-time
(ms)
IW=10
minRTO=200
Buf=512kB
56.844
(0.899)
274.95
(4.360)
529.667
(80.384)
136.836
(1.915)
138.110
(6.263)
IW=10
minRTO=200
Buf=85kB
24.99
(0.118)
32.64
(3.010)
1075
(17.114)
137.855
(0.085)
494.783
(3.093)
IW=1
minRTO=200
Buf=85kB
36.857
(0.207)
423.94
(2.372)
82.456
(4.541)
135.744
(2.046)
288.349
(4.568)
IW=1
minRTO=1
Buf=85kB
94.506
(0.967)
165.349
(1.682)
221.323
(19.293)
110.867
(2.022)
54.484
(3.704)
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Figure 3.4: Impact of deep-buffers on FCT. (512kB per port), IW=10, minRTO=200
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the queue size growth and the packet traversal latency of the 100
flows for a deep and shallow buffered switch, respectively. In those figures, the 100 flows are
all started at time t = 0 and the slowest flow from this burst completes when the last packet is
received, marked as Flows completion on the figures. Figure 3.4, shows that using the default
Linux TCP congestion control parameters with a deep buffered switch, the buffer occupancy
grows very rapidly at the beginning of the burst, resulting in numerous packets dropped and
an idle time waiting for the senders to retransmits the lost packets. As a consequence of
this idle period, some flows are delayed resulting in the last flow to complete after 270ms.
Additionally, as the buffer occupancy grows, the per-packet latency spikes at the beginning
of the transmission, with the latency increasing to 16.9ms when the buffer occupancy reaches
its maximum size of 512kB. The idle latency of the experimental network is around 400µs,
therefore this spike results in a 37× increase in latency from the idle RTT. The different
TCP variants alter the slow-start phase or congestion-avoidance phase of the transmission
but rely on the same value for the initial window, resulting in the initial burst at t = 0 to be
the same regardless of the TCP variant used. Similarly, without enough packets to generate
a fast retransmit, the idle delay between retransmissions will be bound by the minimum
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Figure 3.5: Impact of shallow-buffers on FCT. (85kB per port), IW=10, minRTO=200
retransmission timeout.
In Figure 3.5 the same experiment is repeated for a shallow-buffered switch, the 100 flows
are started at time t = 0 and the last flow completes at t = 636ms. The maximum latency
observed is 5ms that results in a 12× increase from the idle RTT. From a FCT perspective
the deep-buffered switch completes flow transmission 2× faster than the shallow-buffered
switch. However from a packet delay aspect, shallow-buffers result in an almost 8× reduc-
tion in worst-case delay. Due to the smaller buffer and the large congestion window size,
numerous packets are dropped at each synchronised retransmission event, resulting in three
minRTO-long idle periods. Therefore, depending on the requirements of the applications,
large buffers can provide higher throughput and FCT but at a cost of high latency, while
shallow buffers can provide low latency at the cost of low perceived bandwidth and long
FCT. In either case, the network is underutilised, visible in the figures by the gaps with
zero buffer occupancy when the application awaits for the retransmission timer (RTOmin) to
elapse and resend the dropped packets.
The throughput achievable by a flow at the switch is an important metric as it defines the pace
at which the data is sent. However, in protocols such as TCP where packets are retransmitted
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Table 3.2: Performance impact of buffering
Buffer size Goodput
(Mbps)
(net. util.)
Completion
time (ms)
Packet drop Delay avg/-
max
(stddev)
On-Off ratio
512KB 56.94 (45%) 274.42 585 6.0/16.9
(5.1)
1.003
85KB 24.58 (20%) 635.65 1058 1.7/3.0 (1.2) 0.277
85KB
(tuned)
94.11 (75%) 166.03 213 1.8/3.0 (1.1) 1.961
on failure, the throughput does not reflect the number of useful bits delivered. A more rep-
resentative metric is the end-to-end goodput, which defines the amount of data transferred
excluding retransmissions and protocol overhead. Table 3.2 summarizes the transmission
performance in terms of goodput and overall completion time for the burst of 100 synchro-
nised TCP flows, the number of packets dropped at the switch due to overflow, and the
occupied-to-empty buffer ratio. In both the shallow and deep buffered switch experiments,
the network utilisation remains low. Even for a deep-buffered switch, the maximum net-
work utilisation is 45%. The ratio of empty-to-occupied buffer is shown as the On-Off ratio
describing the transmission ripples in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The On and Off periods are
defined by the transmission time with non-empty and empty buffers respectively. For the
deep-buffered switch, half of the overall transmission time is idle and for a shallow-buffered
switch, over 70% of the transmission time is idle.
These experiments highlight the misbehaviour of TCP in the very high-thoughput low-
latency environment with a partition-aggregate traffic pattern. Deep buffered switches can
partially mitigate throughput incast collapse, but this comes at the cost of high and variable
latency. On the contrary, shallow buffers lead to low throughput and completion time, but
with a much smaller impact on latency. Hence, the traditional approach of using deep-buffers
only partially solves the problem, and introduces high and variable latency for soft-realtime
flows. Therefore shallow-buffers are necessary to achieve low-latency transmissions and the
congestion control must be adequately configured in the end-hosts and not masked by the
network infrastructure.
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3.3.2 Initial Congestion Window
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Figure 3.6: Configuring the IW close to BDP, IW=1, minRTO=200
In this experiment, the impact of the congestion window on TCP incast collapse, and par-
ticularly the behaviour of the IW, is evaluated. In Figure 3.6, the shallow-buffered switch
experiment performed in Figure 3.5 is repeated as OTCP focusses on limiting the maximum
latency and FCT. However, the IW is decreased to 1 MSS (the closest value to the BDP)
considering 100 synchronised TCP flows. As a result, the completion time of the last flow
is 422ms, a reduction of over 200ms in FCT is observed compared to the default congestion
control parameters. This 30% reduction in FCT, highlights that the default IW of TCP is too
aggressive for low-latency high-throughput environments causing overflow of the buffers,
and resulting in significant packet loss.
This experiment highlights that the IW, increased to 10 Maximum Segment Size (MSS) in
RFC 6928 from 2–4 MSS in RFC 3390, can significantly impact the performance of high-
throughput, low-latency networks. With an IW of 10 segments, a single flow can send up
to 15kB of unacknowledged data after the three-way handshake is complete. When 100
synchronised flows are transmitted, each flow with an IW of 10 packets and each packet of
maximum size (1500 bytes) the initial burst of traffic sums up to 1.5MB, resulting in numer-
ous dropped packets. In this experimental topology, the buffer of the switch is 85kB and the
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output link is oversubscribed by a 8:1 ratio resulting in a very quick overflow of the buffer
as the initial burst of traffic is sent. To prevent the large packet loss with the default TCP
congestion control parameters, the buffer size should be increased proportionally to the over-
subscription ratio as discussed in [118] but would result in the issues described previously of
long and unpredictable delays, synchronisation of the flows and hiding the congestion of the
network from the end-hosts.
The value of 10 MSS might be suitable for WAN environments with long fat pipes carrying
few long-lived large flows, but it is unsuitable for a DC environment with numerous concur-
rent mice flows competing for high throughput over extremely low latency links. The IW
and other initial TCP congestion control parameters should be conservative for a new flow
to achieve a fair share of the network resources once the network properties are measured.
However, the value of 10 MSS for the IW is over-aggressive, and a new flow can operate far
above its fair share when starting and must rely on packet loss to trigger congestion avoid-
ance mechanisms and reduce the congestion window.
IW should be configured with respect to the BDP of the network and the number of concur-
rent flows as it represents the amount of unacknowledged data on the path between two end-
points shared fairly amongst competing flows. However, because of the switches’ buffers,
the BDP is artificially increased as the delay changes from sub-millisecond when the net-
work is idle and the buffers are empty to tens of milliseconds when the buffers are highly
occupied. Therefore IW should be configured based on the BDP of the network when all the
buffers are empty, to represent the minimum fabric latency. In this case, IW matches the min-
imum number of bits that can be sent unacknowledged to achieve line-rate without requiring
any queuing in the intermediary switches. This would result in the maximum throughput
and minimum latency achieved by the fabric between the two endpoints. Practically, as the
packet header size is constant, to maximize goodput, the overhead of transmission must be
as low as possible. Therefore, the minimum congestion window should be 1 MSS, which
might overall be higher than the BDP if the number of concurrent flows is high.
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3.3.3 Retransmission Timeout
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Figure 3.7: Configuring IW and minRTO, IW=1, minRTO=1
In the experiments presented previously, the on/off transmission caused by TCP incast traffic
can be observed. For a short period of time the throughput is high and the buffers are fully
occupied. This is followed by an idle period with no traffic and empty buffers waiting for
the retransmission timeout to retransmit the dropped packets. Previous work on TCP incast
collapse has shown that reducing the minimum bound on the RTO can prevent the long
off periods between transmissions resulting in a shorter FCT [94]. In this experiment, the
performances of configuring both the IW and RTO are evaluated.
The retransmission timeout is the default mechanism of TCP to recover from packet loss, and
is set based on Van Jacobson’s RTO estimator, which relies on the measured RTT of packets
known to have been transferred without retransmissions, as well as the variation of the RTT.
This value is bound to a minimum of 1 second set by RFC6298, but it is not honoured by the
operating system implementations that vary their RTO between 200 and 400ms [119]. The
minimum bound on the retransmission timeout is used to avoid spurious retransmissions
based on the link latency and possibly worsening congestion and reducing goodput. The use
of the RTT variation to calculate RTO highlights the requirements for a stable latency in the
network in order to minimise idle time. It is important to understand that setting RTOmin
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does not mean that all packets will be retransmitted after this time, rather the RTO estimator
is still operational and the measured RTT will still be used as well as its variation to calculate
a suitable RTO with a minimum value of RTOmin.
In Figure 3.7, the congestion window is close to the BDP to limit initial bursts of traffic and
RTOmin has been reduced to 1ms. In this experiment with the IW and minRTO reduced, the
the last flow completes at t = 166ms and the maximum latency is 3ms. With the lowered
value of minRTO, the retransmission timeout calculated can match the network characteris-
tics, resulting in an idle period of less than 25ms when waiting for the end-hosts to retransmit
the lost packets. As shown, with a small IW and RTOmin, the FCT is 1.5× faster than with
the default congestion control parameters. The packets dropped 2.7× lower as the IW has
been reduced to match the BDP of the network and the number of concurrent flows. Finally,
with the improved network utilisation and reduced packet loss, the goodput is 1.7× higher,
while latency is low and stable as shown in the last row of Table 3.2.
3.3.4 Discussion
The previous three evaluations highlighted that high throughput and low latency are achiev-
able in DC networks with partition-aggregate workloads but require fine tuning of multiple
parameters dependent on the infrastructure. The size of switch buffers is not strictly a con-
gestion control parameter, but significantly affects the algorithm’s behaviour by hiding or
delaying the congestion events. Using shallow-buffered switches, the latency can be kept
low, but TCP’s large default IW quickly overflows the buffers, resulting in low throughput.
Adequately tuning the IW to reduce the initial burst of packets and subsequent overflow
in the intermediate switches, and also tuning RTOmin to prevent long off periods between
transmissions, the overall FCT of synchronised flows can be greatly improved.
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Figure 3.8: Overview of OTCP architecture.
3.4 Omniscient TCP
Omniscient TCP (OTCP) is presented as a tuning approach for TCP based on network-wide
information available from the controller in SDN-based DCs. OTCP aims to demonstrate that
traditional control loops can be altered in DCs based on metrics and information available
from the different layers of the infrastructure. OTCP addresses the impairments of TCP
under partition-aggregate workloads to achieve high throughput and low and stable latency,
with commodity shallow-buffered switches. It achieves this by configuring TCP congestion
parameters on a per-route basis based on the end-to-end network characteristics including
topology, latency, throughput, and buffering. The congestion window is configured to match
the distinct BDP of each route, and the initial burst of traffic can be reduced, limiting the
number of packet drops, increasing goodput and fairness for the flows. Using OpenFlow,
static network characteristics of large-scale networks are collected when the controller-to-
switch connection is established.
Since the switching latency and buffer size of switches are static, this approach only requires
incremental updates to the measurements on topological alterations and therefore is not nec-
essary to be performed continuously to mitigate TCP incast collapse. An overview of the
OTCP architecture is shown in Figure 3.8, showing the separation between the Southbound
interface responsible for collecting the metrics of interest in the network, and the Northbound
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Figure 3.9: Latency gathering at the controller using OpenFlow.
interface interacting with the end-hosts to adjust the congestion control parameters. In the
following discussions a single logical controller is responsible for collecting and gathering
the network metrics. However, for this approach to be scalable over a larger number of hosts
and network devices, the controller should be physically distributed over multiple nodes for
a large provider network, as provided by controllers such as OpenDaylight or ONOS. In a
multiple node configuration, the measurements should be performed the same way as with
the single controller, with each controller managing its own cluster and sharing the metrics
with the other controllers.
3.4.1 OpenFlow network information gathering
To calculate suitable congestion control parameter settings for the congestion window and
the retransmission timeout, readily available information including latency, buffer sizes, and
link rate must be collected by the controller.
End-to-end latency
To calculate the minimum bound on the RTO as well as the BDP, the idle latency of the
switching fabric must be measured. OpenFlow (OF) does not provide any direct function-
ality to measure latency, but the protocol can be fitted to allow accurate measurements. A
common approach for topology discovery in an OF network is to use the OpenFlow Dis-
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covery Protocol (OFDP), a variant to the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP), which
allows custom Type-Length-Value (TLV) structures to be inserted in the packet payload.
By storing the current timestamp in the TLV payload, OFDP can be used for both topol-
ogy discovery and latency measurement. The controller generates an OFDP packet, issues a
ofp packet out command to every switch to flood the packet to its neighbours, upon recep-
tion the neighbours forward the OFDP packet back to the controller using ofp packet in. As
shown in Figure 3.9 this measurement gives us the 3-hop latency from controller to Sj , Sj
to Si and from Si back to the controller. This latency is a combination of the management
and data network latency and includes the time taken by the control plane to encapsulate and
decapsulate the OFDP message which can be significantly longer than data plane latencies
as discussed in [120].
The controller-to-switch latency is measured using OpenFlow ofpt echo request and
ofpt echo reply usually used by the switch as a keep-alive signal. Using this approach
to measure the latency allows the control plane processing time to be included as part of
the measurements. Therefore, using this measurement as well as the 3-hop latency mea-
sured during topology discovery the latency from Si to Sj can be inferred. Consequently,
the latency between two arbitrary switches (Si and Sk) through the route R is the sum of the
latency of every link traversed (equation 3.1).
LSi→Sk =
∑
Ri→k
LSi→Si+1 (3.1)
These measurements provide accurate latency estimate of the fabric, but do not include the
latency between the ToR switches and the hosts. The controller generates an ARP Probe
packet and sends it from the ToR switch to the host using a ofp packet out message [121].
The host’s ARP response is then intercepted at the ToR and sent to the controller. Hence,
the RTT between the switch and the host can be calculated based on the controller-to-switch
delay from this 4 hops latency. This approach is especially suitable in environments where
the controller is used as a central directory service for the ARPs such as in VL2 [62]. Once
the switch-to-switch and host-to-switch latencies are measured, the minimum retransmis-
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sion timer bound (RTOmin) can be set to the round-trip delay between the two hosts. It
is worth noting than the previous discussion assumes that the forward and return paths are
the same, hence the forward link latency and the return latency are equal. However if the
links are asymmetric the calculation can be easily modified to take into account each latency
independently.
Buffer Size
Buffering in the switches impacts the latency of transmission of packets, as a packet can be
delayed by the time it takes to transmit all other queued packets. A maximum bound on
the latency can be calculated using the maximum buffer occupancy of each switch and the
egress link rate. If queues have been assigned to switch ports, the OpenFlow controller can
send a ofp queue get config packet to retrieve the queue characteristics including the length
in bytes as well as the minimum and maximum data-rate (since OpenFlow 1.2). Therefore,
the maximum bound on the retransmission timer can be characterised by the idle latency
(RTOmin) plus the switches’ queue delay. For any switch s along the route (R) from H1 to
H2, the delay is the buffer size (Q) divided by the egress link rate (T ) (equation 3.2).
RTOmax(H1 → H2) = RTOmin(H1 → H2) +
∑
s∈R
Qs
Ts
(3.2)
The initial retransmission timeout (RTOinit) can also be set to the same value as RTOmax,
but some additional delay can be caused at the end hosts, for instance if connections have
been backlogged or the machine is highly utilised. To evaluate the impact of a highly utilised
machine on TCP transmission latency and variation, the testbed machines were artificially
heavily loaded. By stressing source and destination CPU cores to 100% utilisation, high
number of IO operations and numerous memory operations, the maximum increase in latency
observed in the experiments was 131µs. In TCP, RTOinit is one order of magnitude larger
than RTOmin. In OTCP, and in order to account for the possible increase in latency on highly
loaded hosts, RTOinit is set to twice RTOmax.
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Link Rate
To associate a rate to each link of the topology, the controller listens for ofp port status
asynchronous messages containing the port operating mode (10Mb, 100Mb, 1Gb, 10Gb)
as well as the medium used by the link. If topology discovery is used, this event will also
be used to keep track of topological changes such as link failure, addition and removal.
Knowing the latency (L) between H1 and H2, and the maximum sending rate between those
two points (T ) characterised by the lowest link rate along the route (R), the maximum value
of the congestion window (CWNDmax) can be calculated as the BDP (equations 3.3, 3.4).
BDPH1→H2 = RTTH1→H2 × TR (3.3)
CWNDmax(H1 → H2) = BDPH1→H2 (3.4)
By integrating simple measurements to the topology discovery and querying the switches
configuration parameters, an SDN controller is able to collect and manage the metrics re-
quired to calculate finely-tuned congestion control parameters for the operating environment.
As described previously, these measurements are only required when the operating param-
eters are modified, such as the replacement or addition of links and switches and, are not
continuously performed.
3.4.2 OTCP parameter propagation
To distribute the congestion control parameters, the controller exposes a JSON/REST north-
bound API to which a user-space daemon in the end-hosts connects. When the controller
updates the route characteristics, the daemon is notified with the updated values, and the
route entry associated is updated. In the Linux kernel, since kernel version 2.6.23, most TCP
congestion control parameters can be configured from user-space for specific destination IP
addresses or subnets using netlink to configure the kernel routing table. However, the initial
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retransmission timeout cannot be configured without a simple kernel modification (16 lines
of code in this implementation). These parameters are used by newly established flows in-
stead of the default conservative ones. Such approach requires each end-host to execute a
small custom daemon (<50 lines of code) connecting to the controller. However, with the
increasing importance of network virtualization and virtual machines, end-hosts are already
heavily customized, hosting hypervisors, monitoring software, and other daemons.
On port or switch failure, the controller is notified either with a ofp port status packet sent
by the switches when a port changes state, or of device failure when the TCP connection is
torn down. When such event is received, as typical in an OF environment, the new route is
computed by the controller and the associated congestion control parameters are also recom-
puted and sent to the relevant end-hosts. As these events are triggered by link removal, it is
not required to perform new measurements as the new path will be along links and switches
with already known characteristics.
Using the kernel routing table to configure congestion control parameters, allows the daemon
on the end-host to be extremely lightweight. However to improve network performance,
routing strategies such as Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) can be used to load-balance the
traffic amongst multiple paths. In such a scenario, the destination-based entries in the routing
table might not be sufficient, and therefore the daemon should be designed to configure
individual sockets when they are created. As far as the controller is concerned the logic is
similar, simply requiring parameters to be calculated for the different available routes.
3.4.3 Initial Congestion Window
The size of the initial congestion window is dependent on the maximum congestion window
as well as the number of active flows in the network during the slow-start phase. Setting
the congestion window too high with respect to the BDP will lead to queue build-up on the
traversed switches, and consequently to higher latencies and unfairness in flow throughput.
Setting the congestion window too low will require more RTTs to reach the bottleneck ca-
pacity of the link, lengthening the slow-start phase and therefore increasing FCT. In OTCP,
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CWNDinit (IW) is set to a fraction of the CWNDmax, since CWNDmax represents the max-
imum congestion window assuming a single flow along the path. When the path is shared
between multiple flows, the maximum congestion window of each flow should be CWND-
max divided by the number of active flows (α) in the link (equation 3.5). In low latency,
high-throughput environments, CWNDmax is small, hence, as number of flows α increases,
the CWNDinit will quickly reach its minimum value of 1 MSS. In the following experiments,
α is set to 100 to allow a congestion window for 100 flows going through the same bottleneck
link.
CWNDinit = min(1,
CWNDmax
α
) (3.5)
In the current implementation, α can be configured either manually to a value matching
the maximum number of flows that will fan-in from the workers, or updated at run-time by
polling the flow statistics of switches using ofp flow stats request similarly to the approach
used by Hedera [122]. However, Hedera’s approach requires every single TCP flow to have
a matching entry in the switches’ flow table. This requirement is impractical in very large-
scale networks in which the number of concurrent TCP flows is larger than the maximum
flow entries a switch can support (few thousands in commodity switches). In static deploy-
ments, the value of α could be calculated ad-hoc by measuring the number of concurrent
flows for the running applications, for instance using NetFlow, sFlow, or a traffic capture
at the bottleneck switch or alternatively at the end-host, if the topology is known. Further
discussion on the measurement and calculation of α is covered in sections 4.1 and 4.5.4.
These improvements solve TCP Incast collapse by allowing multiple mice flows to efficiently
(goodput) use the network fabric without suffering from long latencies which are problematic
for soft-realtime traffic.
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3.5 Evaluation
This section shows how OTCP can successfully mitigate TCP incast collapse in DC envi-
ronments by improving latency, throughput, goodput, and fairness based on the metrics
available in DCs. The performance evaluation is performed on a Mininet HiFi 2.2 emulation
network for large-scale experimentation [123]. Through the following evaluation, the ability
for a central controller to accurately collect network properties and distribute finely tuned
metrics to the end-hosts is demonstrated.
Latency: Through the use of (a) shallow buffers to avoid large variations in packet delivery,
(b) a small congestion window to avoid queue overflow on bursts, and (c) a lock on the
maximum congestion window matching the route BDP, Omniscient TCP prevents buffer
occupancy in the switches from growing exceedingly large during incast events.
Throughput & Goodput: Configuring RTOmin and RTOinit to match the minimum net-
work latency allows higher throughput by preventing long idle periods. A small congestion
window leads to better goodput by requiring less packet retransmissions.
Fairness: With an initial window size of 10 segments, the first flows sending their initial
window will complete quickly but overflow the queues, therefore subsequent flows will ex-
perience high packet loss and long delays. With a smaller congestion window, many more
flows will be able to send packets creating a much more interleaved packet distribution,
therefore increasing fairness.
3.5.1 Experimental Setup
Mininet was selected for the experiments as it allows large-scale network topologies to be
created easily and relies on the underlying OS for the networking stack and applications.
Relying on the kernel allows the experiments to demonstrate how existing end-hosts would
behave over such infrastructure without introducing artefacts from the simulation system’s
TCP implementation. Mininet has also been shown to be highly reliable for the reproducibil-
ity of network experiments [124]. Early work on OTCP was performed in simulation using
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the popular NS-3 network simulator, but limitations made the simulation results widely dif-
ferent from real hardware such as the NetFPGA platform. One of the limitation is the way
ARP requests are resolved, relying on a global cache that is limited to 3 concurrent requests
and therefore preventing the burst of concurrent TCP flows expected in a TCP incast scenario.
Another limitation was the integration of the Linux TCP stack. NS-3 supports through the
Network Simulation Cradle (nsc) the Linux kernel stack to be used, but only supports very
old version of the kernel (2.6.26) that are not representative of today’s implementations.
Switch
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Link, data network
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Aggregation
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Link, management network
Figure 3.10: OTCP Emulation Network Topology
The experimental topology for the evaluation of OTCP, illustrated in Figure 3.10, has been
set up as a typical three-layer tree with an increasing over-subscription ratio and latency at
the higher layers of the data network (ref. to 2.3.2). This setup has been used to simulate
the bandwidth, latency and oversubscription expected in a production grade DC [62, 95].
To achieve a 10:1 oversubscription at gigabit rate, each rack contains 10 hosts connected
with an Ethernet gigabit link to the ToR and an egress link from ToR to Agg also at 1Gbps.
To match with the latencies varying from hundreds of microseconds within the same rack,
to few milliseconds for traffic traversing the aggregation and core layers, the latency of the
link from host-to-Tor is set to 100µs. This value results in a host-to-host RTT of 0.4ms,
matching published values [94]. To achieve millisecond latency at the Agg layer, ToR-to-
Agg latency has been set to 0.2ms resulting in a 1.2ms latency and finally Agg-to-Core to
1ms to get cross DC latency of 5.2ms. The network is designed to follow the IEEE 802.3
Ethernet standard with a Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of 1500 bytes and therefore
not supporting Jumbo or mini-Jumbo frames [125].
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To match the shallow buffers of commodity switches, all switches have egress queues of 60
packets regardless of the layer of the topology, with a drop-tail mechanism and without any
AQM for early congestion notification or drop. Finally, the Linux kernel for the Mininet
host is 3.19.4 with the stock TCP parameters using TCP CUBIC, a 10 MSS IW, a RTOmin
of 200ms, and a RTOinit of 1s (decreased from 3s since version 3.2 of the kernel). Both
the northbound (REST) and southbound (OpenFlow 1.3) interfaces have been implemented
in a single Go controller designed for the purpose of OTCP managing OpenvSwitch (OvS)
software switches in Mininet. To prevent the management traffic from impacting the produc-
tion traffic and vice-versa, the traffic to the controller is on a separate out-of-band network.
The centralised controller exposes an OpenFlow 1.3 southbound interface responsible for the
routing, forwarding, measurement of path latency and link rate as described in section 3.4.1.
Addressing of the hosts follows the convention 10.AggId.ToRId.HostId, therefore the /24
subnet mask maps to all the hosts under the same ToR, the /16 mask to all the hosts under the
same Agg and a /8 mask for any flow that must cross the Core of the network. Providing lo-
cation information in the addressing as well as the symmetrical nature of the topology allows
OTCP to insert only 3 entries in the routing table of the end-hosts based on the destination
subnet (ToR, Agg and Core routes). This approach allows the routing table to be kept small
for extremely large data centers, but assumes symmetry in the topology. In case it is nec-
essary for individual route metrics to be stored, the propagation scheme should be modified
to only propagate the routes that are relevant to the current host. In a large data centre, the
routing table could grow very rapidly if an entry is stored per destination, resulting in slower
lookup times and potentially longer flow establishment times. However, each server only
communicates with a fraction of the other nodes and therefore it is unnecessary to keep an
exhaustive list of routing entries if the inherent symmetry of the network cannot be used.
3.5.2 OTCP measurements
First, the ability for the controller to collect the measurements defined in section 3.4.1 from
the network infrastructure using OpenFlow is evaluated. These measurements should be
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Figure 3.11: Switch-to-switch and host-to-switch latency measurement comparing the topological
settings, ICMP and OTCP.
conducted when the network is idle, when the buffers are empty, as the objective is to
bind RTOmin to the fabric latency, and setting the congestion window to a value achieving
maximum throughput without requiring buffering in the intermediary switches. Figure 3.11
presents the mean latency of 100 independent measurements comparing the latency config-
ured in the topology (Mininet, Figure 3.10), ICMP ping, and OTCP latency measurements.
From these measurements, it can be seen that the latency of each link can be measured ac-
curately enough even in low latency environments with OTCP and ICMP returning similar
metrics close to the baseline.
Table 3.3: OTCP calculated route parameters
RTT
(µs)
RTOmin
(ms)
RTOmax
(ms)
RTOinit
(ms)
CWNDmax
(MSS)
IW
(MSS)
ToR 629 1 2.069 4 49 1
Agg 1485 2 5.805 12 127 2
Core 5571 6 12.771 25 476 5
Table 3.3 shows the route parameters, grouped by layer, calculated by OTCP based on the
latencies shown in Figure 3.11, and the buffer size as well as throughput the of the network.
Due to the time granularity of the Linux kernel, RTOmin has a minimum integer value of
1ms, therefore the RTT has been rounded to the highest integer. RTOmax represents the
maximum delay the network fabric can have considering the egress queue of each switch
traversed is fully occupied. In the topology, the maximum queue length (Qs) regardless of
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the switch layer is 60 packets to represent a shallow buffered switch [95]. In the worst case
scenario each packet is 1500 bytes, a full Ethernet Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU).
Therefore, a fully occupied queue can buffer up to 90000 bytes (Qs×MTU ) waiting to be
transmitted on the egress port. The egress link has a throughput of 1Gbps (Ts) and therefore
the maximum delay waiting for the 90000 bytes to be transferred is 720µs ((Qs×MTU)÷
Ts) per queue traversed. As stated in section 3.4.1, in OTCP RTOinit is set to twice the
RTOmax and must be expressed in milliseconds similarly to RTOmin. CWNDmax is set
to match the BDP of the network, therefore it is the RTT times the bottleneck throughput
divided by MSS. Dividing the BDP by MSS is required as the Linux kernel expresses the
congestion window as a multiple of the MSS. Finally, IW is set to match the number of
expected 100 synchronised flows (α).
3.5.3 Flow Completion Time
TCP, OTCP and DCTCP perfomance under TCP incast are evaluated with respect to the
mean overall FCT to show overall behaviour, and at the 95th percentile to highlight unfairness
between competing flows. DCTCP is a variant of TCP designed to reduce buffer build-up
through Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN). Instead of the common approach of treating
ECN markings as a packet loss and react by halving the congestion window, DCTCP uses
multiple ECN marks to adapt the sending rate [95]. This approach requires support from
both source and destination hosts as well as ECN support in intermediary switches, but can
reduce buffer utilisation by 90% resulting in lower latencies. Additionally this evaluation
introduces ODCTCP a combination of OTCP and DCTCP. ODCTCP performs the same
fine tuning to the congestion control parameters but instead of operating with a classic TCP
stack, DCTCP is used. In ODCTCP, the OTCP portion finely tune the congestion window
and retransmission timeouts while the DCTCP portion relies on ECN marked packets to
prevent the queue build-up in the intermediary switches. OTCP and ODCTP experiments
use the parameters shown in Table 3.3.
The different variants of TCP are compared with respect to the FCT of flows experiencing
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incast collapse. A single host is set as the aggregator and the remaining nodes initiate a
short-lived burst of traffic to the aggregator simulating a partition-aggregate scenario. In this
scenario, 1 host is used as the aggregator and the remaining 9 hosts as the workers leading to
a 9:1 oversubscription. For each round of the experiment, the worker nodes each initiate 10
flows to the aggregator with a size varying from 1 to 100 MSS-sized packets, totalling to 90
mice flows received at the aggregator. For each congestion control algorithm and flow size
the experiment has been run 10 times for consistency.
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Figure 3.12: Mean FCT
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Figure 3.13: 95th percentile FCT
In Figure 3.12 it can be observed that the mean FCT for both TCP and DCTCP is dominated
by RTOmin when the flow size is 20 and 40 packets respectively. This is explained by IW
being too large, quickly filling the buffers dropping more packets than required for F-RTO
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to be triggered and therefore relying on RTOmin to retransmit lost packets. DCTCP does
not solve the problem of incast collapse on short-lived flows, because DCTCP relies on ECN
markings to adapt the sending rate. This approach requires 1 RTT to be effective due to
ECN, once the buffer has already been overflowed by each flow sending their initial window.
Therefore it reacts to congestion only after the congestion event has passed. OTCP and
subsequently ODCTCP, using finely tuned parameters avoid overflowing the buffers from
the initial burst and recover quickly on packet drops, resulting in an improvement of up to
12× in mean FCT.
Figure 3.13 shows the FCT at the 95th percentile over the different runs. Similar pattern
can be observed as for the mean with TCP and DCTCP performing similarly and the FCT
being dominated by RTOinit instead of RTOmin. In this case, due to the large IW, the SYN
packet of some flows is dropped by the switch requiring RTOinit to elapse before the packet
is resent. These long delays at the 95th percentile result in long tails in the overall FCT. Using
OTCP, the FCT of the long tail flows can be improved by 31× in these experiments. Overall,
at the mean and 95th percentile, OTCP performs similarly ensuring fairness amongst flows
and no long delays caused by a minority of the flows.
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layer topology
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Finally, in Figure 3.14, the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the FCT for OTCP
and DCTCP across the three layers of the topology is shown. For clarity, TCP and ODCTCP
have been omitted from this experiment. In all three layers, OTCP outperforms DCTCP.
RTOmin and RTOinit for DCTCP are clearly visible on the FCT. At the three layers, a
plateau of 200ms can be observed as well as a long tail at 1s generated by the loss of the
initial SYN packet for 9% of the flows. When traffic is confined in the same rack, OTCP is
able to complete all of the flows in less than 30ms compared to DCTCP completing 82% of
the flow in the same interval, 97% after 250ms, and every flow after 1 second. Through the
Agg layer, using OTCP, all the flows are transmitted in 40ms while DCTCP completes 86%
in the same time and 98% after 220ms. Finally, at the Core, OTCP completes transmission
after 80ms while DCTCP completes 72% in the same interval and 89% after 250ms.
3.5.4 Goodput
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Figure 3.15: CDF of flow goodput experiencing incast collapse.
In order to show that the link is fairly shared amongst the competing flows, this experiment
compares the goodput distribution of the different congestion control algorithms. Figure
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3.15 highlights, that the goodput distribution for TCP and DCTCP is unfair with few flows
reaching extremely high throughput and most flows performing poorly. Consistent with the
FCT evaluation for TCP and DCTCP, a large number of flows achieve a goodput of less than
1Mbit/s due to long off periods and few lucky flows are able to achieve high goodput. This
long tail in goodput represents the few flows that were able to send the full IW of 10 MSS
without retransmissions, and therefore completed their transmission early.
O(DC)TCP does not suffer from this unfairness in goodput, with every flow transmitting
from 10 to 30 Mbit/s while for TCP and DCTCP it ranges from lower than 1Mbit/s to
80Mbit/s. This fairness improvement is achieved by reducing the IW and therefore better
interleaving the packets when the synchronised flows send their IW and resulting in each
flow observing a similar level of network congestion. These observations highlight that in
OTCP the bandwidth is fairly divided amongst the competing flows, reducing the impact
of incast collapse and improving the end-to-end goodput necessary for partition-aggregate
workloads to operate properly.
3.5.5 Goodput with Active Queue Management
To evaluate the impact of the tuned parameters on achievable flow throughput as well as
the fairness of link allocation, this experiment compares a tuned TCP stack against Explicit
Congestion Notification (ECN) and Random Early Detection (RED). ECN allows notifica-
tion of network congestion without the requirement for packets to be dropped, ECN-aware
routers can set a flag in the packets header to notify the transmitter of impending congestion.
RED prevents the queue build-up in the switches and routers by dropping random packets at
a frequency based on the buffer occupation and hence resulting in the transmitter to adapt its
sending rate. The topology and traffic characteristics are similar to the previous experiments,
100 mice flows from the workers to the aggregator on a 10:1 oversubscribed link with 85kB
of buffering that would cause TCP Incast Collapse in an unmodified TCP stack. The RED
and ECN queuing disciplines rely on Linux’s Traffic Control packet scheduler. Both disci-
plines use RED as the underlying scheduler, but RED will drop the packet if it is marked,
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while ECN will set the ECN flag in the packet header. Both have been configured to start
marking when the queue occupancy is 30kB, approximately a third of the maximum queue
size, as recommended in the IProute documentation [126]. The marking probability has been
set to 1 for the maximum queue size of 85kB. Following the Linux’s RED implementation,
the chance of marking packets increases linearly from the minimum value to the maximum
value where it reaches 1.
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Figure 3.16: The impact of Active Queue Management mechanisms on the goodput of the system
Figure 3.16 shows the probability density function (PDF) of the goodput of individual flows,
and highlights the fact that ECN and RED achieve an extremely low throughput under bursts
of traffic and are therefore not able to mitigate TCP Incast Collapse. Due to the short-
lived nature of the mice flows, ECN notifies the senders of a congestion event one RTT
after the event has passed. This delay in congestion notification leads to extremely low
and inconsistent throughput shown by most flows only reaching 100KBps goodput and the
long tail of a few flows reaching up to 3MBps of goodput. RED behaves better than ECN
but dropping packets from only certain flows introduces unfairness in flow goodput with
most flows below 250KBps and a uniform distribution up to 1.2MBps. With a TCP stack
configured to match the network properties, much higher throughput can be achieved with
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fairer allocation of resources. In this experiment, most flows achieve a goodput between 1.2
and 1.7 MBps and flows experiencing congestion achieve 700kBps.
3.5.6 Background traffic
The previous experiments have shown that OTCP can prevent the overflow of the traversed
buffers by reducing the initial window to a value close to the BDP as well as recover quickly
from packet loss using tuned retransmission timers. In OTCP, long-lived background flows
can increase their congestion window up to the clamp value CWNDmax (Table 3.3) that
matches the BDP of the path, but when multiple concurrent long-lived flows share the same
bottleneck path, the total number of unacknowledged packets can increase above the BDP
and therefore create queue build-up. Most flows in DCs are mice flows, but most of the traffic
is carried by a minority of background flows that are throughput sensitive instead of delay
sensitive called elephant flows. These background flows used for data consistency, migration
or replication are long lived and cause queue build-up in the switches.
This section further evaluates the FCT of flows experiencing incast collapse when the traffic
traverse the core layer of the network and every layer is heavily utilised by background flows.
The experimental setup is the same as before, to create the incast collapse, 10 source hosts
generate a burst of 10 mice flows of 20kB. To generate the background traffic at every layer,
an additional host is added to each switch running iperf in TCP mode to create a long lasting
background TCP flow. A delay is added between starting the background flows and the
incast collapse, to allow for the TCP background flows to reach the congestion avoidance
mode and fully use the network resources available. Without this delay, the incast collapse
event could happen while the background flow is still in slow-start phase and consequently
when the queues are not yet fully occupied. Finally, for each congestion control algorithm,
the experiment has been repeated 10 times for consistency.
Figure 3.17 shows the mean FCT of the four different congestion control algorithms. For
this evaluation both mice and elephant flows are managed by the same congestion control
algorithm. At every layer, the background traffic is generated from multiple hosts resulting
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Figure 3.17: Mean FCT of flows under incast with an heavily utilised network.
in queue build-up increasing end-to-end latency and resulting in larger number of packet
drops during the incast event as no buffer space is available. In this scenario, TCP is known
to perform poorly as it does not prevent queue build-up, while the 10 segments from the IW
and long RTO worsen the problem [116]. DCTCP was specifically designed to address the
queue build-up from the background flows but still suffers from large IW and long RTO.
OTCP suffers from the queue build-up from the background flows due to its reliance on
TCP, but reduces incast collapse by only sending few packets in the initial window and
recovering quickly from dropped packets. Finally, this work demonstrates that OTCP over
DCTCP (ODCTCP) complement each other: OTCP allows finely-tuned parameters to be
used adjusting the initial window to match the BDP of the network and the retransmission
timers to match the latency of the network, while DCTCP prevents queue build-up at the
switches improving mean FCT by 8×.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, the research presented experimentally evaluates the impact of TCP through-
put incast collapse and associates the throughput degradation with the static and inadequate
congestion control parameters. These parameters are orders of magnitude higher or lower
than what is required for TCP to operate efficiently in the low-latency and high-thoughput
environment of Data Centre networks. This work introduces Omniscient TCP (OTCP), an
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SDN-based scheme to fine-tune TCP based on the operating environment of a DC. Through
the centrally available topological and operational information measured and collected by a
central SDN controller, route-specific congestion control parameters can be calculated.
The experimental results show that by fine-tuning the TCP parameters to the operating envi-
ronment, OTCP can significantly outperform TCP for short-lived, soft-realtime flows, with
a 12× improvement in flow completion time at the mean and 31× at the 95th percentile.
Additionally, OTCP provides a lower and stable end-to-end latency, as well as higher mean
and fairer goodput. Furthermore, the work demonstrates that the proposed approach can be
used to improve other variants of TCP such as DCTCP by preventing large queue build-up
and TCP thoughput incast collapse under traffic bursts. This is showing that fine-tuned pa-
rameters based on the operating environment, in this case for the TCP congestion control,
can significantly improve resource utilisation and hence application performance.
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Chapter 4
Data Plane Programmability for
Software Defined Networks
4.1 Limitations of today’s SDN
The previous chapter on OTCP, demonstrated that significant benefits in resource utilisa-
tion and performance can be obtained in DC environments when network-wide informed
decisions are made. The objective has been to improve the network utilisation of a DC envi-
ronment with a partition-aggregate traffic pattern. These improvements have been achieved
by adapting the network stack in the end-hosts to the environment in which the servers are
operating. Through these modifications, the TCP networking stack can leverage known cha-
rasteristics instead of operating with conservative values that result in degraded performance.
By tuning the congestion windows and retransmission timers to the network characteristics,
TCP throughput incast collapse can be mitigated, resulting in higher goodput between hosts
and lower latency.
To perform the measurements and collect the necessary metrics to tune the TCP stack, OTCP
relies on OpenFlow 1.3 which provides significant insight into the network. But OpenFlow
is still too limiting to fully manage and orchestrate the infrastructure dynamically. In OTCP,
the latency measurements are convoluted due to OpenFlow limitations, requiring multiple
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rounds of measurements to calculate the switch-to-switch and host-to-switch latencies. Dur-
ing these measurements the latency measured includes both the production and management
network as well as the OpenFlow encapsulation and decapsulation. Additionally, the per-
formance of the controller software, the overhead of the operating system and the varying
resources utilisation can degrade the accuracy of the measurements. Through the approach
presented in this work, most of these parameters can be managed, and the calculated values
are close enough to the baseline to provide significant benefits. However, each indepen-
dent environment might require bespoke fine tuning to account for the switch and controller
implementations. Additionally, the latency measurements must be performed when the net-
work is idle in order to measure the latency when all the queues are empty. Performing this
measurement, even though infrequent, as it is required only during topological changes, is
impractical, as operators have little incentive to shutdown the infrastructure for any period of
time. To perform the latency measurements while the production traffic is still present would
require the measurement traffic to have priority over production traffic necessitating custom
queues for specific traffic patterns.
An important parameter in the operation of OTCP is the value of α that represents the number
of flows that will concurrently share the same path. Using α, the BDP of the paths between
two servers can be shared fairly amongst competing flows resulting in low jitter, and hence,
a highly predictable flow completion time. Setting α to a fixed value as in OTCP might
be representative of the operating environment at a particular point in time, but with the
rapid deployment of applications and services the number of concurrent flows can change
rapidly. Furthermore, the number of established flows between servers might not be fully
representative of the current network state in the case of active but non-transmitting flows.
To adapt α to the changing network characteristics, it is necessary to account for the number
of active and transmitting flows in the network which is impossible using OpenFlow 1.3, and
therefore OTCP must rely on a static value based on the expected traffic pattern. OpenFlow
1.5, introduces the concept of TCP flag matching, which allows flow rules to match on
particular flags of the TCP header. Using this approach, it would be possible to send a
notification to the controller on TCP SYN and FIN packets, allowing the controller to keep
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an accurate account of active flows. Nonetheless, even though OpenFlows 1.5 adds support
for TCP flag matching, it requires each flow establishment and termination packets to be sent
to the controller. This requirement makes it impractical in environments of the scale of DCs,
with a very large number of short lived flows, as the controller would have to deal with a
multiple requests for every single flow, quickly overwhelming it.
As well as the number of active flows, other network metrics are important in order to better
tune the TCP stack for a specific environment. The calculation in OTCP is based on the
MSS, which makes sense when the Nagle algorithm [127] is enabled to aggregate packets
into MSS-sized frames. However, in some scenarios, especially with realtime traffic, the
dominant packet size in the infrastructure might be less than a MSS, and therefore the pa-
rameters must be modified accordingly. Another factor for the MSS is the variation of traffic
pattern between peak hours and off hours: during peak-hours, the traffic will be dominated
by the production apps, while during off-hours the traffic might be dominated by background
tasks, such as replication or backups. Furthermore, in OTCP it is assumed that the traffic is
mostly TCP, which is realistic for the majority of DCs, but in specific operating environments
the volume of UDP traffic might be much more prevalent to provide VoIP services or VPN
tunnels. Since UDP does not include any congestion control mechanism, it is unfair towards
TCP, and a high volume of UDP traffic can significantly impact the performance of TCP.
In an environment with a TCP stack operating at a very low queue occupancy, UDP might
worsen the performance of TCP even further by greedily filling all the switches’ queues.
Public DC providers such as Amazon and Google throttle by default UDP traffic by orders
of magnitude lower than the link-rate [82]. This segregation of traffic requires some level of
management and control of the queuing discipline and the queues themselves, which is very
limited in OpenFlow.
Another critical aspect of OTCP is to tune TCP based on the BDP of the path to reduce the
queue occupancy. In order to demonstrate the impact of buffers on latency, throughput and
jitter, the experiments described in this work have been performed on a NetFPGA platform
that provides the programmability and interface necessary to measure and collect the cur-
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rent buffers’ state. These experiments have been conducted on NetFPGAs as it is one of
the few platforms to openly provide the means to perform such measurements. OpenFlow
includes very few functions to interact with the queues and buffers, and vendors proprietary
SDKs (e.g., Broadcom) are next to impossible to obtain. This limitation highlights that
even though OpenFlow has enabled programmability of the routing and forwarding, the data
plane and internal state of the devices still remains a blackbox. Furthermore, the BDP is
calculated using the end-to-end bandwidth between a pair of servers, requiring an accurate
measurement of the end-to-end maximum bandwidth. Even though measuring the available
bandwidth seems straightforward, realistically it is challenging: the statistics in the devices
might report the maximum throughput observed so far, but this might not represent the max-
imum capacity, especially on underutilised links. The approach taken by OTCP is to use
the reported port status by OpenFlow, but the port speed and the actual link speed might
be different due to overlay networks, intermediary switches, or middleboxes. The port sta-
tus is also influenced in virtualised environments where the speed is not physically limited.
OvS, the leading software switch implementation, always reports a 10Gbps port speed re-
gardless of the achievable speed, which might be orders of magnitude lower or higher than
the measured maximum throughput in a virtualised network.
Although the results presented in the previous chapter clearly highlight the benefits of
environment-specific tuning, due to the inherent limitations of today’s networking technolo-
gies, the proposed approach is quite involved, requiring custom modifications for individual
deployments. These limitations to the proposed design are due to the lack of flexibility and
programmability in current networks, in general, even with SDN as it currently stands. Nu-
merous steps must be performed in order to calculate the latency of a link, as OpenFlow
does not include any built-in mechanism to measure latency or the means to report times-
tamps to the controller. To calculate an adequate initial window in a changing environment,
the number of active flows must be accounted for, which is impossible in the mainstream
version of OpenFlow, and impractical with the latest revision. However, in a programmable
environment, flow accounting should be delegated, if necessary, to the network device, sim-
ply reporting at regular intervals the number of active flows. Using the reported number of
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active flows, the controller should be able to calculate fine-tuned congestion control parame-
ters for the current traffic characteristics. Additionally, network devices should also provide
the ability to collect and report additional metrics, such as the average packet size, the packet
size distribution and the maximum throughput between devices.
4.2 Evolution of OpenFlow
Table 4.1: Number of fields supported by OpenFlow for each protocol revision and associated storage
required for individual flow entries.
OF Version Release date Match fields Depth Size (bits)
<1.0 Mar 2008 10 10 248
1.0 Dec 2009 12 12 264
1.1 Feb 2011 15 15 320
1.2 Dec 2011 36 9–18 603
1.3 Jun 2012 40 9–22 701
1.4 Oct 2013 41 9–23 709
1.5 Dec 2014 44 10–26 773
In order to deal with its biggest limitations, OpenFlow has significantly evolved between its
first release in 2008 and the current 1.5 specification released in December 2014. It evolved
from a single match table with 10 match fields to multiple stage table matching and ingress
and egress pipeline separation with 44 different match fields. The number of match fields
have been continuously updated to add matching capability to new header fields, such as IPv6
addresses, MPLS, and VLAN headers. Table 4.1 shows each major revision of the Open-
Flow protocol alongside the number of supported fields, the maximum number of fields a
single flow can match on (referred to as “depth”), and the maximum number of bits a single
flow entry requires. Figure 4.1 shows the graph of all mandatory match fields between L1
and L4 defined in OpenFlow 1.3 specification and necessary for any OpenFlow compliant
switch implementation. The large increase in size between versions 1.1 and 1.2 is related to
the addition of IPv6 support. However, expanding OpenFlow to support more fields requires
TCAM size in switches to grow accordingly, or otherwise incur a significant reduction in
the number of flows installed at the switch at any given time. On a standard OpenFlow Top-
of-Rack switch, such as a Pronto 3290 (FireBolt 3 switching ASIC) running OpenFlow 1.0,
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around 2000 flows can be simultaneously inserted [128]. If the same switch was to support
OpenFlow 1.5 and following the growth shown in Table 4.1, only approximately 700 flow
entries could be accommodated. The growth over time of supported match fields is unlikely
to slow down as network requirements continuously evolve and support for upcoming and
operator-specific protocols is required. This constant evolution of the OpenFlow specifica-
tions to cope with the demand for new match fields highlights two of its big limitations:
flexibility and future-proofness.
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Figure 4.1: Mandatory match fields required by OpenFlow 1.3 represented as a tree. A depth of 9 for
L1-L4 matching can be seen, in relation to the depth column of table 4.1.
Flexibility in OpenFlow is not only limited by the fixed set of match fields but also by the
very limited set of actions, monitoring, metering and matching capabilities that can be per-
formed on every packet. In OpenFlow, matching can be performed with or without a bit mask
depending on the particular field. This matching approach is directly related to the hardware
available in today’s devices. Using the CAM and TCAM memory, the packet header fields
can be matched against the associated flow entry with a single table lookup. However as
a consequence, matching can only express strict or partial equality and is unable to reflect
more complex algebraic operations such as “less than”, “more than or equal to” or “not equal
to”. This limitation is akin to a common hash table, it is easy to identify if an entry is present
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in the table, but finding the closest value in the table requires traversing all the entries. This
limitation can quickly render seemingly simple applications impractical or infeasible. Mon-
itoring and metering in OpenFlow is also limited to a fixed set of metrics defined in the
specifications, namely flow duration, and packet and byte count, preventing OpenFlow to be
used for large-scale fine-grained monitoring. As of OpenFlow 1.5, the statistics capabilities
have been extended to partially address these issues, and the protocol allows other statis-
tics to be defined but requires the switch vendor to provide the implementation resulting in
vendor lock-in and poor flexibility for the operators.
In order for the network fabric to evolve in conjunction with the rest of the infrastructure and
provide the management and monitoring required, this work argues for a platform, protocol
and language-independent instruction as a replacement for the static packet processing archi-
tecture currently available. Using such an instruction set to express the per-switch behaviour,
the packet processing and forwarding can be configured dynamically, alleviating the limited
matching, protocols support, and statistics in OpenFlow. To orchestrate the large number
of networking devices and allow for runtime reconfiguration, a central controller maintains
connection with the devices through an open control plane API providing control and insight
over the network fabric. Through this interface, the controller is able to describe specifically
the requirements for the switch to operate and the specific processing required resulting in
a forwarding decision. As a result, the network fabric functionality can be extended and
reconfigured at runtime to support the evolving demand of the infrastructure providing the
flexible routing, processing, forwarding and monitoring that is now expected of an SDN
environment. Using the instruction set, lightweight functions can be implemented on the
devices across the fabric. Functions, such as e,g, arbitrary statistic gathering and reporting,
packet tracing, network telemetry, load balancing and anomaly detection, are necessary for
the better management and improved resource usage of the infrastructure.
With the large variety of possible switches that are currently deployed, from traditional high-
density switches to programmable Network Processors (NPU) to Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA), and with the recent emergence of software switches in virtual networks, it
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is necessary for the proposed design to be target-independent. Target independence allows
the same data plane function to be executed across different devices, simplifying orchestra-
tion, maintenance and development as well as preventing vendor lock-in. To enable future-
proofness, the design should be protocol independent, supporting existing and future pro-
tocols by programatically expressing the packet parse graph without constraints on which
packet headers can be matched. Finally, expressing the data and control plane behaviour
should be language independent to allow any High Level Language (HLL) to express be-
haviour following a particular underlying data plane instruction set and control plane APIs.
This chapter presents BPFabric, a framework designed to address the aforementioned limi-
tations of SDN by providing a platform, protocol and language-independent architecture for
data plane processing and centralised orchestration. This chapter is structured as follows.
In section 4.3, the entire design of the proposed architecture is presented in a top-to-bottom
approach. In section 4.4, the details of the two software switch implementations and the con-
troller are provided. In section 4.5, BPFabric is demonstrated through the implementation of
forwarding, telemetry and anomaly detection data plane functions. Section 4.6 demonstrates
the performances of the proposed system and section 4.7 concludes the chapter.
4.3 System Design
This section, takes a top-to-bottom approach to explain the design of BPFabric, the proposed
novel SDN architecture, from the user-level definition of the network program, to the com-
pilation, installation and execution of the program in the dataplane, and the orchestration of
such infrastructure through the control plane.
4.3.1 Architecture Overview
Figure 4.2 presents an overview of the network infrastructure in an example BPFabric de-
ployment. In this environment, the network operators have implemented four data plane
functions that can be deployed to the switches, such as an Intrusion Detection System (IDS),
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Figure 4.2: Overview of BPFabric management and data plane function deployment over a network
infrastructure.
a Firewall (FW), a Load Balancer (LB), and a Telemetry module (TE). Using the BPFabric
southbound API between the controller and the switches, the centralised controller is able to
dynamically deploy and replace the data plane functions across the fabric and monitor the
internal state of the switches. Through this approach, the controller can deploy operator-
defined functions, allowing existing routing and forwarding functions to be deployed in ad-
dition to more complex middlebox-like functions that have so far been delegated to highly
specialised and costly hardware. The management and orchestration of such infrastructure
can be decomposed to the following steps:
• Data plane behaviour: Using a High Level Language (HLL), the per-switch data
plane behaviour is defined, dictating the parsing, matching, and forwarding decision
that is performed on every packet.
• Behaviour compilation: The HLL definition is compiled to a platform and protocol
independent instruction set, and encapsulated into an Executable and Linkable Format
(ELF) binary with the associated metadata.
• Controller Install Request: Using the southbound interface, the controller sends an
install request to the switch containing the binary.
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• Agent ELF Loader: The agent running on the switch receives the binary, processes it
into a suitable format for the switch’s platform, and allocates the necessary tables.
• Receiving Packet: Every packet received at the switch will be passed to the execu-
tion engine, querying and updating tables, raising notifications and finally making a
forwarding decision.
• Forwarding decision: Based on the execution engine return value, the packet is for-
warded to the relevant port, sent to the controller, dropped or flooded to all other ports.
• Controller operation: On event notification or forwarding to the controller, the latter
is delegated the responsibility to decide the action to perform.
In OpenFlow, the pipeline with the multiple match-action tables is fixed by the switch vendor
and therefore so is the data plane. However, using the southbound API provided by the
OpenFlow protocol, the data plane behaviour can be modified by the controller by adding and
removing entries in the tables as long as it complies to the device’s pipeline. In BPFabric, the
data plane provides the execution engine to run any pipeline defined by the network operator
using the protocol and platform independent instruction set. Consequently, the data plane
does nothing until its behaviour is defined, including parsing packets, updating meters and
statistics, looking and updating tables, or forwarding packets to the controller.
The controller is logically centralised, but can be physically distributed across multiple nodes
to cope with a large number of devices, more requests per second or provide shorter RTT. BP-
Fabric allows most devices to keep the management of their own state and therefore removes
a lot of burden in keeping a consistent global state when distributing the controller across
multiple nodes as it is the case in OpenFlow. Each switch connects to a single controller
with fallback to another controller if the connection cannot be established. The controllers
can then handle only a portion of the network devices and share state globally, if necessary,
using a distributed data store such as ZooKeeper or Redis. If multiple controllers are used, it
is the responsibility of the controller applications to use the distributed data store to achieve
coordination between controllers.
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(a) Packet Parse Graph
(b) Table Flow Graph (c) Conditional Flow Graph
(d) eBPF Acyclic Control Flow
Graph
Figure 4.3: L2/L3 eBPF Acyclic Control Flow Graph decomposed into the underlying packet parse
graph, table flow graph and conditional flow graph.
4.3.2 Dataplane behaviour definition
In BPFabric, the first step is to define the behaviour of each individual switch within the
infrastructure and what actions should be performed once a packet is received on a port.
This program being executed for every packet in the data plane must be fast to offer line-rate
performance and provide guarantees on the execution time. This behaviour being executed
on every switch it is installed upon does not provide the global view of the network. How-
ever, following the SDN paradigm, the program can delegate decision-making to the central
controller if it is unable to make a local decision on what action should be performed on a
packet.
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Data Plane Instruction Set
In order for programs to be seamlessly deployed across heterogeneous hardware devices and
software switches, it is necessary for the compiled programs to be platform independent.
In 1992, McCane and Jacobson defined the Berkley Packet Filter (BPF)1[129], a widely-
used instruction set specifically designed for packet filtering within the kernel. cBPF has
been widely deployed in a large number of packet processing libraries such as libpcap, used
by programs like tcpdump or wireshark. Even though cBPF is over 20 years old, it is still
widely used and recent improvements with extended BPF (eBPF) have been integrated in the
mainstream Linux kernel (3.18+). Some of the most notable differences between cBPF and
eBPF is the move from 32 bits to 64 bits, an increase from 2 to 16 registers, the support for
table operations and function calls, as well as its extension to more of the Linux kernel than
just the networking stack [130].
An often forgotten fact is that cBPF was defined in 1992 as a “pseudo-machine”, nowadays
called virtual-machine, with the main goal to provide protocol and platform independence
through a simple but general instruction set designed for fast interpretation and execution. To
allow BPF programs to be executed at a low cost, the instruction set was defined to closely
match the instructions of a register machine making interpretation and translation such as
just-in-time (JIT) compilation, fast and straightforward. BPF does not have any knowledge of
the different network protocols and packet structure, and parsing of each packet is performed
by loading some of the packet header fields into registers and performing the necessary
comparisons. As a result of this simple load and compare approach, the BPF program can be
decomposed into a parse graph expressing how the header fields should be extracted (Figure
4.3a), a table flow graph expressing the match table sequence (Figure 4.3b), and a conditional
flow graph expressing the algebraic boolean comparisons (Figure 4.3c).
One of the main design criteria of cBPF has been to prevent backward jumps in the execu-
tion and to prevent loops that could lead to a non-deterministic execution-time unsuitable
for real-time processing. eBPF has relaxed this requirement allowing bound-loops, there-
1BPF has been retrospectively called cBPF to differentiate it from eBPF. For the remaining of this thesis
BPF will be used to reference both cBPF and eBPF.
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fore depending on the timing requirements, a verifier can be used to statically analyse the
program and provide an upper-bound on execution time (critical-path). As a consequence of
this forward-only execution, the eBPF program can be synthesized into an Acyclic Control
Flow Graph (aCFG), shown in Figure 4.3d, by combining the underlying parse, table, and
conditional graphs.
A major addition in eBPF is the ability for the virtual-machine to expose a set of functions
to the eBPF program and hence to allow complex and blackbox features to be used. An
example of such blackbox feature is the checksum calculation that will often be provided
through dedicated hardware. In the Linux kernel implementation of eBPF, the most notable
functions that have been exposed are to insert, lookup, and delete entries in pre-allocated ta-
bles. Multiple types of tables including arrays and hashmaps can be created and assigned to
an eBPF program (more details in section 4.3.2); once created, the eBPF program can query
and update the tables to maintain state of the data plane function. In traditional switches, ta-
bles are commonly used to keep track of state and to allow for match-action type execution,
for instance in a simple layer 2 learning switch, a lookup table (e.g., hashtable) will be used
to store the port associated to a specific MAC address. The most common types of tables are
lookup-tables, usually implemented in hardware with content-addressable memory (CAM),
wildcard lookup-tables allowing partial matching usually using ternary content-addressable
memory (TCAM), and Longest-Prefix Match tables (LPM) commonly used for IP routing
implemented using CAM or high speed memory with a Trie data structure. Using eBPF the
specialised tables of hardware devices can be abstracted away, providing the high perfor-
mance without increasing the complexity of the data plane function implementation.
In the proposed architecture, platform and protocol independence are critical factors to allow
a single program to define the behaviour of the network fabric. Therefore this work suggests
to use eBPF as the intruction set for the compiled data plane functions as it provides pro-
tocol and platform independence, memory safety, real-time processing guarantees and table
operations. Futhermore, eBPF is a known, understood and well-documented instruction set
specifically designed for packet processing and can be simply executed on a wide range of
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targets. Although eBPF is suggested as the instruction set, as it is likely the best candidate,
any instruction set providing similar features could be envisaged in the architecture proposed.
High Level Language Definition
Figure 4.4: Program definition, from high-level language to ELF encapsulated bytecode and meta-
data
eBPF provides both the platform and protocol independence required, but it is an instruction
set modeled around a small set of instructions and registers. Similar to any instruction set,
such as the widely used x86 64, programming directly with the instruction set or its closest
representation assembly is a complex task, requiring long development effort, being prone
to errors and potentially less efficient than compiler-generated code.
High-level programming languages (HLL) should therefore be used to define the behaviour
of the data plane following the usual development steps, as shown in Figure 4.4. Currently,
the most common programming language for eBPF is a restricted subset of C, due to its very
close ties to the Linux kernel. As of clang 3.7, the eBPF backend was added to the compiler
to allow straightforward compilation from purpose-made C source code to an eBPF binary
file. An application-specific HLL can also be envisaged to better match the behaviour of
the data plane such as P4 [18], a HLL specifically designed for protocol-independent packet
processors. Existing efforts within the IOvisor open source project have resulted in a partial
P4-to-ebpf compiler [131].
ELF
Most eBPF programs will contain one or multiple tables for packet matching and to keep
track of states during the execution of the data plane function. The simplest approach is to
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Figure 4.5: eBPF table relocation from the ELF binary
statically allocate the memory required for the tables on the stack and use software imple-
mentation of the tables. However, this approach does not satisfy the platform independence
requirement and might under-utilise some of the resources available on the device. A tra-
ditional hardware switch contains hardware tables that can perform queries and updates at
line-rate, and often have a relatively small amount of general purpose memory. Therefore,
to truly achieve platform independence, the tables should be allocated by the device itself
based on the available resources, and the eBPF program should be updated to relocate the
table operations to the newly allocated tables. Using this approach, each device’s resources
can be fully utilised by allocating hardware and software tables as necessary.
A program compiled into eBPF will contain the compiled eBPF bytecode to be executed for
each packet, but will also require some additional metadata for each table specifying the table
unique identifier, type, size of keys, size of values and maximum number of entries. In order
to carry both the executable binary and the necessary metadata, the architecture proposed
relies on the Executable and Linkable Format (ELF), a platform and system independent file
format widely used in Unix systems as the standard binary file format. ELF is a standard file
format, design to encapsulate programs and associated data in a well-defined structure that
is independent of the instruction set. Additionally to the program itself, the ELF contains a
wide range of information necessary for the program to execute such as the functions that
will be linked to it during execution, the memory location of the strings, the debug symbols
and in the case of eBPF the tables to allocate. The resulting ELF file allows true platform
independence, it defines which tables should be created, and how the created tables should
be linked to the eBPF program and the eBPF instructions. A simple representation of the
relocation process from the ELF file into the eBPF bytecode is shown in Figure 4.5.
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4.3.3 Switch architecture
Figure 4.6: A simplified diagram of the switch architecture with the separation of logic between the
control plane hosting the agent and the dataplane processing the packets arriving at the ingress.
Figure 4.6 provides an architectural overview of the control and data planes within the
switch. Following the SDN approach made popular by OpenFlow, the device is designed
to be “dumb”, or more specifically, it does not contain any internal logic (e.g., self-learning,
peering, discovery, etc.). As a result, the control plane can be kept lightweight, hosting only
an agent akin to the OpenFlow agent, responsible for interfacing the underlying data plane
with the central controller through the southbound API. Using this approach, the behaviour
of a switch is only defined by the explicitly installed eBPF program or through requests
issued by the controller.
One of the critical components within the control plane is the eBPF ELF Loader that is
responsible for instantiating the eBPF maps required by the data plane function, relocating
the call to the maps accordingly and finally transforming the eBPF bytecode into a fast
and usable format suitable for the device. The eBPF loader is device-specific and therefore
should perform the operations that are the most suitable for the target device. The simplest
approach is to keep the bytecode as is and use a software interpreter as the eBPF execution
engine, but this approach is slow and unsuitable for high throughput, low-latency packet
processing. Just-in-Time compilation can be used to transform the bytecode into a platform-
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native instruction set, providing near-native performance. More complex approaches can
also be considered, such as translating the bytecode to a specific Network Processing Unit
(NPU), synthesizing the control flow graph into an FPGA core or into a match-action pipeline
such as RMT [16], or running natively eBPF instruction on a dedicated ASIC. With the
very high speed achievable with programmable match-action pipelines such as RMT, being
able to translate eBPF data plane functions would allow a high level of programmability for
backbone networks with very large aggregate throughput.
An optional stage in the control plane is the verifier that checks the validity, security and
performance of the eBPF program being loaded. The verifier can be used to statically and
deterministically verify if a program terminates correctly, the memory accesses are bound to
the address space allocated, loops are not present, and the maximum depth of the execution
path to calculate the worst-case execution time of the program.
Data Plane
0 3132 63
Input Port timestamp (sec)
timestamp (nsec) length . . .
}
Metadata
(L1)
Ethernet Frame
 Layer 2+
Figure 4.7: Packet format within the dataplane. Metadata information is appended to the frame
received.
The data plane receives packets from the input interfaces and stores them into receive queues
with some prepended metadata providing link layer information and a receive timestamp.
Figure 4.7 shows the structure stored in the receive queues with the metadata prepended
before the ethernet frame. The reason for prepending the metadata to the packet is to be able
to query and compare against some of the fields in the eBPF execution engine. Originally
BPF was designed as a per-socket program and therefore link-layer information were out of
scope. With its evolution over time and the requirement for metadata, the Linux kernel has
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used specific memory addresses to represent the metadata, but this approach is a workaround
and in a switch where the metadata will always be required, prepending the information to
the frame itself is the most suitable approach. Using this approach, the eBPF program can
load the metadata information as any other header field, for example, the 32 bit value at
address 0 can be loaded and compared to make a forwarding decision based on the input port
of the packet.
Subsequently, once one of the eBPF execution engines is available, a packet and its asso-
ciated metadata is retrieved from the receive queues. The order in which the packets are
retrieved from the input queues is dependent on the packet scheduling algorithm which is
out-of-scope in this work (the existing implementations are using round-robin). The packet
retrieved from the queues is passed to the available eBPF execution engine to establish a
forwarding decision for this particular packet. At this point, the program that was previously
loaded by the agent through the eBPF loader is executed.
Name Value Description
FLOOD 0xFFFFFFFD Send the packet on all the ports except the input port.
CONTROLLER 0xFFFFFFFE Send the packet to the control plane for it to be en-
capsulated in a packet in message and sent to the con-
troller.
DROP 0xFFFFFFFF The packet is dropped.
Table 4.2: eBPF return values used for special actions.
The executed program performs the load and jump operations as well as the table lookups
necessary to make a forwarding decision. The forwarding decision is based on the exit value
of the eBPF code returned by the execution engine. An exit value below the hexadecimal
value of 0xffffffffd is considered a forward to the port specified by the returned value which
can be either a physical or virtual port (e.g., a tunnel). Otherwise, the value is considered
a special action to flood, drop or send the packet to the controller as defined in Table 4.2.
During execution, the eBPF program can raise a notification to the control plane with a
specific identifier and payload used to notify that a user-defined event has occurred.
Once a forwarding decision is made, the packet is dropped or enqueued on the relevant
transmit queue(s). In either the receive or transmit scenario, a tail-drop mechanism is used
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in the case of a fully occupied buffer, but this is implementation independent and, similar to
the packet scheduler, any suitable mechanism can be used.
4.3.4 Control Southbound API
Figure 4.8: BPFabric controller-to-switch communication
Similar to OpenFlow, a controller provides an overarching view and control over the network
by maintaining a persistent connection with the controlled switches as shown in Figure 4.8.
In SDN terminology, this communication interface between the controller and the devices
has been referred to as the Southbound API with the most well-known implementation being
OpenFlow, and other alternatives being the Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) or
Cisco OpFlex. In BPFabric, both in-band and out-of-band control planes are supported, and
whether to use one or the other is depending on the infrastructure available, and the reliability
and security levels required.
In the proposed architecture, this persistent connection between the controller and the switches
is used by the controller to issue synchronous requests to the switches, and for the switch
to raise events and notifications when the controller must be involved. The first step of the
communication is to set up a handshake between the controller and the device to establish
the version compatibility of the endpoints, negotiate the supported features and the datapath
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Figure 4.9: Southbound API message structure
identifier (identity) of the switch. Once the connection is made, per-switch data plane be-
haviour can be installed dynamically to reflect the constantly changing demand on the fabric.
With each program keeping its internal state in a set of tables, the controller is able to re-
quest the content of the tables or specific entries allowing the global view to be maintained.
If necessary, the controller can also update those entries if a controller-local decision is made.
Finally, the controller is able to craft or resend packets to any connected switch through the
southbound API much like the packet out message in OpenFlow.
Using the same communication channel between the agent and the controller, the switches
can also emit asynchronous requests to the controller. The protocol in its current format
defines two different types of asynchronous requests, the first one is triggered when the data
plane program in eBPF delegates the decision-making to the controller logic, similar to a
table miss or an explicit forward-to-controller action in OpenFlow. This request contains the
packet that triggers the miss as well as the associated metadata and is therefore similar to
a packet in message in OpenFlow. The second type of asynchronous message is a notify
message that can be triggered by the data plane program to notify the controller of an event
that took place without impacting the default forwarding mechanism of the packet. A use-
case for the notify message might be to alert the controller that a particular threshold has
been exceeded, for example, in case particular hosts are rate or quota-limited. Each notify
event sent from the switch to the controller contains a user-defined identifier to specify the
type of notification and an arbitrary user-defined payload that can be used by the controller.
In its current implementation, the southbound API is very straightforward, the TCP transport
protocol is used between the controller acting as the server and accepting multiple concurrent
connections from the switches acting as clients. Each message contains a short header and
the payload of the message, as shown in Figure 4.9. The header is only 64 bits, containing
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Type Direction Description
Hello S↔ C Handshake message between switch and controller
Install C→ S Install eBPF ELF on the switch
Packet In S→ C Packet sent from a switch to the controller
Packet Out C→ S Send a packet from the controller to a switch’s output
port
Tables List C→ S List all the instantiated tables
Table List C→ S List the content of the table specified
Table Entry Get C→ S Get a single entry from the table specified
Table Entry Insert C→ S Update or Insert an entry with the key and value pro-
vided
Table Entry Delete C→ S Remove an entry from the table specified
Notify S→ C Asynchronous notification of an event with user defined
payload
Table 4.3: Supported messages over the southbound API between the controller (C) and the controlled
switches (S)
two 32-bit fields, the message identifier (opcode), and the length of the payload to be ex-
pected after the header. The payload itself is dependent on the message type and can be any
of the messages defined in Table 4.3. To follow the aim of the proposed architecture to be
platform and language-independent, the protocol messages have been defined using Google
protocol buffers. Google protocol buffers is a language and platform neutral approach to
serialise structured data and has been used widely to describe protocols’ wire format.
In the current implementation the security model used is similar to the one of OpenFlow.
In a production network the communication between the controller and the switches would
use TLS, to authenticate the end-hosts and provide encryption over the network. The man-
agement network should be separate from the data network to isolate potentially new attack
vectors created by the southbound and northbound API endpoints. Using TLS for authentica-
tion and encryption, as well as a separate management network for isolation, provide a strong
protection in a data centre network. If an attacker manages to gain access to the management
network, for instance by managing a privilege escalation outside the virtual machine, (s)he
would still be unable to issue controller requests due to the TLS authentication. The TLS en-
cryption, prevents any malicious user or third-party to listen to the management information
and intercept potentially sensitive information, such as the BPF programs that are installed
on the switches or the table entries in the devices.
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A potential new attack vector present in BPFabric that is not present in OpenFlow or current
SDN protocols is the ability to install data plane functions onto the network devices. If
a malicious user gains access to the controller or is able to access and edit the data plane
functions that are installed on the devices, it would be possible for malicious code to be
appended to, or replace, legitimate functions. With a full access to the data plane functions,
the attacker could mirror traffic, collect statistics or trigger a denial of service by dropping
all the traffic to a specific host. The approach to resolve this issue is to apply the same
security procedures to data plane functions than any other software as recommended by
SDNSEC [56]. To ensure the integrity of the program and prevent tempering, the data plane
functions should be digitally signed using a key pair. The private key should be securely held,
possibly by an air-gap, and used to sign the data plane functions, while the public key is used
by the controller and the network devices to check the signature and ensure the integrity of
the data plane functions.
4.4 Implementation
4.4.1 Switch
As part of this work, two different versions of BPFabric software switches have been im-
plemented. The first implementation uses the Linux raw socket interface to provide in user-
space the functionalities described in the previous sections. The second implementation
relies on the Intel DPDK framework [132] to perform high-speed and low-latency packet
processing.
The first implementation has been designed to be used on any conventional Linux machine as
a way to quickly test and evaluate a data plane program in eBPF without much consideration
on the packet processing performance. The entire switch pipeline to receive, process and
transmit the packets is within the same thread hence limiting the overall performance. How-
ever, by using mmap to share the receive and transmit ring buffers between user space and
kernel space, the performance is on par or superior to user-space OpenFlow switches [133].
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As this implementation is fully in user-space and based on the default Linux kernel socket
interface, it can be used in containers and namespaces to allow large-scale experiments to
be designed on a single machine. For this purpose, support for BPFabric in Mininet was
also added [123], allowing existing network topologies and network scripts to be executed
over the widely used Mininet environment. A current limitation of this implementation is
the limited headspace between the tpacketv2 header used in mmap to hold link level frame
meta information and the Ethernet frame that has been received, limiting the packet metadata
header to 14 bytes [134].
Although this implementation is able to show the use-cases for BPFabric, user-space soft-
ware switches are designed for experimentation, as due to the networking stack overhead
they are unable to cope with the line-rate speed of production networks. Therefore, a second
high-performance software-switch implementation is provided using Intel DPDK, a set of
libraries for fast packet processing in user space bypassing the traditional kernel networking
stack. This implementation relies on the Intel DPDK poll-mode drivers and therefore can be
used with a limited set of physical NICs and a few virtualized NICs such as in Xen [135],
QEMU [136], VMWare ESXi, and Amazon ENA. Using the DPDK threading model, a sin-
gle eBPF execution engine per core can be instantiated and by using DPDK memory ring-
buffers with Linux hugepages, transmit and receive queues can operate without pagefaults.
By using the libraries provided by DPDK and the concurrent execution engine, the resources
of the machine executing the switch implementation can be fully used.
To highlight the clear separation between the control and data plane, both switch imple-
mentations execute the same control plane agent but each run their individual data plane for
receiving, processing and forwarding the packets: Linux raw socket for the first one and Intel
DPDK for the second one.
In both switch implementations, the userspace JIT compiler ubpf has been used as the eBPF
engine. [137]. ubpf is a just-in-time compiler for eBPF to x86 64 architecture. It was orig-
inally designed as an Apache-licenced library for executing eBPF programs, and has now
been included as part of the IOvisor project [131]. This implementation uses a modified
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version of ubpf that allows the eBPF maps to be allocated if they have not been created, and
relocate them before the code is JIT compiled. Other modifications have been performed to
solve issues with the stack allocation in the JITed code and partial string relocation for easier
debugging. In the IOvisor implementation of ubpf, function calls are supported but maps are
not, therefore the code has been modified, initially to perform the appropriate kernel system
calls to allocate and query the tables. Through experimentation, it was noticed that constant
system calls between the user-space and kernel space requiring the data to be copied were
a serious performance bottleneck and therefore the tables have been moved to user-space,
allowing the entire eBPF execution to be kernel-independent. A consequence of extracting
the tables to user-space is that new types of maps can be easily added that might be relevant
in the data plane switching scenario addressed here but irrelevant for an eBPF kernel task
such as a TCAM-type table.
Alongside the two software implementations, the early design of an eBPF native processor
was written in HDL, targeting hardware platforms such as the NetFPGA or the SolarFlare
Application Onload Engine.
4.4.2 Hardware Implementation
Figure 4.10: Hardware switch implementation overview
The execution of eBPF programs is limited in scope to individual packets that are received
on the ingress interface and therefore parallelizing of the process is straightforward. Mul-
tiple eBPF execution engines can be collocated to process multiple packets in parallel and
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increase the aggregate throughput the device is able to perform. Figure 4.10 shows a high-
level representation of the switch seperating the ingress and egress queues with the pro-
cessing pipeline. Packets are received on the ingress ports and queued following traditional
switch design strategies (e.g., FIFO), and the eBPF engines, when ready, fetch and process
the first packet from the queue.
The eBPF instruction set is simple and therefore designing a processor capable of executing
the instruction set natively is relatively straightforward. Based on the instruction set, a RISC
style processor can be designed with only a few stages to fetch, decode and execute the
instructions. The two main components of the processor being a Register Transfer Machine
(RTM) storing 11 general purpose 64 bits register and an arithmetic logic unit (ALU). One
of the main considerations for the design of this processor is the performance with respect to
the complexity. The speed at which a single core can process a packet is very important as
the switching latency should be kept as low as possible, but with an increase in complexity
to reach higher throughput, more hardware real-estate will be used that could be used for
collocated eBPF cores. Hence, the objective is to minimise the packet processing time while
collocating as many eBPF execution cores as possible.
A very widely used optimisation for processors is the inclusion of instruction pipelining,
allowing instruction-level parallelism within a processor by spliting the instruction cycle in
multiple logical blocks, thus forming a pipeline. Pipelining can increase the throughput of
a single processor, but increases the complexity and the overall latency of the instruction
path due to the necessary intermediary registers in the pipeline. Another consequence is the
necessity for the pipeline to be stalled or even flushed when the next instruction is unknown,
such as a conditional jump, further increasing latency. The latter is critical for eBPF, as most
packet processing functions are branching heavily to conditionally parse the large variety
of packets headers. To keep the latency and complexity low, the design of the proposed
hardware implementation is a single instruction execution stage without pipelining. This
design allows for minimum impact on packet processing latency while using little hardware
real-estate.
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In Figure 4.11, the high level diagram of the Verilog implementation of a single eBPF ex-
ecution engine is shown. This diagram shows the necessary control lines, required buses
and multiplexing to support the entirety of the eBPF instruction set, excluding the CALL
instruction. The implementation has been done in Verilog as a soft processor core using
Xilinx ISE in order to simplify future integration with the NetFPGA 10G development kit.
Once a NetFPGA implementation is done, demonstrating the potential and performance of
eBPF, a dedicated ASIC with a larger port density, higher switching speed and lower power
consumption would be possible. This implementation has been evaluated through software
synthesis to show that all the operations are working as desired, with a single clock cycle
for all operations except jumps and memory read requiring two cycles. A rough resource
utilisation of the eBPF engine can be extracted from Xilinx ISE and compared against the
available resources in the Virtex-5 available in the NetFPGA 10G platform. This simple de-
sign uses only about 3% of the slices in the FPGA, 12% of the buffers and 10% of the 48-bit
Digital Signal Processor (DSP). Using this resource utilisation as reference, approximately
8 eBPF cores can be placed on the FPGA, but this does not include the necessary space re-
quirements for the NetFPGA packet pipeline or additional memory such as TCAM. To better
understand the resource requirements and possible number of eBPF engines, future work in
FPGA integration would be required.
The design of the processor as well as multiple parameters from the NetFPGA existing im-
plementations can be used to estimate the achievable performance on an FPGA implemen-
tation. The performance of the proposed processor is limited by the clock speed of the core.
Assuming that most instructions can be executed in a single clock cycle and that the FPGA
is clocked at 250MHz, a single instruction can be performed in 4 nanoseconds. Assuming a
complex eBPF function with a critical path of 100 instructions, the per packet execution time
is 400ns. From this estimation, the line-rate throughput achievable can be calculated in the
worst-case scenario of back-to-back minimum size segments (64 bytes), and the best-case
scenario of back-to-back maxmimum size segments (1500 bytes), as shown in equation 4.1.
Hence based on these assumptions, a single eBPF core can sustain a throughput of 1.28Gbps
in the worst-case and up to 30Gbps in the best case scenario.
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Throughput(bps) =
PacketSize(b)
eBPFExecutionT ime(s)
(4.1)
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Figure 4.12: Maximum number of eBPF instructions supported to achieve line-rate depending on the
FPGA frequency.
Figure 4.12 shows the time taken to execute a single eBPF program depending on the clock
frequency of the hardware implementation and the number of instructions to execute in the
program. The three red crosses on the x axis represent the number of instructions in the
critical path of three example eBPF data plane functions (layer 2 learning switch, packet size
distribution and Exponentional Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) based anomaly detec-
tion). Additionally, horizontal dotted lines have been plotted to show the maximum allowed
processing time for 1Gbps and 10Gbps networks when operating in the worst case scenario
with only minimum sized packets. The processing time is calculated as the maximum time
between two packets, in the case of Ethernet networks demonstrated here, it is the time to
receive the frame and the inter-packet gap totalling to 84 bytes worth of transmission time.
This figure demonstrates that at 1Gbps, even with a fairly low clock speed, it is possible to
execute relatively large eBPF programs even in the worst operating conditions. At 10Gbps,
the processing requirements become more complex, but this can be addressed by allocating
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more eBPF processing cores on the FPGA fabric and leveraging the increased clock speed
of high-end FPGAs. The processing performances shown in this figure are per eBPF core
and therefore as the number of cores increases the time per packet increases accordingly.
4.4.3 Controller
Figure 4.13: BPFabric controller architecture
The central controller has been implemented using Python to provide an easy application
framework to develop and extend new controller functions. The architecture of the con-
troller is shown in Figure 4.13 and shows the separation between the core and the appli-
cations that have been built using the core. The controller was designed using the python
Twisted framework for asynchronous packet handling to easily allow many simultaneous
switch connections at low latency. For the communication and serialization of the messages
defined previously in section 4.3.4, the Google protocol buffer is used. The twisted event
handler and the protobuf message definition are used by the ProtocolHandler to establish
the persistent connection between the controller and the switch, and serialize/deserialize the
packets. The CoreApplication is the parent object to any other application, and defines the
minimum logic to establish the server socket and perform the hello handshake when a new
switch establishes a connection to the controller.
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Following the approach of popular Python OpenFlow controllers such as Ryu or POX, all
control logic internally and between the modules is event-based. This approach allows the
application modules to listen and react to specific events generated by the switches such as
the Hello message sent during the connection handshake that can be used to automatically
install an eBPF program onto a switch. The EventHandler is used to create an independent
event for each message type as well as on connect and disconnect events, signifying that a
TCP connection has been established or closed, respectively.
$> python ./controller.py
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
eBPF Switch Controller Command Line Interface - Netlab 2016
Simon Jouet <simon.jouet@glasgow.ac.uk> - University of Glasgow
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Documented commands (type help <topic>):
========================================
help
Undocumented commands:
======================
EOF connections
(Cmd) Connection from switch 00000001, version 1
Installing ./learningswitch.o on 1
[..]
(Cmd) 1 tables list
(Cmd)
name type key size value size max entries
========= ====== ========== ============ =============
inports HASH 6 4 256
========= ====== ========== ============ =============
(Cmd)
Figure 4.14: CLI Interface
The main application that is part of the codebase for the controller is the interactive Com-
mand Line Interface (cli.py) that allows a user to control multiple switches interactively
without any knowledge of the topology or program to be installed. In the CLI, a user can
manually install eBPF programs to any connected switch, list the tables and their associated
type and size, as well as, query, update, and remove entries within the tables and display
the notification events. Using this generic CLI, the entire state of the network and the eBPF
programs on the switches can be monitored at run-time, which is useful for experimentation
and debugging. Controller applications, similar to what can be written for OpenFlow, can
also be created to perform specific functions, automatically install an eBPF program onto the
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switches, and react to packet in and notify events.
Using a simple southbound API and relying on widely used libraries for the design of the
controller, the code required to interact with the Agent in the switches can be kept simple.
The entire implementation of the core is less than 200 lines of code, and therefore adapting
this to any other language is a trivial implementation task. Figure 4.14 demonstrates the use
of the CLI to automatically install the learningswitch data plane function to the switch
with a datapath identifier of 1 and listing the tables instantiated by this particular function.
4.5 Use Cases
Program # LoC # Instr. # Tables # Table
Lookups
# Table
Updates
Table
Space
(bytes)
Centralised L2 Switch 20 25 1 2 0 10m
Learning L2 Switch 22 28 1 1 1 10m
Pkt. size distribution 10 44* 1 1 1 8n
Pkt. inter arrival time 37 98* 2 3 2 24 + 8n
EWMA 24 99* 1 1 1 32p
TCP latency 75 161* 1 1 1 24 ∗ f
TCP flow arrival 43 82* 1 1 1 12
m = number of unique MAC addresses, p = number of ports on the device, n = number of
buckets in the histogram, f = number of flows
* is including the self-learning switch logic
Table 4.4: Example programs implemented using BPFabric, with associated complexity, table opera-
tions and memory requirements.
In this section, some example data plane and control plane tasks that can be implemented
using BPFabric are demonstrated. These functions have been designed to highlight the util-
ity of the proposed framework for a wide range of applications. The following example
programs can be run indifferently on either switch implementation. Table 4.4 shows the
complexity in number of lines of code (C) and resulting number of eBPF instructions, the
maximum number of table operations required, and the memory requirements for state keep-
ing. Demonstrating that complex functions can be written with low complexity is crucial, as
the flexibility must not be outweighted by the development effort by the network operator.
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4.5.1 Layer 2 Learning Switch
(a) SDN centralised learning switch
(b) Legacy self-learning switch with centralised
monitoring
Figure 4.15: Implementations of a learning switch in an SDN centralised manner and in a legacy
self-learning approach.
The typical example that has been used as the “hello world” for new SDN or controller
implementations is a simple centralised layer 2 learning switch. Demonstrating a layer 2
switch is a useful and practical way to demonstrate the ability of individual switches to
delegate packet forwarding responsibility to the controller, make a central decision based
on the global view of the network, and update the switch accordingly. Figure 4.15 shows
two different implementations of a learning switch, showing both the ability to delegate
responsibility to the controller and secondly the ability to self-update.
Centralised Learning Switch: The first implementation shown in Figure 4.15a represents
the centralised SDN approach, with the switch delegating the entire decision process to the
controller. In this scenario, a lookup table is maintained to hold the mapping between an
Ethernet MAC address and the input port of the packet. When a packet is received and the
source or destination address is not present in the lookup table, the controller is notified.
The controller program stores the switch identifier, associated source address and input port
in a table, then emits a table insert request to update the switch lookup table. Finally, the
controller looks up the port associated to the destination address and emits a Packet Out
request to the switch specifying either the looked up port or a flood action if the entry was not
found. To demonstrate the simplicity of implementing such data plane function, the relevant
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code is listed in appendix A.1.1. From the code, it can be seen that the boilerplate code to
include relevant headers and define the maps is longer than the core function implementation.
Additionally, the centralised controller code handling the Packet In events raised by the data
plane function can be seen in appendix A.1.2.
Self-learning Switch: Secondly, Figure 4.15b demonstrates that a traditional (legacy) self-
learning switch can be easily implemented using the data plane ability to self-insert and
update entries in the switch tables. For every incoming packet, the lookup table is updated
if the source address is unicast and the destination port looked up, if an entry is found the
packet is forwarded or otherwise it is flooded. In this scenario, the controller is not respon-
sible for making the forwarding decision, but a big difference from a traditional switch is
the ability of the controller to be notified if a new entry is added, and the ability to query
the content of the tables at any point in time. The support for self-updating tables is nec-
essary for stateful packet processing and to delegate some of the processing to the network
devices. However, self-updating is not supported in current SDN implementation: Open-
Flow delegates the entire responsibility to the controller, while P4 considers self-updating as
a possible future improvement.
4.5.2 Network Telemetry
Network telemetry is used to verify that the network is behaving as intended and to moni-
tor any changes occurring in the network over time. Through the process of continuously
collecting network metrics, the central controller or third-party management applications
can gain granular visibility into the network behaviour in order to model and predict future
trends. This insight into the network behaviour can be used to adapt the fabric as the de-
mand evolves, migrate applications or virtual machines (VMs) to improve overall network
utilisation [138], as well as improve policies to meet customers’ Service Level Agreements
(SLA). Moreover, the telemetry data can be correlated with other logs to identify potential
anomalies, security risks and for debugging purpose.
Telemetry support has been present in network devices for a long time through different
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(a) Packet size distribution histogram (b) Packet interarrival time histogram
Figure 4.16: Telemetry histograms based on reported values from dedicated data plane functions
implementations and providing different levels of insight into the network traffic. The most
common implementation of telemetry might be the Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) that allows a monitoring station to pull vendor-specific values from the devices.
However, with the growth of network sizes and the associated cost-incentive to better utilise
the available resources, telemetry is currently being heavily revisited and reimplemented in
a push-model where the devices stream events directly to data collection points.
Using BPFabric, two telemetry examples are demonstrated using both the pull and push ap-
proaches to demonstrate that user-defined telemetry metrics can be defined and collected
from the infrastructure. Using the pull approach, the controller can request specific data
from particular devices, preventing continous utilisation of the management network when
the metrics are rarely used. The metrics gathered using a pull approach are often as a con-
sequence of a specific task being executed in the controller that requires a particular metric
to continue operation. The push approach on the other hand, continuously report metrics of
interest to the controller. Using this approach the management network and controller are
more heavily loaded but it allows the controller to have an up-to-date near realtime view of
the data plane operation.
Packet Size Distribution: A data plane program has been implemented to store the per-
switch packet size distribution as a histogram. Using an array table to store the buckets
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for the histogram and the length available in the packet’s metadata, it is possible to keep
track of the packet distribution over time. Using the table list control message, the controller
can query (pull) the current state of the histogram in any switch where this program was
deployed. This program can provide insight of the nature of the traffic, for instance if the
traffic is from real-time applications with overall small packet size or batch-based with MSS-
sized, packets as well as determining trends over long periods of time to determine network
normal behaviour. Figure 4.16a shows the overall packet size distribution monitored by
the different switches and collected by the controller in a BPFabric environment. The user
interface is updated every few seconds on the controller to display an up-to-date view of the
packet size distribution.
Packet Inter Arrival Time: The second telemetry example measures the packet inter arrival
time at a particular switch. The function is designed around two tables, one to store the
histogram of the inter arrival time and a second one to keep track of the last packet received.
At a regular interval, every 2048 packets in this case, the histogram data is pushed to the
controller using the southbound notify message. The inter-arrival time of packets, and the
associated mean and jitter can provide information about the congestion state of the network,
the burstiness of the traffic impacting real-time streams, and help with traffic classification.
Figure 4.16b shows the histogram distribution of the packet interarrival time as seen by
the controller. Differently from the the packet size distribution, this histogram is updated
automatically when switches report new metrics to the controller.
4.5.3 Lightweight Anomaly Detection
In the previous sections, this work has shown the forwarding and telemetry aspects that have
been commonly associated to the function of a network switch. This example demonstrates
that some functions that have been typically delegated to special middleboxes in the network
can be implemented as part of the switching fabric.
In this example, a lightweight anomaly detection algorithm is implemented using Exponen-
tial Weighted Moving Average (EWMA). EWMA is a statistic to average data over time and
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Figure 4.17: Reported EWMA volume average in bytes (blue) and predicted volume (green) over time
by the switch with an introduced anomaly (link failure) at t=600s
reduce the weight of previous measurements the further away in time they are. Using this
statistical value on some networks metrics, provides insight on the normal operating condi-
tion. Significant deviation from this normal behaviour can then highlight anomalies within
the network. Multiple network metrics can be used to represent the network behaviour, such
as the number of packets, their size, inter arrival time or the volume of traffic transmitted or
received.
This implementation computes the EWMA value of the volume of traffic received on every
port of the switch for every incoming packet. The information is maintained in an array map
containing one entry for every port. At a specific time interval, 5 seconds in the current im-
plementation, the EWMA value is calculated and compared against the threshold values. If
the computed value is not within the expected bounds, a notification is raised to the controller
signaling an anomaly.
Using this approach, many lightweight network functions can be implemented, but the limi-
tations of the device should be considered. As described in section 4.3.2, in order to provide
a realtime execution environment, loops should be avoided which can be an issue when im-
plementing more complex network functions. Also, switches typically do not have hardware
support for floating point arithmetic as it is of no use for network operations and therefore
limit the complexity and accuracy of the computations. An example of the latter is the weight
in the calculation of the EWMA weight that should be between 0 and 1. A widely deployed
implementation of EWMA is the RTT estimator used for TCP congestion control as defined
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in RFC793 [139] with a suggested weight of 0.1. However, Van Jacobson and Karels suggest
to use 0.125 in practical implementations as it can be implemented using shifts and is close
enough to the suggested 0.1 [140]. This EWMA implementation uses the same weight as
suggested by Van Jacobson and Karels to allow the computation to be quick without with
floating point support (weight = 0.125 = 2−3). The proposed approach is designed to
perform lightweight packet processing at line-rate, therefore more complex functions (e.g.,
requiring loops, floating point operations, large memory) are not designed to be executed
as part of the network devices. However, these complex functions can rely on BPFabric to
classify and redirect traffic at line-rate towards dedicated high-performance middleboxes or
virtual Network Functions (vNFs).
4.5.4 Omniscient TCP
The driving motivation for BPFabric and the argued benefits and necessity of data plane
programmability results from the work on centralised resource management and the current
limitations of existing SDN implementations. The previous use-cases have demonstrated
that new types of data plane functions can be implemented in BPFabric that are currently
unachievable with OpenFlow. This section leverages this increased programmability and
insight into the network, to better provide network operating metrics to fine tune the TCP
congestion control parameters. As described previously, the main limitations of OTCP have
been: the end-to-end latency measurement, the ability to dynamically and continuously ac-
count for the number of active flows along a path, and the size distribution of packets. The
packet size distribution data plane function has been described in the telemetry examples and
can be used in OTCP to tune the congestion control parameters.
To monitor the latency with OpenFlow and make it available to the controller, the measure-
ments must be computed using a combination of production and management network which
can induce inaccuracies and make the measurement process increasingly complex. In BP-
Fabric, the measurement of the latency can be performed passively by the network devices
and reported to the controller when necessary. The passive measurement performed in this
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data plane function has been inspired by Ruru, a real-time TCP latency measurement tool
using DPDK [141]. In this approach, the latency is measured at a specific point along the
path between the source and destination. By relying on the three-way handshake of TCP, the
intermediary point can measure the delay between the initial SYN packet, the SYN—ACK
response and the first data ACK. The RTT between the two hosts can then be calculated using
the time difference between the ACK and SYN, as well as, the individual latency between
the intermediary device and each host.
The implementation of this function in BPFabric is straightforward and can very accurately
measure in real-time the individual latency of TCP flows in the network. For every TCP
3-way handshake packet that is forwarded through the switch, the timestamp available in the
packets’ metadata is stored in a map. Each entry in the map is defined by a key mapping the
TCP 4 entry tuple (src ip, dst ip, src port, dst port) to the individual timestamps for the SYN,
SYN—ACK and ACK packets. Once the third packet of the handshake is received, a Notify
event is emitted to the controller advertising the latency for this flow and the entry is removed
from the table. This function can be instantiated on just a few of the network switches along
the different paths in the network for the purpose of OTCP. However, the same network
function can be used for other purposes such as network debugging. By deploying this
function to multiple switches along one path, the individual latencies between the hosts and
the switch can be measured and used to troubleshoot network anomalies.
Figure 4.18 shows a histogram representation of the TCP flow latencies reported to the con-
troller by the switch with the above data plane function deployed. The experiment was per-
formed by replaying a 5-minute packet trace from a production data centre [93] in a Mininet
environment. Over the 5-minute trace, 9200 TCP flows have been established between dif-
ferent end-hosts. The average latency between the end-hosts is close to 80ms and can be seen
for most of the low data points in the histogram. This figure provides additional insight into
the operating environment, for instance, the flows with latencies between 400ms and below
500ms imply that the SYN—ACK or final ACK had to be retransmitted. This retransmis-
sion time close to 400ms is indicative that the end-host retransmitting the packet is running
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Figure 4.18: Reported TCP latencies to the controller
a Windows operating system, a retransmission closer to 200ms would indicate a Linux or
BSD operating system. The large latency spike of ca. 3 seconds signals that one SYN packet
was lost and the connecting host relied on RTOinit to retransmit the packet. Finally, the
multiple spikes in latency in the final quarter of the figure suggest that at this point in time a
switch along the path was oversubscribed, resulting in more retransmissions and exponential
backoff.
In order to provide the flow accounting necessary for OTCP, the data plane implementation
proposed relies on counting the number of flow arrivals and departures within a specific time
window. The data plane function matches TCP packets with the SYN or FIN flag set in the
header, respectively incrementing the arrival and departure count. After a specific time win-
dow, currently 5 seconds, a notification is raised by the switch informing the controller and
the count is reset to zero. This simple approach allows the controller to maintain a full view
of the flow departure and arrival rates. Figure 4.19 shows the plotted arrival and departure
rates of TCP flows reported by a single switch to the controller. Using this approach each
switch in the network can report to the controller the number of flows observed at a particular
point in the network, allowing the controller to keep an up-to-date view of the number of ac-
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Figure 4.19: Real-time monitored active flows
tive flows per link. This evaluation shows the flow arrival rate and departure of a production
data centre using the same data centre traces as the previous experiment.
To show the simplicity of this implementation and the ability of BPFabric to efficiently pro-
vide insight in the network operation, the source code of these data plane functions is listed
in Appendices A.2 and A.3. These data plane implementations demonstrate that, using BP-
Fabric, the highly dynamic characteristics of a DC network can be measured and reported
to the controller at a very fine granularity. Using this insight into the network, the controller
can shape the operating environment and resources to match the temporal conditions of the
infrastructure and consequently improve resource usage.
4.6 Evaluation
The presented framework provides a level of flexibility to the network operators by allowing
a large number of functions to be implemented using a high level programming language. It
comes to question whether the added flexbility provided by this approach comes at a perfor-
mance cost. In this section, the performance of BPFabric is compared against state of the art
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SDN switch implementations.
4.6.1 Throughput
Benchmark against the State of the Art
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Figure 4.20: Performance comparison of P4 behaviour models, OpenvSwitch and BPFabric for a
layer 2 learning switch.
Figure 4.20 highlights the performance of BPFabric compared to state of the art SDN soft-
ware switch implementations. BPFabric is compared against Open vSwitch, the most widely
deployed software switch for SDN environments, and both implementations of the P4 be-
haviour model. The P4 language has quickly evolved over the last few years and results in
two different switch implementations, the first one is the implementation presented in [18],
the second one is a complete rewrite using C++11 that was designed for more flexibility and
target independence.
These experiments have been run on a high-end modern desktop machine with a 6th gener-
ation Intel Skylake processor (6700k), 32GB of DDR3 memory clocked at 3GHz and PCI
express 3.0 for the network card. The network card is an Intel X710, with four 10Gbps inter-
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faces that is compatible with Intel DPDK. This machine was used for these experiments as
DPDK’s performance is related to the per-core clock speed due to the polling mode drivers,
hence, the 4GHz clock speed of these processors is more suitable than a larger core count at
lower frequency of most Xeon Server processors. The machine is running Linux with a ker-
nel 4.4 with full Intel Skylake support. The throughput measurements have been performed
using Intel DPDK pktgen, a high performance and highly reliable traffic generator [142].
Each measurement was performed using pktgen rfc2544.lua script designed specifically for
throughput testing on a second machine with the same specification as above and repeated
10 times for consistency. The network has been setup as a loopback, with two links between
the traffic generator and the switch has shown in Figure 1 of the benchmarking topology of
RFC 2544 [143].
To fairly compare the switching and packet processing performances betwen these different
switches, OvS operates in a normal learning switch mode while BPFabric and P4 behaviour
models both execute an equivalent learning switch data plane function.
In this experiment, the P4 behavioural models never exceed a throughput of 200 Mbps. Both
P4 behaviour models have been designed as experimental software switches and therefore
are not expected to perform at very high speed. The raw socket implementation of BPFab-
ric performs linearly based on the packet size, with most of the execution cost being the
numerous calls to the kernel when packets are sent and received. The slight performance
degradation for packet size of 1100 bytes can be associated to the cost of accessing a sec-
ond page in memory which is quickly mitigated as the packet size increases. The kernel
space implementation of Open vSwitch is able to reach 1Gbps for minimum sized packets
and reach the line-rate of the NIC for 1kB packet. Finally, the DPDK implementations of
BPFabric outperforms both OvS and P4 behavioural models, performing two times better
than OvS for minimum sized packets and achieving line-rate with 512 bytes packets.
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Figure 4.21: Performance comparison of example programs between Raw socket and DPDK imple-
mentation.
Impact of table Operations
As the complexity of data plane function increases and the number of table operations ex-
pands, the cost of execution rises accordingly. Figure 4.21 shows the performance achievable
with some of the example data plane implementations described previously. This evaluation
was performed using the same environment and testing methodology as for throughput and
each data plane function was evaluated on both BPFabric implementations. Each switch was
restarted between experiment rounds with the data plane function installed on startup. The
solid lines represent the DPDK implementation and the dashed lines the raw socket imple-
mentation.
The most simple data plane function evaluated is the wire implementation, simply forward-
ing packets between two ports and hence not requiring any table to operate. Without any
table operations, the DPDK implementation is able to achieve line-rate even for minimum
sized packets, while the raw socket implementation performs better than other functions with
table operations. This difference in performance implies that the performance degradation is
a consequence of the software implementation of the tables rather than an inherent limitation
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of BPFabric. Most data plane functions will require tables to maintain state between pack-
ets, therefore this work also evaluates a learning switch, a packet inter arrival time telemetry
function, and a lightweight EWMA anomaly detection. The number of lookup and update
operations each function requires per packet has been shown previously in Table 4.4. From
this experiment, it can be seen that the cost of table operations prevents the DPDK implemen-
tation to achieve line-rate until 512 bytes packets. However, the performance of the learning
switch with 2 table operations and the interarrival time with 5 operations are marginally
different.
This high cost of table operations is to be expected in a software switch implementation
since no optimised memory hardware is available as it the case in hardware switches. A
commodity switch will have specialised memory available, such as TCAM, in order to per-
form lookups and updates at line-rate. This performance limitation is not inherent to BPFab-
ric, and OpenFlow switch implementations are facing the same limitation with a significant
performance penalty when the number of table lookups increases [144].
Performance Scaling
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Figure 4.22: DPDK per-core performance
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Intel DPDK has been designed to leverage the multiple cores of modern CPUs in order to
achieve very high performance at low latency. In most implementations a single queue is
attached per network interface to handle the packets and then each queue is delegated to a
core on the processor. The consequence of this distribution is that the performance of one
network interface is directly dependent on the per-core performance. With the number of
network interfaces increasing and the number of cores scaling accordingly the performance
should be close to linear. These scaling properties are related to the fact that the processing of
each packet is decoupled and therefore it is never necessary to wait until another packet has
been processed. This experiment evaluates these scaling properties with the same machine
as described previously. Each of the NIC’s ports have been allocated to a processing core on
the CPU and each queue has its own 2GB hugepage to store packets.
Figure 4.22 demonstrates the scaling performance of the DPDK switch implementation
running the learning switch data plane function. This evaluation compares the maximum
throughput achievable in the worst case scenario of forwarding only minimum sized packets
and in the best case scenario with MSS sized packets. From the figure, it can be seen that
the processing performance scales linearly as the number of cores and ports increases. With
4 cores, BPFabric can forward MSS-sized packets at 40Gbps, and achieve up to 14Gbps in
the worst case scenario with min-sized packets.
4.6.2 Controller performance
Although the current design of the BPFabric controller has not been optimised for high
processing performance at the controller, knowing the achievable performance is necessary
when designing the data plane functions. Some of the design decisions, in particular relying
on Python for the controller, can impact the maximum processing performance of the con-
troller. Popular OpenFlow controllers written in Python such as Pox and Ryu have demon-
strated the benefits of simple APIs for SDN programmability at the cost of lower packet
processing performance. BPFabric follows the same approach, but a major difference is that,
by relying on Google protobuf to define the packet format, a dedicated high-performance
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controller can be easily implemented once prototyped in the Python implementation. In
OpenFlow, the protocol is lengthy and convoluted, and migrating one particular implemen-
tation to a different codebase is a difficult task, especially if the target is not one of the
mainstream controller implementations.
This evaluation measures the performance of the BPFabric controller in handling requests
from the switches. With a large number of devices or a low performing controller, the number
of requests emitted by the switches could overwhelm the controller resulting in degraded
performance. The protocol in its current form allows 3 messages to be issued by the switches
to the controller. The 3 messages are: the Hello message issued during handshake, the
PacketIn event when a forwarding decision needs to be done at the controller, and the Notify
event raised by the switches to provide additional information to the controller. The Hello
message should only be issued once per connection, although a malicious user, a bug in the
implementation, or a management network failure could result in a large amount of requests
to the controller. The PacketIn message can be issued as much as once per packet and per
switch, it is therefore the most critical aspect of the controller and is most likely to be the
one bounding the performance of the controller. The performance of the PacketIn handler is
highly dependent on the controller implementation, in this evaluation the handler processes
act as a centralised layer 2 learning switch. Finally, the Notify event can be raised at any time
by the data plane function but is designed to be used sparsely to report information to the
controller.
The experimental evaluation performed is using the same environment as previously. The
measurement performed is based on the number of requests that can be sequentially issued to
the controller by the switch each time waiting for the previous request to be completed before
issuing the next one. The Hello packet performance is measured based on the time between
issuing the message and receiving the matching Hello by the controller. The PacketIn is
measured based on the time difference between issuing the message and waiting for the
TableEntryInsert as a result. Finally the Notify messages are one-way only, not requiring the
controller to reply with a response, therefore the performance is based on sending the packet
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and receiving the TCP ackowledgement. For the three experiments, custom scripts have been
written to generate switch requests as fast as possible, and making sure that the CPU is not
the bottleneck at generating requests. Each script emits 100,000 requests to the controller
sequentially, and measures the time delta to issue those requests.
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Figure 4.23: BPFabric controller performance in handling incoming requests
Figure 4.23 highlights the mean performances of the controller for the three packet types over
30 consecutive runs. Both Hello and PacketIn are processed at around 12,000 requests per
second and Notify slightly below 22,000 requests per second. The performance of BPFabric
is comparable to Python-based OpenFlow controllers such as Ryu and Pox [145]. However,
in a BPFabric environment the number of switch-to-controller messages can be kept much
lower than in OpenFlow as most node local processing and decisions can be done by the
specific data plane functions. Considering the simplicity of the controller implementation
and the relatively high performance achievable, this implementation of the BPFabric con-
troller is perfectly suitable to demonstrate and experiment with the data plane programmable
framework presented in this chapter.
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Figure 4.24: Acyclic Control Flow Graph and Complexity of data plane functions.
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4.6.3 Program Complexity
So far the experiments presented have evaluated the performance of BPFabric controller
and switches implementations for the set of experimental data plane functions provided. In
this section the cost and complexity of data plane functions is evaluated with respect to the
complexity of their flow execution graph. Using static analysis, bounds on the execution time
and execution cost can be determined. This analysis can be performed either by the controller
before issuing an install request or by the switch itself when receiving the request from the
controller. The complexity and execution time of a data plane function can be determined
by the depth of its critical path. The critical path is defined in computer architecture as the
longest possible valid execution path of sequential operations. Therefore, using the critical
path of a program, it is possible to determine the maximum number of instructions that can
be executed by a specific function. Once the number of instructions are known, determining
the execution time is relatively simple, especially considering the simple execution of eBPF.
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The critical path of a specific program can be determined by keeping track of the branch
operations and the jump offset associated. Once the execution tree with all the branches is
constructed, the critical path is the longest path through the flow graph.
Figure 4.24 shows the acyclic control flow graphs (aCFGs) of some of the example data
plane functions discussed in this chapter. These aCFGs have been generated dynamically
from the eBPF ELFs by a python static analysis tool. Each node within the aCFG represents
a sequential non-branching instruction block and the edges are transitions between blocks
caused by jumps. In the simplest data plane implementations, each block can be associated
with the parsing of one header field in the packet header, with the final branch operation
depending on the value of the header field. The label for each node is a tuple containing the
number of instructions in this block and the offset within the compiled eBPF program. From
these aCFGs, it can be seen that the functions implemented have a critical path as long as
the number of instructions in the program (i.e. in the worst case all the instructions in the
program are executed). In more complex data plane functions performing different routing
and forwarding operations depending on protocols headers will result in more conditional
branching resulting in a critical path shorter than the number of instructions. However, the
proposed functions have been kept simple to demonstrate BPFabric and only perform a single
function resulting in a critical path as long as the number of instructions.
Further static analysis can be performed on the compiled data plane functions to determine
the execution complexity. As discussed in the previous section, table operations can nega-
tively impact the packet processing performance, especially for software switch implemen-
tations. Therefore, a software switch implementation could statically analyse the eBPF pro-
grams when received from the controller to dermine the number of table operations. Using
the number of table operations and the number of instructions in the program, the switch
can compute the worst-case execution time. Relying on this calculated execution time, the
switch can notify the controller if sub-line-rate performance is to be expected. The same
approach could be considered for hardware implementations in which multiply, divide and
modulo operations might take multiple clock cycles.
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4.7 Summary
OpenFlow, through its vendor-agnostic protocol and open implementation, has been able to
show the benefits of SDN by centrally controlling and managing network devices. However,
in its current implementation, the programmability is limited, providing a fixed and limited
set of headers fields, actions, matching primitives, and a very rigid processing pipeline. With
this approach, the control plane cannot define the packet processing logic, how and which
header fields should be extracted and matched, preventing the support for new network pro-
tocols, statistics, monitoring, routing and other lightweight functions.
In this chapter, BPFabric has been proposed as an architecture that allows the control plane to
specify the data plane behaviour of the switches on-the-fly as well as to query and manipulate
the network state directly. Using a platform and protocol independent instruction set, the data
plane behaviour can be expressed independently of the target device and without constraints
on the HLL used while providing performance and safety guarantees.
Using a wide range of example use-cases, this work has shown how current and new data
plane functionality can be designed to improve routing and forwarding, provide insight into
the network behaviour, and the ability to implement lightweight functions. Through a sim-
ple but powerful southbound API, BPFabric demonstrates how the controller can listen for
network events and maintain a fine-grain global view of the network state. Via two imple-
mentations, one for large-scale experimentation setup based on Mininet, and a high perfor-
mance switch using Intel DPDK, the benefits and performance of the proposed framework
have been evaluated. The experiments highlight that the performance of BPFabric is on par
with today’s static implementations while providing more flexbility to the network operator
and offering new insights into the network characteristics than what is currently available
with OpenFlow.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Overview
This chapter summarises and concludes this work, highlighting the contributions made, re-
visting the original thesis statement, discussing directions for potential future work, and
listing the research outcomes. Overall, this research has been able to successfully meet the
objectives presented in the opening chapter. The remainder of this chapter is structured as
follows: Section 5.2 details the contributions made in this dissertation, and Section 5.3 revis-
its the original thesis statement and details how the objectives have been met. Finally, future
research areas and improvements are detailed in Section 5.4, and Section 5.5 concludes this
dissertation.
5.2 Contributions
This work has examined the benefits of centralised orchestration and management to im-
prove resource utilisation of large-scale infrastructures. Through a novel framework for data
plane programmability the operators are able to collect a wide range of metrics over vary-
ing timescales, from sub-millisecond packet interarrival time to yearly topological changes.
This new insight and control on the operation of the infrastructure allows the providers to
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better tune services and applications to the operating environment, and consequently im-
prove the overall resource utilisation. This improved resource utilisation and orchestration
could improve the RoI by reducing CAPEX and OPEX as discussed by Greenberg et al. in
their analysis of the cost of data centre operation [60]. Through the benefits of central net-
work resource management on performance tuning, this work has demonstrated significant
improvement for TCP, successfully mitigating TCP incast throughput collapse, as well as a
wide range of routing, forwarding, telemetry, and anomaly detection functions. By extend-
ing the paradigm of SDN beyond its current realisations, this work demonstrates how next
generation programmable networks should be designed. It is unlikely for network operators
to radically change how the infrastructure is managed and orchestrated, and a pragmatic ap-
proach is required to demonstrate the benefits and deployability of the proposed framework.
To that end, this work demonstrates the design of the data plane programmability from the
switch design both in hardware and software to allow deployment in dedicated ASICs in
the long term, and in software for experimentation and overlay networks in the short term.
Overall, the framework presented aims to pragmatically provide data plane programmability
in modern network deployments in order to benefit the infrastructure operators and the end-
users. The infrastructure operator can leverage the programmability to simplify and improve
the management and orchestration, while the end-users can gather deeper insight into the
operation of the network. The work described in this thesis contributes to the abstraction,
development, and paradigm shift of next-generation SDN networks through:
• A critical and in-depth review of current widely deployed DC network topologies and
associated limitations that results in low resource utilisation and high deployment and
maintenance cost. These current limitations have been the driving motivation for SDN
architectures providing management, control, and programmability to the operators.
• An analysis of TCP throughput incast collapse in a realistic hardware platform (NetF-
PGA), highlighting the issue of a mismatch between the congestion control parameters
and the operating environment in large-scale DCs.
• The design and implementation of the OTCP controller, agent, and measurement al-
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gorithms, demonstrating the benefits and feasibility of centralised parameter tuning
based on a full view of the network operating conditions.
• A novel data plane programmable framework, providing platform, protocol, and lan-
guage independent packet processing, addressing the limitations of today’s legacy net-
work and current SDN realisations.
• The use of the eBPF instruction set as the processing pipeline instruction set for proto-
col and platform independence, and the introduction of a simple and portable control
plane API.
• Two software implementations of the proposed design, providing the necessary tools
for large-scale emulation in Mininet as well as demonstrating the feasibility and per-
formance achievable using commodity hardware.
• A proof-of-concept hardware implementation for FPGA-accelerated packet process-
ing, and an evaluation of the execution complexity and performance trade-off to be
considered in hardware implementations.
• Numerous data plane functions providing insight in the network operation that are
irrealisable or impractictal in today’s SDN implementations. The functions described
range from packet forwarding to telemetry, debugging, and other middlebox-like func-
tions such as anomaly detection.
5.3 Thesis Statement Revisited
In this section, the thesis statement presented at the beginning of this thesis is reiterated and
reviewed, highlighting the ways in which it has been addressed.
The deployment of a programmable data plane in data centre SDN infrastructures will enable
operators to improve network utilisation by dynamically provisionning the network parame-
ters based on temporal demand.
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This thesis initially presented the current problem space of very large-scale network infras-
tructures. It has presented the current management and orchestration limitations of such in-
frastructures and the difficulties and limitations that network operators are facing. To address
these limitations, network operators have been transitionning towards more programmable
infrastructures, but such migration is complex and this thesis describes in length these diffi-
culties and the roadmap over the last two decades to obtain today’s Software Defined Net-
works. To put this complexity in perspective and clearly demonstrate the problems that DC
operators have been facing, this work has discussed the different network topologies that
have been deployed, considering their scale, complexity, limitations, and reliability. It then
discussed how this limited management is detrimental to the operation of such large-scale
networks and how DC network operators are in a unique position, from their single owner-
ship, to leverage this programmability to perform centrally informed DC-wide decisions.
A thorough investigation and evaluation of the TCP thoughput incast collapse has shown
that the gross underutilisation of network resources in high-throughput, low-latency envi-
ronments is associated to the mismatch between the congestion control parameters and the
network characteristics. Using the NetFPGA hardware platform, this work has demonstrated
this mismatch between the default congestion control parameters of TCP and the typical
network infrastructure of large-scale DCs. Through extensive evaluation, this work demon-
strated that TCP flow completion time and goodput can be improved by an order of magni-
tude if the retransmission timeouts and congestion window size are modified to match the
latency and bandwidth available in the network fabric.
Using the OpenFlow API to manage and control the network, this work introduces Om-
niscient TCP (OTCP) as a means to centrally collect and compute the congestion control
parameters based on known or discoverable network characteristics. OTCP is able to dy-
namically compute bounds on the retransmission timers and the congestion window, and
propagate these computed values to the end-hosts in order to adapt the congestion control
mechanism to the changing network characteristics. Using the OpenFlow API, a dedicated
controller application can discover the network topology, the latency of individual links, and
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the maximum bandwidth associated to each link. Using these metrics, the controller can then
compute route-specific parameters and, through a northbound REST API, propagate them to
the relevant end-host. OTCP demonstrates that, with a complete view of the network in-
frastructure, the applications and services can be tuned dynamically in response to network
changes, resulting in significant improvement in resource utilisation. In the presented eval-
uations, OTCP is able to significantly outperform TCP for short-lived, soft-realtime flows
with a 12× improvement in flow completion time at the mean and 31× at the 95th percentile.
Omniscient TCP demonstrates the benefits of centrally informed decision-making for better
using the resources but also highlights the significant limitations of today’s SDN realisations.
Through an extensive discussion, this research describes the current limitations of OpenFlow
in its ability to match packets and provide insight into the network behaviour. These limita-
tions are directly associated to the pragmatic initial design of OpenFlow and simply highlight
the new requirements for the next generation of SDN frameworks. In order to dynamically
provision the network resources, network programmability must evolve, allowing network
operators to measure and collect metrics on-demand based on particular needs.
To that end, this work introduces BPFabric a novel SDN framework that addresses the limita-
tions of today’s SDN realisations. Using BPFabric, network operators can create and deploy
new switch data plane functions dynamically that are able to measure, compute, and report
metrics of interest as well as provide lightweight functions for custom routing, forwarding,
telemetry and even middlebox-like packet processing functions. Through this framework
the management and orchestration of very large-scale networks is greatly simplified by al-
lowing a single logically-centralised controller to have complete control over the network.
Individual network devices can be dynamically reconfigured to reflect temporal changes in
the environment and allow the network operator to collect metrics of interest to continuously
adapt applications and services to the operating environment.
Leveraging the eBPF instruction set, this work has demonstrated how platform, protocol,
and language independent data plane functions can be created by the network operator to
perform arbitrary packet processing functions in the network devices. It also introduces a
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simple southbound API allowing the network devices to communicate with the controller
and provide the mechanisms for dynamically deploying new data plane functions, reporting
events of interests, and providing a complete view of the network state. This work provides
two implementations, one for a large-scale emulation framework designed for testing and
development, and a second one as a high-performance production-grade software switch for
overlay network deployment. Through evaluations, it has been shown that the proposed
framework can achieve higher performance than today’s state of the art SDN realisations
while providing significantly higher control and insight over the network.
5.4 Future Work
5.4.1 Further use-cases
In this thesis, the work presented has been focussed on TCP throughput incast collapse and
the benefits of centralised network resource management to improve network utilisation.
Many other services and applications at different layers of the stack could benefit from fine-
tuning at runtime. For instance, VMs have been widely deployed in DCs to better utilise
the hardware resources available, but their placement over the infrastructure is often static,
poorly using the network.
Alongside the work presented in this thesis, the impact of static allocation was investigated in
“SDN-based virtual machine management for cloud data centers” [146] and demonstrates the
benefits of centralised VM management. It would be interesting to demonstrate the benefits
of the proposed data plane programmable framework for VM allocation and placement based
on the very fine-grain view of the network resources.
Furthermore, the same approach could be beneficial to Network Function Virtualization,
Smart Caching, and Protocol Offloading. NFV has gained significant popularity since Open-
Flow has allowed Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) to be deployed on any commodity
server. Using BPFabric, it is believed that the implementation, deployment, and chaining of
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VNFs can be simplified by relying on the existing packet processing and forwarding mech-
anisms as well as the centralised management and orchestration. Smart caches have been
relying on deep packet inspection and network characteristics to optimise the data to be
cached which could be provided or improved by BPFabric. Finally, protocol offloading in
the end-hosts has been widely available for TCP and UDP, but with the deployment of pro-
tocols such as TLS, DASH, and many more, the load on the end-hosts is becoming more and
more significant, therefore it would be interesting to see how data plane programmability
could be extended to the NIC in order to offload protocols. With the acquisition of Altera by
Intel in 2016 and the next generation of CPUs to include a on-chip FPGA, the deployment of
data-plane programmable functions to the end-hosts is promising and likely to be ubiquitous
in only a few years [147, 148].
5.4.2 Hardware Implementation
The hardware implementation of BPFabric presented in this work provides insight on the
design and packet processing performance achievable. However, in order to compare the
performance of the proposed design to existing OpenFlow hardware switches, further work
on this implementation is necessary. Hardware platforms such as the NetFPGA would be
suitable to perform experiments, but the design and implementation is an extremely complex
and time consuming task. Another limitation is the low port density of most hardware-
accelerated NICs like NetFPGAs or SolarFlare Application Onload Engine, and the pro-
hibitive cost of FPGA enabled high density switches like Metamako MetaMux or Arista
7124FX. However, once the benefits of the proposed approach prototyped in an FPGA, it
is imaginable to see an ASIC implementation providing higher performance at a cheaper
production cost.
The current Verilog implementation assumes that each complete packet is stored in memory
and accessible by the eBPF core. However, typical forwarding pipelines such as the one
provided for the NetFPGA assume that the packet will be streamed in fix-sized chunks fol-
lowing the AXI4 protocol. This approach allows non-blocking switches to be designed easily
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as chunks are streamed until a decision is made and therefore a forwarding decision can be
made before the entire packet is received. However, most SDN switches are blocking as they
require the protocol headers to be available to perform lookups in the table. Simply adding
a buffering stage from the AXI4 stream into some available memory is complex without
a deep understanding of the streaming protocol, the queueing mechanisms and the different
memory modules available, with each including different trade-off in throughput and latency.
Additional constraints and issues must also be addressed, such as the multiplication and di-
vide operations, the interrupt handlers to perform the different call operations or the possible
memory consistency issues when collocating multiple eBPF cores on the same chip. Hence,
developing a fully capable hardware implementation addressing all the potential limitations
and open-issues requires a significant amount of research and implementation.
5.4.3 Formal Verification
Formal verification is the process of proving correctness of a system through its formal math-
ematical representation. By using eBPF as the instruction set, the execution graph can be
decomposed into an acyclic control flow graph opening many intersting aspects for formal
verification. In this thesis, the example verification proposed has been to avoid unexpected
memory accesses and compute bounds on the function execution time. However, many other
interesting aspects could be investigated, such as the instruction reordering, probabilistic
branching estimation or model checking. By reordering the instructions to parse the layers
in order, the code could be executed as the packet is received allowing the packet stream to
be used directly and consequently resulting in a non-blocking switch. However, the feasi-
bility of such reordering and the resulting complexity of the reordered program should be
investigated futher.
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5.5 Concluding Remarks
The work described in this dissertation opens a wide range of new research directions, from
hardware design to application and service optimisation to data plane function design, to for-
mal verification. Each of these aspects have the potential to benefit DC infrastructures and
other large-scale networks, by improving resource utilisation, simplifying management and
orchestration, and increasing reliability. As a consequence of any of these improvements,
the RoI can be improved either by providing cheaper or better service to the end-users or by
reducing the OPEX and CAPEX. Some of the most notable research directions envisaged
during this work have been presented, and it is certain that many other opportunities have
been omitted. Overall the work demonstrated in this thesis demonstrates the strong benefits
of programmability and fine-grained resource management for the management and orches-
tration of large-scale network infrastructures, and proposes a novel approach to achieve such
programmability for next generation networks.
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Appendix A
BPFabric Use Cases
A.1 Centralised Learning Switch
A.1.1 Data Plane definition
#include <linux/if_ether.h>
#include "ebpf_switch.h"
struct bpf_map_def SEC("maps") inports = {
.type = BPF_MAP_TYPE_HASH,
.key_size = 6,
.value_size = sizeof(uint32_t),
.max_entries = 256,
};
uint64_t prog(struct packet *pkt)
{
uint32_t *port;
// If the packet src mac is unknown, tell the controller
if (bpf_map_lookup_elem(&inports, pkt->eth.h_source, &port) == -1) {
return CONTROLLER;
}
// Lookup the output port
if (bpf_map_lookup_elem(&inports, pkt->eth.h_dest, &port) == -1) {
// If no entry was found send to the controller
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return CONTROLLER;
}
return *port;
}
char _license[] SEC("license") = "GPL";
A.1.2 Control Plane logic
#!/usr/bin/env python
import struct
# Import BPFabric core classes
from core import eBPFCoreApplication, set_event_handler, FLOOD
from core.packets import *
# Simple Switch implementation
class SimpleSwitchApplication(eBPFCoreApplication):
"""Automatically install learning switch function on switch connection"""
@set_event_handler(Header.HELLO)
def hello(self, connection, pkt):
self.mac_to_port = {}
with open(’../examples/learningswitch_centralised.o’, ’rb’) as f:
print("Installing the eBPF ELF")
connection.send(InstallRequest(elf=f.read()))
"""L2 Learning Switch behaviour"""
@set_event_handler(Header.PACKET_IN)
def packet_in(self, connection, pkt):
metadatahdr_fmt = ’I10x’
ethhdr_fmt = ’>6s6sH’
# Extract Ethernet layer information from the packet
in_port, = struct.unpack_from(metadatahdr_fmt, pkt.data, 0)
eth_dst, eth_src, eth_type = struct.unpack_from(ethhdr_fmt, \
pkt.data, struct.calcsize(metadatahdr_fmt))
self.mac_to_port.setdefault(connection.dpid, {})
# Only perform L2 learning for (src) unicast packets
if ord(eth_src[0]) & 1 == 0:
# Learn the mapping between the MAC and port for this switch
self.mac_to_port[connection.dpid][eth_src] = in_port
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# Update the switch’ table entry
connection.send(TableEntryInsertRequest(
table_name="inports",
key=eth_src,
value=struct.pack(’I’, in_port)))
# If the destination is unicast send to the relevant port, otherwise flood
if ord(eth_dst[0]) & 1 == 1:
out_port = FLOOD
else:
out_port = self.mac_to_port[connection.dpid].get(eth_dst, FLOOD)
# Send back the packet that got in on the relevant port
connection.send(PacketOut(data=pkt.data, out_port=out_port))
if __name__ == ’__main__’:
SimpleSwitchApplication().run()
A.2 TCP Latency Measurement
#include <linux/if_ether.h>
#include <netinet/ip.h>
#include <netinet/tcp.h>
#include "ebpf_switch.h"
// Key for the latency
struct tcpflowtuple {
uint32_t src;
uint32_t dst;
uint16_t srcport;
uint16_t dstport;
};
struct tstamp {
uint32_t sec;
uint32_t nsec;
};
// Timestamps of the three-way handshake packets
struct tcplatency {
struct tstamp syn;
struct tstamp synack;
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struct tstamp ack;
};
// Store the tuple to timestamps mapping
struct bpf_map_def SEC("maps") latency = {
.type = BPF_MAP_TYPE_HASH,
.key_size = sizeof(struct tcpflowtuple), // key is SRC:DST:SRCPORT:DSTPORT tuple
.value_size = sizeof(struct tcplatency), // key is sec:nsec
.max_entries = 256,
};
uint64_t prog(struct packet *pkt)
{
// Check if the ethernet frame contains an ipv4 payload
if (pkt->eth.h_proto == 0x0008) {
// Check if the ip packet contains a TCP payload
if (ipv4->ip_p == 6) {
struct tcphdr *tcp = (struct tcphdr *)(((uint32_t *)ipv4) + ipv4->ip_hl);
if ((tcp->th_flags & (TH_ACK | TH_SYN)) == TH_SYN) {
// TCP SYN
struct tcpflowtuple tuple = {
.src = ipv4->ip_src.s_addr,
.dst = ipv4->ip_dst.s_addr,
.srcport = tcp->th_sport,
.dstport = tcp->th_dport
};
// Initialize the timestamps
struct tcplatency lat = {
.syn = { .sec = pkt->metadata.sec, .nsec = pkt->metadata.nsec },
.synack = 0,
.ack = 0
};
// Create the entry in the table
bpf_map_update_elem(&latency, &tuple, &lat, 0);
} else if ((tcp->th_flags & (TH_ACK | TH_SYN)) == (TH_SYN | TH_ACK)) {
// TCP SYN|ACK
struct tcpflowtuple tuple = {
.dst = ipv4->ip_src.s_addr,
.src = ipv4->ip_dst.s_addr,
.dstport = tcp->th_sport,
.srcport = tcp->th_dport
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};
struct tcplatency* lat;
// Find the matching entry for this tuple and update for synack
if (bpf_map_lookup_elem(&latency, &tuple, &lat) != -1) {
lat->synack.sec = pkt->metadata.sec;
lat->synack.nsec = pkt->metadata.nsec;
}
} else if ((tcp->th_flags & TH_ACK) == TH_ACK) {
// TCP ACK
struct tcpflowtuple tuple = {
.src = ipv4->ip_src.s_addr,
.dst = ipv4->ip_dst.s_addr,
.srcport = tcp->th_sport,
.dstport = tcp->th_dport
};
struct tcplatency* lat;
// Find the matching entry for this tuple and update for ack
if (bpf_map_lookup_elem(&latency, &tuple, &lat) != -1) {
lat->ack.sec = pkt->metadata.sec;
lat->ack.nsec = pkt->metadata.nsec;
// Notify the controller of the measured latencies
bpf_notify(1,
((uint8_t *)lat) - sizeof(struct tcpflowtuple) - 4,
sizeof(struct tcplatency) + sizeof(struct tcpflowtuple) + 4);
// Remove the entry
bpf_map_delete_elem(&latency, &tuple);
}
}
}
}
// learning switch behaviour
}
char _license[] SEC("license") = "GPL";
A.3 TCP Flow Arrival
#include <linux/if_ether.h>
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#include <netinet/ip.h>
#include <netinet/tcp.h>
#include "ebpf_switch.h"
// Statistics to keep track of flow arrival and departure
struct arrival_stats {
uint32_t lasttime;
uint32_t arrival;
uint32_t departure;
};
// Global storage map for the statistics
struct bpf_map_def SEC("maps") flowarrival = {
.type = BPF_MAP_TYPE_ARRAY,
.key_size = sizeof(unsigned int),
.value_size = sizeof(struct arrival_stats),
.max_entries = 1,
};
uint64_t prog(struct packet *pkt)
{
// Check if the ethernet frame contains an ipv4 payload
if (pkt->eth.h_proto == 0x0008) {
struct ip *ipv4 = (struct ip *)(((uint8_t *)&pkt->eth) + ETH_HLEN);
// Check if the ip packet contains a TCP payload
if (ipv4->ip_p == 6) {
struct tcphdr *tcp = (struct tcphdr *)(((uint32_t *)ipv4) + ipv4->ip_hl);
if (tcp->th_flags & (TH_SYN | TH_FIN)) {
struct arrival_stats *astats;
// Get the current flow arrival statistics
unsigned int key = 0;
bpf_map_lookup_elem(&flowarrival, &key, &astats);
if (tcp->th_flags & TH_SYN) {
// SYN flag, increase arrival rate
astats->arrival += 1;
} else if (tcp->th_flags & TH_FIN) {
// FIN flag, increase departure rate
astats->departure += 1;
} else if (tcp->th_flags & TH_RST) {
// RST flag, increase departure rate (connection denied)
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astats->departure += 1;
}
// If the last packet was more than 5 seconds ago
if (pkt->metadata.sec - astats->lasttime > 5) {
// Notify the controller of the current statistics
bpf_notify(0, astats, sizeof(struct arrival_stats));
// Reset the counters
astats->lasttime = pkt->metadata.sec;
astats->arrival = 0;
astats->departure = 0;
}
}
}
}
// learning switch behaviour
}
char _license[] SEC("license") = "GPL";
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